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Abstract
Electronic Government (e-Government) digitises and innovates public services to businesses,
citizens, agencies, employees and other shareholders by utilising Information and Communi-
cation Technologies. E-government systems inevitably involves finance, personal, security
and other sensitive information, and therefore become the target of cyber attacks through
various means, such as malware, spyware, virus, denial of service attacks (DoS), and dis-
tributed DoS (DDoS). Despite the protection measures, such as authentication, authorisation,
encryption, and firewalls, existing e-Government systems such as websites and electronic
identity management systems (eIDs) often face potential privacy issues, security vulnerabili-
ties and suffer from single point of failure due to centralised services. This is getting more
challenging along with the dramatically increasing users and usage of e-Government systems
due to the proliferation of technologies such as smart cities, internet of things (IoTs), cloud
computing and interconnected networks. Thus, there is a need of developing a decentralised
secure e-Government system equipped with anomaly detection to enforce system reliability,
security and privacy.
This PhD work develops a decentralised secure and privacy-preserving e-Government
system by innovatively using blockchain technology. Blockchain technology enables the
implementation of highly secure and privacy-preserving decentralised applications where
information is not under the control of any centralised third party. The developed secure
and decentralised e-Government system is based on the consortium type of blockchain
technology, which is a semi-public and decentralised blockchain system consisting of a group
of pre-selected entities or organisations in charge of consensus and decisions making for the
benefit of the whole network of peers. Ethereum blockchain solution was used in this project
to simulate and validate the proposed system since it is open source and supports off-chain
data storage such as images, PDFs, DOCs, contracts, and other files that are too large to be
stored in the blockchain or that are required to be deleted or changed in the future, which are
essential part of e-Government systems.
This PhD work also develops an intrusion detection system (IDS) based on the Den-
dritic cell algorithm (DCA) for detecting unwanted internal and external traffics to support
the proposed blockchain-based e-Government system, because the blockchain database
is append-only and immutable. The IDS effectively prevent unwanted transactions such
as virus, malware or spyware from being added to the blockchain-based e-Government
network. Briefly, the DCA is a class of artificial immune systems (AIS) which was in-
troduce for anomaly detection in computer networks and has beneficial properties such
as self-organisation, scalability, decentralised control and adaptability. Three significant
improvements have been implemented for DCA-based IDS. Firstly, a new parameters optimi-
sation approach for the DCA is implemented by using the Genetic algorithm (GA). Secondly,
fuzzy inference systems approach is developed to solve nonlinear relationship that exist
between features during the pre-processing stage of the DCA so as to further enhance its
anomaly detection performance in e-Government systems. In addition, a multiclass DCA
capable of detection multiple attacks is developed in this project, given that the original DCA
is a binary classifier and many practical classification problems including computer network
intrusion detection datasets are often associated with multiple classes.
The effectiveness of the proposed approaches in enforcing security and privacy in e-
Government systems are demonstrated through three real-world applications: privacy and
integrity protection of information in e-Government systems, internal threats detection, and
external threats detection. Privacy and integrity protection of information in the proposed e-
Government systems is provided by using encryption and validation mechanism offered by the
blockchain technology. Experiments demonstrated the performance of the proposed system,
and thus its suitability in enhancing security and privacy of information in e-Government
systems. The applicability and performance of the DCA-based IDS in e-Government systems
were examined by using publicly accessible insider and external threat datasets with real-
world attacks. The results show that, the proposed system can mitigate insider and external
threats in e-Government systems whilst simultaneously preserving information security and
privacy. The proposed system also could potentially increase the trust and accountability of
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This chapter presents an overview of e-Government systems relevant to the scope of this PhD
work. It includes details of the following sections: E-Government Systems, Challenges of
Implementing E-Government Systems, Motivations, Goals and Objectives, and Structure of
the Thesis.
1.1 E-Government Systems
The use of ICTs such as Internet and electronic devices in different organisations across the
world has significantly increased over the past few decades. Online information sharing has a
great impact on individuals as it makes daily communication easier and more efficient [155].
E-Government is one such system that uses ICTs to deliver public services to individuals
including citizens, agencies, businesses, employees and other Governments [116, 155]. The
transformation of Government systems from traditional paper based information sharing to its
electronic counterpart increases transparency, accountability, participatory, effectiveness and
efficiency of services delivered by Government agencies, resulting into a better Government
system [155]. Additionally, e-Government is considered as one of the attributes of good Gov-
ernance since it makes public administrators and officials more democratic and responsible
due to transparency and interoperability provided [122, 14, 155]. Through e-Government
system, citizens can participate in e-Democracy by engaging themselves in public events and
decision making, and thus they are able to hold the Government accountable [155].
Generally, Government networks can communicate to each other better than business
networks, because most of them are connected for transferring information to the public
without competition [155]. One of the main goals of introducing e-Government system
was to keep the public sectors working seamlessly for 24 hours every day. The electronic
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provision of the public services is very beneficial solution particularly to people with certain
disabilities as they can access services online such as tax clearance, insurance registration
and etc, with no need to appear physically in public offices. Correspondingly, individuals
of e-Government are able to evade long queues in public offices whilst saving time and
transportation costs; and at the same time the service providers can deliver services more
effectively with low cost [122, 155]. Additionally, e-Government systems aim to link various
Government departments, agencies and ministries so that they can instantly deliver online
services to citizens and other stakeholders on demand [155, 122]. On demand information
sharing is essential for promoting equality, increasing revenue, promoting competition among
agencies and firms and accelerate marketing within the public sector.
According to the United Nation e-Government survey, 2018 [158], almost every Gov-
ernment around the world is currently providing its citizens and other stakeholders e-
services via websites and mobile applications. For instance, US’s Government portal
(https://www.usa.gov/), UK’s Government portal (https://www.gov.uk/), Tanzania’s Govern-
ment portal (http://www.ega.go.tz/), china’s Government portal (http://www.gov.cn/english/),
and e.t.c, provide information and e-services to individuals. Thus, regardless of their physi-
cal locations around the world, the use of e-Government web-portals enables citizens and
organisations in private and public sector to interact directly [122, 155].
E-Government services typically can be categorised into 4 groups [155, 116]: G2G
(Government to Government), G2C (Government to Citizens), G2B (Government to Business)
and G2E (Government to Employees). Briefly, G2G offers transaction between Government
departments such as central/national and local councils as well as information flow between
Governments. G2C disseminates information to individuals such as driving license renewal,
application of birth/death/marriage certificates, online payment of income tax etc. G2B
exchanges information between Government and businesses such as policies, rules and
regulation, online application of business permit etc. G2E exchanges information and
documents between Government and its employees.
1.2 Challenges of Implementing E-government Systems
The complexity and continuous advancement of ICTs bring several challenges to the imple-
mentation and management of e-Government systems [122, 6, 101]. The common challenges
that have been identified to hinder the implementation and acceptance of e-Government
systems are discussed below.
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ICT Infrastructure
The implementation of e-Government systems always face technological limitations such as
compatible ICT infrastructure and standards among Government agencies and departments.
Thus, ICT infrastructure is considered as one of the main challenges facing e-Government
initiatives [101]. For e-Government services to be accessed and delivered to citizens, internet
plays a crucial role. Internet-working between e-Government systems and user devices is
needed to facilitate appropriate information sharing and provide new channels for services
delivery [122, 101]. Studies have indicated that, ICT barriers that face e-Government
implementation include existence of different technology infrastructure among agencies
and departments, lack of interoperability of application interfaces and presence of different
implementation frameworks [101, 137].
For instance, the data formats used by a particular application is not readable or is
incompatible with other application within the same public sector. Transforming Government
from traditional paper-based to e-Government requires a uniform architecture, ICT standards
and models and guiding set of principles within the public sectors [137]. More precisely, a
strong technological infrastructure within the public sectors is required for e-Government
systems implementation. Hence, Government must develop an effective ICT infrastructure in
order to deliver e-Government service efficiently [101]. Appropriate and interoperable ICT
infrastructure within the public sectors is one of the requirements that must be maintained to
ensure sustainable e-Government systems.
Information Privacy
Citizen’s online privacy continues to be a critical challenge in e-Government implementation
and acceptance [101, 8]. Privacy refers to the assurance of a suitable level of information
protection and integrity to an individual. Government has an obligation to ensure that, the
privacy of citizens’ data collected is maintained while being processed and shared among
public departments and agencies [123]. Privacy concerns due to disclosure of sensitive
information, sharing and mishandling of private information as well as web and online
tracking in e-Government systems are being frequently reported around the world [101, 123,
155]. Also, there is the concern that e-Government systems may be used to track and monitor
individuals and violate their privacy.
Public sectors are required to address privacy in e-Government systems as a technical
and policy issue in order to make sure that sensitive information about individuals are not
intercepted due to poor network security or disclosure of information by officials. Addressing
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privacy concerns in e-Government systems is of paramount importance in increasing citizens’
confidence and winning their trust. Mutual trust is required by citizens in order to allow
Government to collect and use their data transparently. Therefore, Government authorities
and policies must state and communicate clearly with citizens and other shareholders about
the use and how the data collected are being processed by the Government.
Information Security
Information security is the protection of systems against an intentional or accidental dis-
closure to an unauthorised modification, an unauthorised access or destruction [104]. In-
formation security is considered to be among the critical success factors of e-Government
implementation and adoption process [164]. It also plays a key role in citizens’ willingness
to use e-Government applications and services [101]. Information security accounts for the
protection of e-Government architecture including network, computers and software as well
as controlling access to the stored information. However, information security has been iden-
tified as a challenging factor in the implementation of e-Government systems [122, 101, 115].
This is due to applications for accessing e-Government services are designed independently
rather than being part of the whole systems and thus end up requiring their own security
mechanisms that become inevitably incompatible with other applications and systems [101].
Compatibility can be provided by making sure that each e-Government application and
system is equipped with the functionality such as encryption, digital signatures, authorisation,
authentication, non-repudiation, protection of user IDs and passwords, and proper validation
[123]. Information security should include protection of network and the documents it stores
by suing firewalls and limits those who have access to the system [137].
Policy and Regulation
Adoption and implementation of e-Government systems is considered as an organisational
issue rather than technical issue [60]. It requires a range of new policies, laws, rules and
changes in Governance to work on electronic activities such as transmission of information,
storage, archiving, protection, copyright issues, intellectual property issues and cyber-crimes.
Online information sharing within the public sectors involves lawful signing a digital agree-
ment or contract for protecting and securing all activities being done by individuals. Most
countries across the world have not developed e-Government laws which make it difficult
to regulate information sharing and handling [123, 158]. Particularly, many government
agencies in different countries over the world are in the process of developing their own
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specific policies. Lack of detailed e-Government policy, or their early stage of formulation,
has reduced the speed of e-Government implementation in many countries [101, 155]. Estab-
lishment of e-Government policies and regulations within the public sectors is necessary to
ensure that, privacy, security and legal issues are provided. Until e-Government policies and
regulations are put together and full conceived is when e-Government agencies would speed
up implementation and acceptance of e-Government applications and technologies.
Lack of Qualified Personnel and Training
Lack of appropriate technical skills within the Government departments and agencies has
been identified as another major concerns of e-Government implementation and integration
[101, 122]. There has been a lack of qualified individuals and insufficient human resources
training within e-Government agencies for years [123]. In fact, the majority of e-Government
projects heavily rely on external consulting firms who provide human resources and support
[123, 122]. Dependence on external consulting firms provides short term benefits in helping
public sectors to deliver services faster to individuals, however, it raises longer term concerns
on over-dependence on external firms for continuous support and maintenance. Indeed,
the significance of key ICT experts on information systems projects has been appreciated
for long time [33]. Therefore, critical knowledge is lost when an external expert leave the
project which can contribute to failure of e-Government implementation and integration [101].
Hence, the availability of adequate skills is important for successful implementation and
integration of e-Government systems. Technical skill is required for design, implementation,
maintenance and installation of ICT infrastructure. Human capital challenge can be addressed
by providing training to IT staff and managers in order to develop and create the basic and
fundamental skills for e-Government use and application.
Digital Divide
The digital divide is the gap between those who have the opportunities to access computers
and Internet against those who do not. The opportunity and ability to use Internet and
computers have become a critical success factor in e-Government implementation and
integration [101]. Individuals who do not have access to Internet are not able to access online
services offered by the e-Government [101]. Across the world, not all citizens have access
to computers and Internet particularly due to lack of financial resources or lack of skills to
operate the technology [101, 123]. For instance, in developing countries the digital divide is
too huge making it difficult for citizens to use and accept e-Government systems [122]. In
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fact, computer education is required for citizens to be able to benefits from e-Government
applications [101]. Governments are responsible for training their citizens and officials on
the basic skills of using ICT in order for them to be able to participate in e-Government
integration process. Larger digital divide in developing countries increases the cost of training
and technical barriers in implementing and sustaining e-Government services [122].
Leaders and Management Support
Government departments and agencies across the world are not well prepared for under-
taking the implementation and integration of electronic services in public sectors [101].
E-Government agencies are mostly engaged in learning about e-Government implemen-
tation and integration process rather that direct acceptance within the public sector [164].
Studies have indicated that without support and acceptance from the top management of
the Government, ICT projects are likely to be abandoned [122, 123]. Thus, e-Government
implementation should receive the fully support from the top management for successful
integration [122]. Top management means the commitment from the highest level of Govern-
ment to provide best environment that influence participation of individuals in e-Government
initiatives. The support from the top management in a country plays a critical role in the
implementation and adoption of e-Government systems [122].
1.3 Motivation
E-Government is one of the most complex information systems which needs to be distributed,
secure and preserves the privacy of sensitive information shared within the public sector.
The existing e-Government systems such as websites and electronic identity management
systems (eIDs) are centralised where all storage and processing are performed at a central
duplicated servers and databases. Centralised management and validation system always
presents a single point of failure and make the system a target to cyber attacks such as
malware, ramsonware, virus, spyware, DDoS, DoS, and etc. Additionally, to perform a
software upgrade to a centralised system may require to halt the entire system which leads to
unavailability; and hence, users may fail to access the stored information and services.
Additionally, e-Government systems collect, store and process a significant amount
of confidential and sensitive information about citizens, employees, customers, products,
researches, financial status amongst others, using electronic computers. The compromise
of such information usually leads to the loss of users’ trust and confidence, opportunities,
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and financial advantages, etc [102]. In the future, the number of devices using e-Government
services will increase dramatically due to the fast evolution of smart homes, IoT, smart
cities and interconnected networks [15, 170]. Commonly, as the number of devices using
e-Government systems increases, the number of malicious nodes trying to access and abuse
unauthorised and sensitive information grows accordingly [170, 15, 171]. In the past, a
research study conducted by [115] found that, more than 80% of e-Government web sites
around the world were vulnerable to cross-site scripting (XSS) and structured query (SQL)
injection due to lack of proper authentication mechanism applied to input data from users.
Data breaches in e-Government systems have been significantly increasing in recent years
based on various sources. For instance, according to the 2019 Cyber Security Breaches Survey
by the UK Government, around 32% of businesses and 22% of charities reported facing cyber
security breaches or attacks in 2019, such as phishing, viruses, malware including ransomware
attacks and impersonation of emails [154]. In 2017, the United State Government suffered
one of the largest e-Government attacks, causing the loss of over 145 million Government
employees’ confidential information, including security clearance information, social security
numbers, identities, passwords, etc [159]. In 2017, 3.34 million computer were compromised
by hackers in China and caused a leakage of citizens’ sensitive information like user name,
photos, address and identity card numbers [30]. Also, according to the report in [148],
in 2016, Tanzania Government was hit by cyber-terrorists, technology spies, hackers and
digital fraudsters causing it to lose around 85 millions US dollars. In addition, more than
1,500 user accounts in Singapore were hacked in the Government platform in 2014, where
hackers gained access to create new businesses and apply for work permits [138]. Due to
supremacy and political differences, in May 2019, the Palestinian cyber warfare division was
identified to have carried out a cyber attack against Israeli’s IT infrastructure connected to
their e-Government systems and gain access to state’s sensitive information [84].
It is therefore of ultimate importance to ensure the security, privacy, confidentiality,
integrity and availability of e-Government systems. Thus, there is a need of developing a
decentralised secure e-Government system equipped with cybersecurity attacks detection to
enforce system reliability, security and privacy. Since its inception as a solution for secure
cryptocurrencies sharing in 2008, the blockchain technology has now become one of the core
technologies for secure data sharing and storage over trustless and decentralised peer-to-peer
(P2P) systems [32]. Blockchain technology enables implementation of highly secure and
privacy-preserving decentralised systems where transactions are not under control of any
third party organisation. Old data and new data are stored in a sealed compartment of blocks
(ledger) distributed across the network in a verifiable and immutable way [121]. Information
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security and privacy are enhanced on the way in which data is encrypted and distributed
across the network.
Therefore, this PhD work develops a decentralised secure and privacy-preserving e-
Government system by innovatively using blockchain technology. The developed secure
and decentralised e-Government system is based on the consortium type of blockchain
technology, which is a semi-public and decentralised blockchain system consisting of a group
of pre-selected entities or organisations in charge of consensus and decisions making for the
benefit of the whole network of peers. Ethereum blockchain solution [23] was used in this
project to simulate and validate the proposed system since it is open source and supports
off-chain data storage such as images, PDFs, DOCs, contracts, and other files that are too
large to be stored in the blockchain or that are required to be deleted or changed in the future,
which are essential part of e-Government systems.
This PhD work also develops an IDS based on the Dendritic cell algorithm for detecting
cybersecurity attacks to support the proposed blockchain-based e-Government system, be-
cause the blockchain database is append-only and immutable. Note that, once the information
is added to the blockchain database cannot be deleted or changed in the future [7]. The
proposed DCA-based IDS effectively prevent unwanted transactions such as virus, malware
or spyware from being added to the blockchain-based e-Government network. Briefly, the
DCA is a class of artificial immune systems which was introduce for anomaly detection
in computer networks and has beneficial properties such as self-organisation, scalability,
decentralised control and adaptability. Three significant improvements have been imple-
mented for DCA-based IDS. Firstly, a new parameters optimisation approach for the DCA
is implemented by using the Genetic algorithm. Secondly, fuzzy inference systems ap-
proach is developed to solve nonlinear relationship that exist between features during the
pre-processing stage of the DCA so as to further enhance its cybersecurity attacks detection
performance in e-Government systems. In addition, a multiclass DCA capable of detection
multiple attacks is developed in this project, given that the original DCA is a binary classifier
and many practical classification problems including computer network intrusion detection
datasets are often associated with multiple classes.
1.4 Goals and Objectives
This PhD project aims to 1) develop a decentralised secure and privacy-preserving e-
Government system; 2) develop an IDS for detecting and mitigating cybersecurity attacks
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targeting e-Government systems. To achieve the main goals, the following objectives will be
met.
1. To investigate security and privacy issues in the existing e-Government systems.
2. To develop a prototype of decentralised e-Government framework with privacy preser-
vation, and cybersecurity attacks detection functionality, using blockchain and an
artificial immune system.
3. To develop a decentralised e-Government system based on the consortium blockchain
technology.
4. To develop an IDS based on the Dendritic cell algorithm for detecting cybersecurity
attacks in the proposed blockchain-based e-Government system.
5. To evaluate and validate the performances of the proposed approaches in e-Government
system by applying real-world cybersecurity datasets and other anomaly detection
benchmark datasets.
1.5 Structure of the Thesis
The structure of the remainder of the thesis is outlined in this section. Briefly, the works
carried out in Chapter 1 and Chapter 2 achieved the first objective. The work presented
in Chapter 3 accomplished the second objective. Chapter 4 is linked to the third objective.
The fourth objective is achieved by the works detailed in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. And
the performance of the proposed approaches in e-Government systems, which is the fifth
objective, is evaluated in Chapter 4, Chapter 5 and Chapter 6.
Chapter 2: Background
Chapter 2 provides an in depth background of the emergence of e-Government systems,
blockchain technology, intrusion detection systems and artificial immune systems. In par-
ticular, privacy and security issues in e-Government systems is reviewed. Public-key and
Symmetric-key cryptography which are the essential components for the implementation of
the blockchain technology are discussed in this chapter. Additionally, types of blockchain
technology and their advantages and limitations are discussed. Finally, DCA algorithm is
reviewed as an artificial immune system used to develop the IDS in this PhD project.
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Chapter 3: The E-Government Framework
Chapter 3 proposes a decentralised e-Government framework with privacy preservation,
and insider and external threat detection functionality, using blockchain technology and
the DCA algorithm. The proposed e-Government framework is comprised of three main
modules. Firstly, a decentralised e-Government module is comprised of a P2P network with
each node representing a public department based on the blockchain technology. Secondly,
an external attack detection module based on the DCA detects unexpected traffics coming
from the Internet to the e-Government system for further investigation by the network
administrator. Thirdly, an insider threat detection module based on the DCA identifies internal
anomalies from legitimated accounts of the e-Government system for further investigation.
The theoretical and qualitative analysis on security and privacy of the proposed framework
shows that, encryption, immutability and the decentralised management and control offered
by the blockchain technology can provide the required security and privacy in e-Government
systems. Insider and external threats associated with the blockchain transactions from users
are detected and reported by the DCA-based IDS to avoid any invalid operations to the
blockchain database. Thus, it can be applied in Government organisations to implement
a decentralised and secure e-Government systems to overcome design challenges such as
interoperability, integration and complexity. Additionally, this framework has the potential to
increase citizens’ trust in the public sectors. The work in this chapter has been published in
[48, 49].
Chapter 4: Consortium Blockchain for E-Government Decentralisation and Privacy-
preservation
Chapter 4 proposes a decentralised e-Government system based on the consortium blockchain
technology. The consortium blockchain is particularly chosen in this project because it has
moderate computational cost which is crucial for e-Government systems. The consortium
blockchain allows decentralised and flexible information access control, where the acces-
sibility of the information stored in the consortium network can be limited to validators
(e-Government departments), authorised users (registered citizens and shareholders), or not
limited at all (public information). Also, unlike public blockchain where consensus process
and transaction audit are carried out by all nodes with high computational cost, consortium
blockchain performs the consensus process using pre-selected trusted nodes with moderate
cost. The proposed decentralised system was simulated and evaluated by using Ethereum
Visualisations of Interactive, Blockchain, Extended Simulations (eVIBES simulator) [36].
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eVIBES simulator was selected because it is open source and supports off-chain (sideDB)
data storage such as images, PDFs, DOCs, contracts, and etc; and these are essential part of
e-Government systems. The performance evaluation based on the number of transactions
processed per second and on the time for processing a single transaction by varying the
number of nodes (validators) in the consortium blockchain network have proved that, the pro-
posed system is suitable for decentralisation, security and privacy assurance in e-Government
systems. consortium blockchain technology provides the decentralised environment and
control required in the proposed e-Government system. The work in this chapter has been
published in [52, 49].
Chapter 5: E-Government Security and Privacy-Preserving Using Enhanced Dendritic
Cell Algorithms
Chapter 5 develops three different cybersecurity attacks detection systems based on enhanced
DCA for identifying and mitigating unwanted traffics in e-Government systems. Firstly, a
new parameters optimisation approach for the DCA was implemented by using GA; since
the original DCA uses manual method to pre-defined the weights for its objective function.
Secondly, fuzzy inference systems approach was used to developed an approach which
can solve nonlinear relationship that may exist between input features and the resultant
three DCA’s signals during its pre-processing stage. Thirdly, a new signal categorisation
method for the DCA was proposed based on Partial Shuffle Mutation of GA to automatically
categorise the input features into the three DCA’s signal categories; given that the original
DCA uses manual categorisation technique based on domain or expert knowledge of the
domain. The experimental results show that the enhanced DCA approaches are capable of
detecting cybersecurity attacks in e-Government system with effective performances while
simultaneously ensuring privacy to blockchain transactions and data. The work in this chapter
has been published in [53, 46, 45, 50, 47].
Chapter 6: E-Government Multi-Attack Detection using Multi-Class DCA
Chapter 6 proposes a multi-attack detection system for e-Government system by trans-
forming the binary DCA to support multi-class classification (McDCA). The McDCA was
implemented by generalising the natural behaviors of DCs to allow multiple situations to
be considered rather than simply normal and anomaly. To further prove the potential of
the proposed McDCA, a multilayer McDCA is also proposed and simply implemented by
allowing the use of DCs in a layered structure; this ultimately opens the door for its further
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extension to be implemented as a deep learning approach. The experimental results based
on the implementation of the proposed McDCA and multilayer McDCA demonstrated the
working and efficacy of the system, with overall better performance than those from the com-
monly used and recently proposed conventional multi-class classifiers. The results obtained
by using real-world cybersecurity datasets with multiple attacks prove that, McDCA is able
to simultaneously detect multiples attacks targeting e-Government system. Hence, compared
to the binary DCA which groups all attacks in the same class as anomaly, the McDCA can
identify and report each individual attack independently in e-Government system. The work
in this chapter has been published in [44, 51].
Chapter 7: Conclusions
Chapter 7 concludes the thesis and points out the possible future works including short-term
and long-term developments.
Appendices
Appendix A lists the publications arising from work presented in this thesis.




This chapter presents an in depth background of the emergence of e-Government systems,
blockchain technology, intrusion detection systems, and artificial immune systems. In
particular, privacy and security issues in e-Government systems are reviewed. Also, public-
key cryptography, symmetric-key cryptography, digital signature and cryptographic hash
function which are the essential components for the implementation of the blockchain
technology are reviewed. Additionally, types of blockchain technology and their advantages
and limitations are provided. Finally, the background of the DCA algorithm which is a class
of AIS used in this thesis to develop IDS is presented.
The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. Chapter 2.1 discusses the emergence of
e-Government systems as well as security and privacy issues in the existing e-Government
systems. Chapter 2.2 details the background of blockchain technology and cryptography.
Chapter 2.3 presents the background of intrusion detection systems. Chapter 2.4 provides
the background of artificial immune systems and biological immune systems, and finally
Chapter 2.5 summarises the chapter.
2.1 The Emergence of E-Government Systems
Over the past few decades, the rapid advancement of the ICTs has accelerated the development
of many electronics services. Electronic services available online to users are often denoted
with a prefix "e", for instance e-learning for distance online learning services, e-banking for
electronic banking services, e-commerce for electronic commerce services, e-business for
electronic business services, and etc. E-services became possible after the internet appeared
to be the main media for information exchange and the introduction of World Wide Web
(WWW) in 1990s. Commonly, since 1990s, Web-based services and application started to
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become an integral part of e-Government for delivering services and information to the public
particularly in advanced developed countries such as USA, UK, Germany, Canada, Australia
e.t.c [155, 134]. Development and adoption of e-Government systems in public sector was
hugely motivated by the advancement of e-commerce systems and shifting of economy from
goods to services through utilisation of ICTs [66]. Additionally, it is becoming a mandatory
for most countries across the world to use digital communication between citizens, businesses
and Government in order to flourish and survive in the digital economy era [155, 158].
There are many definition of e-Government systems in the literature [122, 123, 155].
Throughout this thesis, e-Government system is defined as the use of ICTs within the public
sectors to improve services delivery to citizens and other stakeholders; thus making the public
sectors more transparent, participatory, accessible, accountable, efficient and effective. E-
Government systems are designed and equipped to offer a range of services and information,
including licenses registration and renewal, tax filling, voting registration, passport and visa
application, useful information to the public, business and employment opportunities etc
[122, 155].
According to the United Nation report on e-Government development, almost every nation
around the world has developed a website for providing information to its citizens and other
stakeholders [155]. Good examples are the UK’s Government portal (https://www.gov.uk/)
and the Singapore Government’s eCitizen portal (https://www.ecitizen.gov.sg/). Websites
provide Government e-services and information to individuals such as availability of public
services and the procedures to follow in order to get those services. Note that, a citizen-
centered, business-focused and environment-aware e-Government system can lead to greater
transparency and convenience, higher revenue and efficiency, and less corruption and opera-
tional overhead [155].
Digital identity (eID) is another online e-Government service that was introduced in
order to provide individual’s identity for verification while accessing services from different
Government departments as well as the legal validity of online transaction inquired [144].
eID provides a simple way for citizens to prove electronically that they are who they say they
are, in order to access online services. eID in e-Government helps to distinguish between
different citizens and business uniquely. The same eID can be used in multiple sectors (e.g.
taxation, social security, education, telephony services, banking services) and while fulfilling
different roles (e.g. a civil servant, a lawyer or a father) depending on the context. Also, eIDs
and online identities can be used beyond national boundaries to authenticate and authorise
citizens to e-services anywhere. The task of issuing and validating eID is assigned to a single
organisation which become responsible for distributing to other member state [144].
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Due to the sensitivity of information stored in e-Government networks, each department
and agency must make sure that only authorised users can get access to the system. Infor-
mation security technology must be provided in order to safeguard and maintain smooth
operation of e-Government system. Protection of e-Government networks ensures confiden-
tiality, integrity and availability of the data [122]. Any e-Government system is vulnerable to
security breaches if no security policy, security mechanism or countermeasures are prepared
and put in place [59, 144]. Note that, information collected from individuals are stored in
centralised databases and servers in the existing e-Government systems [155, 170, 122].
2.1.1 Categories of E-government Systems
The kind of services and information shared in e-Government systems can be classified as
feedback and opinions, public information, critical information, business information and per-
sonal data. Therefore, based on the interaction and inter-relationship between e-Government
and individuals, they are often categorised into four groups namely Government to Citi-
zen, Government to Business, Government to Government and Government to Employees
[155, 134]. Each of these categories is describes as follows.
Government to Citizen
G2C is the interaction between Government and citizens by using online electronic applica-
tions such as Websites and mobile applications. G2C communication helps citizens to access
high quality services and information from the Government in an effective way and efficiently
manner [158]. G2C disseminates information to individuals, such as driving licenses renewal,
application of birth/death/marriage certificates, online payment of income tax, and etc.
Government to Business
G2B is an interaction between Government and business firms through the Internet in order
to provide transparent environment for businesses in a particular country. G2B interactions
help to reduce the expenses to Government of buying and selling services and goods from
private businesses. G2B exchanges information between Government and businesses such as
policies, rules and regulation, online application of business permits, and so forth. In G2B,
the Government services are provided to private firms according to the established rules and
regulations but in more modernised form of economy [122].
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Government to Government
G2G indicates an interaction between Government departments, authorities and agencies with
one another at local, regional or national level in order to share the information and services
available among public bureaucracies and with individuals [5]. It also entails the international
interactions between a Government and other Governments around the world. More precisely,
G2G is the computerisation of routine tasks performed by the Government while allowing
automatic sharing of service and information between departments and agencies. G2G is
designed to work according to the principles and rules governing the public sectors while
delivering online services.
Government to Employees
G2E means the interaction between Government and its employees by using online applica-
tion in order to make communication more effective and efficient. G2E interaction enhances
the productivity and transparency with the public sectors by allowing Government employees
to access various Government information and services while simultaneously encouraging
information sharing with the public. For example, online management of the public employ-
ees’ payroll, social security services and pension. Additionally, G2E is concerned with the
sharing of the public documents among employees of the Government. It can also be referred
to as intra-Government interaction as it coordinates the transactions which are essential to
staff working within the public sectors.
2.1.2 Benefits of E-Government
Local, regional and state Governments across the world are constantly spending large amount
of money on ICTs projects to develop electronic applications that increase efficiency of
e-services provision to the public [123, 155]. Electronic services provision by Governments
to citizens and other stakeholders has a number of benefits as it has been pointed out in
different studies [122, 6, 123, 153]. These benefits are summarised below.
• Provides a better way of managing information compared to traditional paper-based
method. For instance, website is a cost effective way of sharing information between
the owner and users. Also, it is quicker to publish information on website than sending
to individuals one by one.
• Improves efficiency of public services delivery and facilitates compliance with Gov-
ernment policies and regulations.
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• Strengthens wider citizens participation in public sectors by involving them in the
process of decision making such as e-voting. This also increase the level of trust in
public sectors.
• Creates a better and cost-effective business environment in a country by simplifying
interaction between businesses and Government which leads to cost reduction and
revenue growth.
• Increases accountability in the public sector which enables the Government to meet its
citizens’ expectation through improving the quality of services delivery.
• Helps to reduce bureaucracy and corruption in the public sector through transparency.
Online communication between individuals and public officials provide a painless
process to navigate bureaucracy and corruption within a state. Transparency make
Government departments and agencies more responsible as they know that every
process and action is closely monitored and recorded.
• Makes Government data more accessible to citizens and other shareholders. Also,
e-Government systems provide more insight into public data and better control of
Government activities.
• Increases democracy as a result of citizens participation in decision making at all
levels of Governance. Citizens can actively participate in online forums regarding
development and political issues [122, 123].
• Speeds up information sharing between individuals and public sectors. Web and mobile
applications enable instant transmission of high volume of data across the country and
over the world at any time of the day.
Note that, the benefits of e-Government are the same in both developed and developing
world [122, 155]. The ability of a Government to make public services accessible online to
individuals irrespective of their locations across the country offers the biggest benefits of
e-Government systems.
2.1.3 Security Issues in E-Government Systems
Although the adoption of e-Government systems in the public sectors provides efficient
and effective services over the Internet, security issues remain a major concern [123, 88].
The most common cyber-attacks to e-Government systems are DoS, DDoS, unauthorised
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network access, theft of personal information, website defacement, application layer attacks
such as cross site scripting (XSS), and penetration attacking [14, 127, 115]. Individuals
of the public are not ready to engage with electronic public services due to a lack of trust
which is identified as a significant barrier to the adoption of e-Government systems [127].
E-Government users perceive Government as one entity, which means security issue that
affect one department (agency) may be viewed as a threat to the whole e-Government system
[88]. Failing to secure public users’ data has both financial and legal consequences. Financial
consequences is a result of business partners losing trust while legal consequences is due to
Government failing to address security of the data they collect from its users.
The existing e-Government systems have been identified to be faced with the potential
security vulnerabilities and suffer from a single point of failure due to centralised databases
and servers [123, 170, 153]. Generally, it is very hard to respond to flooding-based DoS
and DDoS attacks in centralised systems due to a large number of malicious traffic which
are sent to the network to render it inoperable. The next generation of e-Government
systems will be required to integrate with services such as geospatial information, regulatory
publications and public deliberation data, which enhances the experience and the innovation
of applications [151]. As technologies advance, the number of attacks increase as cyber-
criminals are coming up with new attack methods. Threats to e-Government will also be more
complex targeting the client end points, the communications infrastructure, and the back
end servers [140]. According to [5], security of e-government systems must be protected to
increase users’ trust while accessing the public services online. If e-Government systems are
not well secured, cyber-attacks are inevitable.
As ICTs advance, new devices are getting connected to e-Government systems which
increase a greater chance of a vulnerable devices being added to the network and open up
an attack space [127]. Due to the nature of these devices, security issues is a major concern.
“Traditional" cyber security solutions may not provide the required level of defense [56].
Cyber criminals are coming up with new sophisticated attack techniques every day making it
difficult to predict the kind of attacks e-Government systems will be subjected to in the future.
This is more of a concern with the introduction of devices that have the ability to establish
communication links without a user’s intervention, such as IoT devices. Cyber-attacks
can take several forms, some may causes system damage, disruption to a communication
infrastructure or extract sensitive information. In the past, a research study conducted
by [115] found that, more than 80% of e-Government web sites around the global were
vulnerable to cross-site scripting (XSS) and structured query (SQL) injection due to lack of
proper authentication mechanism applied to input data from users. Due to cyber warfare,
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there are other new motivations for attacks such as political differences, extortion, cyber
terrorism, and even contests for the supremacy which can occur within a nation or between
different nations [128].
According to [86], security measures can be implemented at the physical, technical
or management levels. Physical security includes safeguarding e-Government network
equipment, data, information and other valuable assets from being destroyed by operation
mistakes, natural disaster, computer crime or any other attempt that can cause physical
destruction of assets, loss of information or interruption of the system operations. Technical
security is achieved by using computer network products such as firewalls, IDS, Intrusion
Prevention Systems (IPS), secure routers and switches as shown in Figure 2.1 to secure
E-Government system against many cyber-attacks. Computer security devices are configured
to filter network traffic into and out of e-Government systems (Router and Firewalls) and
also to identify any signs of suspicious activity (IDS), this is an area where AI has been
exploited. Management security measure focus on the setting up of policies, regulations, and
legal protection for the purpose of easing the integration of e-Government management and
technology while guaranteeing the security of e-Government systems.
Figure 2.1 E-Government technical security measures
Different non-technical e-Government security maturity models have been proposed for
guiding and bench-marking the security implementation of the e-Government system. For
instance, a comprehensive e-Government information security maturity model for guiding
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the inclusion of security in e-Government systems was reported in the work of [90]. This
model focuses only on the organisation’s security mechanisms setting, security evaluation,
security policy setting and information security awareness to users, but it lacks guidance for
built-in security that can ensure e-service security and privacy.
2.1.4 Privacy Issues in E-Government Systems
Privacy concerns are identified as a key challenge to policy, regulatory and legislation in
the 21st century [130]. Generally, e-Government systems perform three basic operations:
data transfer, data processing and data storage [9]. Privacy may be violated in any of these
operations. User’s personal information such as their identity, medical records, and other
sensitive information could be disclosed through metadata analysis. If an attacker can
compromise the privacy and security of e-Government system and access the information
then the confidentiality, integrity and availability, will be in jeopardy due to connected devices
storing large amounts of sensitive personal information i.e., photocopier hard drives, printers
and scanners, mobile phones etc. It is the responsibility of a Government to ensure an
individual’s information is secured and the users’ privacy is preserved during data collection,
processing, storage, and exchange. Therefore, the e-Government infrastructure and all the
devices connected to the infrastructures need to be protected with appropriate measures.
One major concern with respect to Government systems is the capturing and use of
personal and sensitive information, and there are fears that the information could be used to
monitor the public, which is considered by many as an invasion of their privacy [160]. There
are also fears that the information could be obtained by cyber criminals. These concerns are
well founded as there are a number of well documented cases where information has been
leaked in e-Government systems [159, 148, 154, 30, 84]. The compromise of information
privacy in e-Government systems usually leads to the loss of citizens’ trust and confidence
[102]. It is therefore of ultimate importance to ensure the privacy, confidentiality and integrity
of e-Government systems. Thus, much need to be done to come up with a better privacy
and security solution for e-Government systems because new security breaches are being
reported every year especially on cyber-attacks targeting citizens’ sensitive information.
The e-Government systems could improve privacy and security of information by intro-
ducing Transport Layer Security and using a Secure Socket Layer (TLS/SSL) certificates
which implement a public key infrastructure (PKI) [102]. PKI requires that users maintain
their software to ensure the latest TLS/SSL certificates are being used. PKI’s use a trusted
third party, a certification authority (CA) to offer certificates to the user’s devices. If CA is
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compromised it may lead to privacy and security problems[55]. Setfanova et al. propose that
biometric security should be incorporated in e-Government portals using either fingerprint,
iris or facial recognition for authentication [144]. However, biometric technology can be
expensive and difficult to implement.
An authentication framework known as Greek Authentication Framework (GAF) [131]
can ensure security and privacy of E-Government users by applying different registration
and authentication procedures using a single central public portal interfaced with ministerial
departments (service providers). The framework consists of two parts namely Identity
Provider (IdP) and the Service Provider (SP). This is the same process as used with Shibboleth
authentication which is extensively employed in Higher Education (HE) and research in the
UK [87]. Users have to register with an IdP at a central portal that is then used to access
services from a service provider. Since all users are administered by a single central portal, it
must be configured in such a way as to not present a possible single point of failure. This
framework uses PKI to ensure confidentiality but having a single authentication center limits
the integrity and availability of data in case it is compromised.
It is the responsibility of a Government to ensure an individual’s information is secured
and the users’ privacy is preserved during data collection, processing, storage, and exchange.
Therefore, the E-Government infrastructure and all the devices connected to the infrastruc-
tures need to be protected with appropriate measures. Incorporating new technologies such
as the blockchain technology in e-Government systems will ensure privacy and security of
information between devices, users and Smart Systems [15]. Note that, cybersecurity and pri-
vacy attacks and information breaches cannot be eliminated entirely despite the advancement
of available technologies. As well as the technological issues that must be addressed, the
public must also be educated to keep their data secure and safe through information security
awareness programs such as https://www.getsafeonline.org/, http://www.safetynetkids.org.uk,
https://www.infosecawareness.in/ and https://staysafeonline.org/.
2.1.5 Cybersecurity and Privacy Threats
Cybersecurity and privacy threats which are consistently targeting networked systems such
as e-Government fall into two categories namely insider and external attacks. Insider threats
are malicious actions performed by insiders within an organisation through their authorised
account with a motivation of causing information theft, electronic fraud or system sabotage.
Insider threat manifests in many forms such as disgruntled employee, consultant or officer
within the organisations [67, 93]. Organisation networks are almost always secured by using
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IDS and firewalls, but insider threats cannot be detected by these externally-facing security
measures; this is because insider threats always originate from trusted accounts [67]. The
longer an insider threat incident occurs without being detected, the more costly it gets [161].
According to a recent Insider Threat Survey Report of 2019 [93, 161], 20% of cyber security
attacks and 15% of information theft originated from insiders within an organisation, with a
single insider costing an organisations a loss of around $11.45 millions annually.
Due to the nature and sophistication of insider threats, the detection of such threats is
considered as a very challenging task in organisations in all sizes. Nevertheless, suspicious
activities from insiders are commonly used as early stage warnings for potential insider
threats [67, 93], such as using the organisation network to download or access large amounts
of sensitive data, and using the organisation network to copy files from sensitive folders. In
addition to these traditional pre-caution measures, machine learning and artificial intelligence
techniques, such as support vector machines and deep learning, have been developed as a
promising solution that can be used to detect, contain and deter insider threats if designed
appropriately [93].
External attacks are incoming network traffics that deviate from what is set as a normal
network behavior, and usually performed by an outsider who wants to gain access to the net-
work resources illegally [67, 94]. Such attacks and anomalies include malware, keyloggers,
network scan, spying, DoS, DDoS, Ramsonware, and etc, which can cause massive damages
to e-Government services and applications. External attackers can use port scanning tech-
nique to gain access to a computer system and its files by exploiting the weak points available
through surveillance. Buffer overflow and rootkit attacks are also used by unauthorised users
to gain super user privileges by exploiting vulnerabilities that allow normal user to gain a root
privileges. Additionally, unauthorised user can use password guessing techniques to access
of a computer resources from a remote machine. Similarly, malware, spyware, keylogger
and Trojan horses can be used by attackers to facilitate and gain privileged access to the
system. Attackers also can use IP spoofing (modify network configurations) to generate an
IP address similar to the actual address known to the system so as to trap the system that it
is communicating with an authorised user and, therefore, to grant access. Encryption and
IDSs are the common measure to prevent and detect external attacks in a given computer
network [93]. Many artificial intelligence techniques, such as fuzzy interpolation [172, 120],
AIS [50], artificial neural networks [69], are employed to develop IDSs.
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2.2 Privacy and Security Technologies
This section reviews cryptography and blockchain technology and highlights how the
blockchain has appeared to be one of the core technologies for secure data sharing and
storage over trustless and decentralised systems. Firstly, cryptography is presented since it is
the underlying technology behind the working mechanisms of the blockchain technology.
2.2.1 Cryptography
Cryptography is the study of hiding and securing information from being revealed to an
adversary such an eavesdropper [91, 113, 61]. It encompasses a number of techniques such
as encryption, decryption, digital signature, key distribution, and etc [142]. The main goal of
cryptography is to provide a protected and accurate way of transferring sensitive information
over an insecure communication channel while simultaneously ensuring that the shared data
is kept in a secure storage. More precisely, cryptography provides a secure communication
over an insecure channel such as the internet or a cell phone. In cryptography, privacy is
preserved by encoding a message through encryption, while the message is decoded by using
decryption.
Note that, cryptography is the key component of network security as it ensures the
safe transmission of data across the computer networks. The three fundamental goals
(i.e., Big Three) of network security are Confidentiality, Integrity, and Availability (CIA)
[142, 61]. Confidentiality ensures that the shared data is available only to the intended
and authorised entities. The Integrity ensures that the shared data is reliable and is not
changed by unauthorised entities. The role of Availability is to ensure that the shared data
and communication channel are continuously available to the authorised users, on demand.
Public-Key cryptography
In public-key cryptography (also known as asymmetric-key), the sender and receiver use two
different keys for encryption and decryption [142]. The two keys are in a pair referred to
as the public key and the private key. Conventionally, in public key encryption, all parties
interested in secure communications are required to publish their public keys. Thus, if Party
A confidentially wants to communicate with party B, A encrypts a message by using B’s
publicly available key. Then, since only B has access to the corresponding private key, such
a communication can only be decrypted by B.
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Public-key encryption can also be used to provide authentication. For instance, if Party
A wants to send an authenticated message to party B, A encrypts the message with his/her
own private key. Then, since this message can only be decrypted with A’s public key, that
establishes the authenticity that A was indeed the sender of the message.
Mathematically, in public key cryptography, to generate private and public keys, the first
step is to choose two different large prime numbers p,q (assume p < q, generally) and then
compute n = p∗q. Secondly, find a pair e and d for the private and public keys to the extent
that for a given message M, it gives Med mod n = M mod n. Finally, (e,n) is published as
the public key and (d,n) is kept as the private key.
Encryption: A message is encrypted by using a modular exponentiation with public key
(e,n) as given by the following equation.
c = Memodn. (2.1)
Decryption: Is achieved by exploiting the private key (d,n). So, for a given cipher-text c
(enecrypted message M), the the original message is recovered as shown in the following
equation.
M = cdmodn. (2.2)
One disadvantage of public-key encryption is slow encryption and decryption speed
compared to symmetric-key encryption. Symmetric-key encryption uses a single key to
encrypt and decrypt a message which speeds up the process. Contrarily, public-key en-
cryption uses two different keys to encrypt and decrypt a message which are derived by
using a complex prime number factorisation process which take more time and computer
resources. Additionally, if the private key is lost, the received messages encrypted by using
its corresponding public key could not be decrypted. Thus, managing the keys is not easier
compared to symmetric key encryption.
Symmetric-Key cryptography
In symmetric-key encryption, the encryption key (also known as secret key) is known to both
sender and receiver [142]. The decryption of a message is done by using the same key used
to encrypt the message. Therefore, only one key is required to encrypt and decrypt a message.
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For instance, if Party A wants to confidentially communicate with party B, A encrypts a
message by using the shared secret key. Then, B decrypts the message by using the same
shared secret key. Although the symmetric-key cryptography is faster than asymmetric-key
cryptography during encryption and decryption, but it suffers from one major limitation
where the key needs to be kept secret. This can be challenging since the key is required to be
moved safely between two locations for encryption and decryption to take place.
Digital Signatures
A digital signature is created by using public-key cryptography. It is used to prevent an adver-
sary from creating a message and present it as written by an authorised entity (impersonation)
[61]. It is also used to authenticate the identity of the sender and to detect unauthorised
modifications to information. Thus it provides authentication, integrity and non-repudiation
to a message.
Digital signal operation requires a signing algorithm and a verification algorithm [142, 61].
A sender uses his/her private key with the signing algorithm to create a digital signature
from a message. Then, the receiver uses the public key of the sender with the verification
algorithm to verify the sender of the message. Some of its practical application include
verifying websites such as Facebook.com. For instance, given a message M, a signature S of
party A, a signing algorithm sigA(M) and a verification algorithm verA(M), the relationship
between them is given by Equation 2.3.
S = sigA(M, private_key) = verA(M, public_key). (2.3)
Cryptographic hash function
Cryptographic hash function is a mathematical function which is used to transform an arbi-
trary length message to a fixed-length m-bit output known as hash [61, 142]. The motivation
behind the hash function is public-key cryptography such as elliptic curve cryptography
(ECC) and the RSA (Rivest-Shamir-Adleman) [61]. It was proposed after realising that
encryption of data is not sufficient to protect its authenticity. Its main goal is to enforce the
integrity and authenticity of messages. Examples of cryptographic hash functions include
SHA1 (Secure Hash Algorithm), MD5 (Message Digest), SHA256, and etc [61]. Note that,
cryptographic hash functions are known to the public.
The following are the fundamental properties of a good cryptographic hash function, H():
• It takes on input of any size.
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• It produces a fixed-length output.
• It is easy to compute (efficient).
• Given any hash value h, it is computationally infeasible to find any value y such that
H(y) = h.
• For any given value y, it is computationally infeasible to find another value x such that
H(x) = H(y) and x ̸= y.
• It is computationally infeasible to find any (y, x) such that H(y) = H(x) and x ̸= y.
Therefore, a cryptographic hash function is a one way function since it is hard to invert
[142, 61]. A change of one bit of input message, causes changing of the output hash. Hashing
is commonly used for password protection and message authentication in computer networks
and thus protects against intentional or unintentional modifications.
2.2.2 Blockchain Technology
Blockchain is a P2P distributed database (i.e., ledger) which maintains a list of continuously
growing records called blocks that are linked linearly and chronologically and secured
by using public key cryptography and cryptographic hashing [121]. By the blockchain
technology, new information is added to a block and becomes available to all nodes in a
distributed network, rather than adding to the centralised database in the traditional centralised
system. Conventionally, every time a set of new transactions is submitted to the blockchain
network, a new block is created for storing the transactions and then becomes another block
in the chain and hence the name "Blockchain".
Although blockchain technology was initially introduced for the purposed of sharing
digital currencies, nonetheless, is not limited to financial transactions but can be programmed
to record any kind of information and data. Each block in a blockchain is identified by a hash
value generated by using the secure hash cryptographic algorithm-256 bits (SHA256) [121].
The hash value of a current block header (parent) is linked and stored in the next block (child)
as depicted in Figure 2.2 [7]; therefore, if there is an alteration in any block’s content, its
hash will also change accordingly and the change will be propagated throughout the network
to invalidate that block [121]. Based on this mechanism, the blockchain technology does not
require an intermediary or trusted third party as it is decentralised and distributed.
The blockchain participants have private keys assigned to them to digitally sign and
validate the transactions they make. Additionally, the blockchain is immutable, and thus, once
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the data is entered in the chain, it cannot be erased or tampered with. Since all transactions
are linked together and shared across the network, in order to hack the blockchain network,
the attacker must hack not just only one computer, rather, every single computer on the
network, which is nearly impossible.
Figure 2.2 An example ledger with details of blocks
As shown in Figure 2.2, a block is composed of a header containing the meta data, and a
long list of transactions performed in that block. The block header contains the timestamp,
nonce, version and proof of difficulty. Timestamp indicates the time a block is created; nonce
is a random number generated by the consensus algorithm to compute the hash value of
a block, version indicates a version number of the blockchain, and proof of difficulty is a
generated hash value which must be less than the current target hash value.
The first block, known as a genesis block, is hard-coded by embedding some random data
into the blockchain application [121]. Although each block has only one parent and child,
a valid block may have two or more children temporarily created when two or more nodes
(network peers) are added to a block at the same time leading to two or multiple branches
from the same parent [7]. This situation is called ‘fork’ and is eliminated by taking the chain
whichever becomes longer than the others as a valid blockchain, and making all other shorter
ones invalid (orphan), with a two-branch situation demonstrated in Figure 2.3. It is possible
that the formed branches have the same length; in this situation, the process of adding new
blocks continue for all the to-be-validated chains until one branch becomes longer than the
others thus valid.
Within a block, all the transactions are linked together using a merkle tree [121]. A
merkle tree is an upside down binary tree used by the blockchain technology to summarise
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Figure 2.3 Blockchain validation for the fork situation
all the transaction in a block. To construct a merkle tree, a pair of transactions are hashed
recursively until they form only one root node at the top of the tree termed as the merkle
root [121], as shown in lower part of Figure 2.2. More precisely, a merkle root is the hash of
all the transactions that make up a block in a blockchain network. Any tiny modification of
the data will change the merkle root hash leading to an invalid record. The cryptographic
hash algorithm used to construct a merkle tree is usually implemented by the secure hash
algorithm 256-bits (SHA256). If there is an odd number of transactions, the last transaction
hash is duplicated to create an even number of transactions thus ending up with a balanced
tree.
Example applications of blockchain technologies include Bitcoin (support decentralised
cryptocurrencies) [121], Ethereum (support self-executing digital smart contracts) [23], IBM
Hyperledger Fabric (support development of general enterprise solution) [24], amongst
others.
Note that, the elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) approach is adopted for implementing
encryption and digital signature in the Bitcoin and Ethereum blockchain technologies since
the ECC offers similar level of security as RSA (Rivest-Shamir-Adleman) but it consumes
far less number of bits [136]. For instance, a 256-bit key in ECC offers the same level of
security as that provided by the RSA using a 3072-bit key. Shorter key usually means low
CPU consumption, low memory usage and fast key generation. These advantages are can
beneficial to e-Government systems in facilitating fast creation of the transactions and sealing
of the blocks. A summary of key length study between the RSA and ECC is provided in
Table 2.1 [136]. 256-bit ECC keys are usually used in blockchain technology as they can
provide the required level of security for the majority of applications.
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Table 2.1 Comparison between RSA and ECC key lengths in bits






Consensus mechanism in blockchain technology
Nodes in the blockchain network run a consensus algorithm to validate transactions. There
are several consensus algorithms (protocols) available for the blockchain technology, such
as Proof of Work (PoW), Proof of Stake (PoS), Delegated Proof of Stake (DPoS), Proof
of Difficulty (PoD) [178, 7], Byzantine Fault Tolerance (BFT) algorithm, and etc. For
instance, Bitcoin employs the PoW while Ethereum and Bitshare implement PoS and DPoS,
respectively [178]. In PoW, miner nodes which want to add (mine) a new block to the
blockchain network must first solve a difficult mathematical puzzle which requires great
computational power. The first miner to be able to solve the puzzle adds a new block and get
rewards in terms of bitcoins [7].
Unlike the PoW, with the PoS, a node which creates a new block is chosen determin-
istically depending on its stake (wealth) [178]. PoS saves energy that is required in PoW
to solve mathematical puzzle, and only the wealthy of a node (validator) is required to
validate the new transactions and blocks. The DPoS attempts to solve the consensus problem
by using delegates [178]. DPoS uses a real time voting and reputation system to create a
panel of limited trusted delegates who will witness and validate the blocks. The witnesses
have the rights to create blocks and add them to the blockchain network, in addition to
prohibit malicious nodes from participating in adding blocks. Principally, in PoS and DPoS,
stakeholders of the network shares are not expected to deliberately make bad decisions for
the network.
There are three main properties of blockchain technology which ensure it robustness
namely decentralisation, transparency and immutability. Studies have shown that, an attacker
is required to take control of 51% of participants in the blockchain network to be able to
change or access the database without consensus [168]. In fact, in order for a hacker to
change a single block, he/she must change every single block after it on the blockchain which
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requires a huge and impracticable amount of computing power. No centralised server or
database exists for hackers to corrupt in the blockchain.
2.2.3 Types of Blockchains
Typically, the blockchain technology can be either public (permissionless), private (permis-
sioned), consortium (semi-public and semi-private) or Hybrid as detailed below.
Public blockchain
In a public blockchain, any individual can view, modify, and audit the blockchain without
having a single entity in charge of the whole network. The consensus and decision making
is reached through a decentralised consensus manner such as PoW in bitcoin [121]. The
computation power of the participants of the blockchain network is used to select one
participant powerful enough to add new transitions to the distributed ledger. The participants
are incentivised every time when adding new transactions to the blockchain network, and
thus this motivates everyone to use more computations to get the chance of adding transaction
to the ledger. In public blockchain network, the higher the number of users, the more secure
the network; as it creates a network of trusted individuals between the participants.
Private blockchain
The private blockchain is owned by an individual organisation who is responsible for granting
access to the network for new users. Only few specific individuals in the organisations have
rights to validate transactions and blocks, and append them to the blockchain network. It
is centralised compared to the public blockchain. Thus, the computation power of the
participants of the private blockchain network is not required to be higher like in the public
blockchains.
Consortium blockchain
The consortium blockchain consists of a pre-selected set of nodes or computers that are
responsible for controlling access to the blockchain network resources [37]. The goal of
the consortium blockchain is to eliminate the individual/single autonomy of the private
blockchain by having multiple entities or organisations in charge of consensus and decision
making for the benefit of the whole network of peers. Since only pre-selected organisa-
tions are allowed to validate transactions and consensus, incentives are not necessary in
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this network. The pre-selected set of nodes make it partially private, partially public and
semi-decentralised. More precisely, it provides the benefits of public blockchain in terms
of efficiency and scalability while still permit some degree of central safeguarding and
monitoring like in private blockchain. The consortium blockchain such as Hyperledger fabric
[24] is designed to meet the needs of the enterprises where a group of collaborating agencies
exploit the blockchain technology to improve service delivery. All consensus participants of
the consortium blockchain are known and reputable, therefore, malicious users cannot join
the network freely.
Hybrid blockchain
It combines the benefits of a private blockchain with that of public blockchain and create a
secure, transparent and privacy-preserving network of peers. In hybrid blockchain, there is
no a group of participants or a single individual who make decision on behalf of the whole
network as opposed to consortium blockchain. Participants can freely join the blockchain
network and participate in consensus process. Generally, the participants of the hybrid
blockchain decide what data should be kept private and which data must be made public
transparently when necessary. Thus, participants of the network control who gets access to
which information stored in the blockchain. Hybrid blockchain provides transparency to
business operations without affecting security and privacy of the information shared among
participants. It has a private network for storing information which need to be kept private,
although any information created in the network is verified by the public network to maintain
transparency.
Blockchain for e-Government and other application areas
Blockchain has been widely applied for security, trustness, and privacy-preservation in
many areas, such as IoTs [83], smart home [39], smart city [15], educational systems [152],
land registry [133], healthcare [129], although it was originally introduced for exchanging
digital currency. Many nations around the world have initiated and completed various
blockchain projects to explore the potential of blockchain technology in offering efficient
public services to individuals and organisations [89], as summarised in Table 2.2. Each of
these projects usually focuses on a particular electronic online service, such as e-residency,
e-health, e-land-registration, and each of these countries is developing their own systems.
The blockchain-based e-Government systems developed by different countries may lead
to difficulties to communicate between national boundaries for international information
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exchange and collaboration. In fact, these projects are expected to be either permissionless
(public) or permissioned (private) [100]. Consortium blockchain is designed to meet the
needs between collaborative organisations, which has been exploited in this PhD project
for a decentralised, secure and privacy-preserving e-Government framework to support
e-Government internationally.
The main goal of e-Government is to increase participation, accountability, transparency,
interoperability, efficiency and effectiveness in public sectors [122, 155, 25]. Generally
speaking, Government networks can communicate to each other better than business net-
works, because most of them are connected for transferring information to the public without
competition as opposed to banking database systems [155]. Also, compared to the banking
systems, in the future, the number of devices using e-Government services will increase
dramatically due to the fast evolution of smart homes, IoT, smart cities, and other inter-
connected networks, since these are part of e-Government systems [15]. Note that, the
major features that the blockchain technology offers to its users include greater transparency,
interoperability, immutability, efficiency, enhanced security and privacy, decentralised control
which leads to less failure, and accessibility [156], which are essential for e-Government
systems. Therefore, the blockchain technology can complement the requirements of the
e-Government systems.
Note that, to enforce confidentiality in blockchain networks, each user is assigned a wallet
for storing his/her records and for facilitating communication with the network upon demand.
A blockchain wallet is a digital storage which lets individuals manage and confidentially store
their records, account credentials including ID, passwords, private and public keys, and other
information associated with their accounts. The wallet has a unique ID, similar to a bank
account number, such that it can allow users and organisations to safely and securely transfer
and exchange information between themselves. Normally, a blockchain wallet is stored in
mobile and web applications, and is accessible by using mobile phones and computers.
2.3 Intrusion Detection Systems
Over the past few years, network attacks have been increasing in number and severity, and
thus, IDS have become a necessary measure in addition to the security infrastructure of
most organisations [10]. IDSs are software used to intelligently monitor network traffics
for suspicious activity, which could be an attack or unauthorised activity such as exploiting
vulnerable services in a network, applications layer attacks such as SQL injection, privilege
escalation in the system, unauthorised logins, virus attacks, malware etc. IDSs are equipped
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Table 2.2 Blockchain-based e-Government projects
Country Name Project Description Status
Estonia [145] Adopt blockchain technology in electronic ID
(eID), E-health and E-Residency.
Running;Initiated
in 2014.
Dubai [41] Exploit blockchain technology to fully power
public transactions in every sector by 2020.
Ongoing; Initi-
ated in 2016.
Switzerland [100] Develop Ethereum-based, uPort-powered e-
residency ID in the Swiss city of Zug.
Running, Initiated
in 2019.
USA [19] Create new rules that will enable public sector
to use blockchain for security and collaboration.
Ongoing; An-
nounced in 2016.
Luxembourg [100] Develop a public framework that will allow




Canada [17] Develop e-Government information system
based on Ethereum blockchain.
Ongoing, Initi-
ated in 2018.
Mexico [18] Integrate blockchain in public procurement, agri-
culture and in finance.
Ongoing, An-
nounced in 2017.




France [89] Support Banks and other firms to develop




Russia [89] Explore blockchain in managing Government




Africa [100] Countries such as Ghana, Kenya, South Africa,
Ethiopia, Liberia, Nigeria, are exploring the pos-
sibility of using blockchain in agricultural sector,
land registry, finance, transport and e-services.
Ongoing; An-
nounced in 2017.
Argentina [16] Develop blockchain-based eID to improve ac-
cess to public services to citizens.
Ongoing; An-
nounced in 2019.
Singapore [100] Exploit Ethereum blockchain in educational in-
stitutions to offer digital certificates since 2019.
Running; Initi-
ated in 2018.





New Zealand [100] Adopted blockchain on E-voting in 2018. Running; Initi-
ated in 2018.
India [100] Explore the possibility of using blockchain on
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with mechanisms to alert the administrator when an anomaly behavior from the traffics
is sensed, although, they cannot provide direct protection to the system against attacks.
They are usually implemented as a set of trained classifiers that can automatically detect
malicious network traffic. For instance, in [114], Meng et al. proposed that using blockchain
technology would allow a collaborative intrusion detection architecture to be produced. This
IDS framework would have the ability to detect attacks such as DoS by allowing various
decentralised IDS nodes to exchange data and information with each other. Each IDS node
monitors and records network events and exchanges it with the rest of the nodes to determine
any sign of anomaly associated with the traffics. This distributed architecture isn’t a new
idea as it is already used in Honeynets [141]. The difference would be that the end point
nodes in a honeynet are deployed using client/server architecture where the blockchain would
exchange information in a peer-to-peer architecture.
2.3.1 Categories of IDS
The IDSs are implemented at two levels, firstly at the perimeter boundaries of each network
and secondly within each individual computer (host). This is to address any network traffic
and transaction based malicious attacks. There are different ways of categorising IDS based
on its deployment point on a network and analysis approach. Based on the deployment, IDSs
are divided into network-based (NIDS) and host-based (HIDS) [2] as discussed in the next
two subsections.
Network-based IDS
NIDS are used to monitor the incoming and outgoing network traffics in a particular network
environment and analyse the traffics for suspicious activities. NIDS are positioned at the
entry and exit point of traffics from the private network to the internet so as to capture all
the data passing through the network. Network-based IDSs are exploited to detect malicious
traffics originating from outside the organisation network such as flooding attacks or port
scanning. NIDS systems normally gather information about the whole computer network
being monitored. They collect information from the network traffic and packet flow as
data travels on the networked system [10]. Usually, the NIDS detects malicious traffic or
any anomaly by analysing the contents and header associated with the incoming packets
while moving across the monitored network. The NIDS normally comes with stored attack
signatures that are rules to define the behaviour of common attacks, although, most NIDS
allow network administrators to define their own signatures [10]. Thus, the administrator can
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customise the NIDS based on a particular individual network’s requirements and types of
application. The NIDS compare the stored signatures to the packet that it captures so that
they can identify malicious traffics.
Although NIDS can only monitor traffic on a specific network segment, their operation do
not depend on the operating system that they are installed and running on; rather they listen
for all malicious traffics, regardless of the operating system (OS) running on the destination
machine. NIDS can be installed as part of a network, then, the packet’s information can be
collected conveniently with minimal work. Usually, the data that is require to be collected
for analysis is the configuration of a network card alone. This is crucial in case the topology
of the network is changed or the network resources have been relocated then the NIDS also
can easily be relocated and exploited normally as needed. The limitation of NIDS is that,
since they detect malicious packets based on their signatures, in case of new attack for which
no signatures have been seen before, they cannot be detected and thus potentially causing
damage to the system resources. Additionally, NIDS cannot be able to detect traffic moving
on other communication devices such as dial-up phone lines [2]. But, NIDS are capable of
identifying evidence of certain type of packets such as packet storms, DoS and DDoS, that
are not detectable or visible to HIDS.
Host-based IDS
HIDS is installed on a host (single system) to monitor traffics that are originating and coming
to that particular hosts for suspicious activity [10]. Apart from monitoring incoming traffics
to the host, it can also analyse the file system of a host, users’ logon activities and running
processes. The host-based IDSs are employed to detect internal threats such as a virus or
malware downloaded by users accidentally or deliberately, before they spread inside the
whole system. Generally, they are typically installed on a computer that is known to be
susceptible to cybersecurity attacks. They work by collecting information about processes
accessing the host being monitored. This information and data about each process and
event are recorded by operating system logs known as audit trails [162, 10]. The logs are
simple text files which are recorded as the processes and events access the operating system.
Normally, audit trails and system logs contain data about subject initiating an event or activity,
as well as any objects related to that activity. Thus, the HIDS can use the information about
the subject to detect which process initiated an event as well as the original identification of
user associated with that process.
HIDSs are limited to system logs and audit trails as they mostly rely on them, although the
manufacturer of the HIDS do not provide logs so interoperability with the hosting operating
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system become a necessity. As a result, developers of HIDS are required to alter the operating
system kernel design to create access to processes and events data [10]. This may affect
performance of the host which is not acceptable by the used running the system. Despite
this limitation, logs and audit trails are still exploited to develop host-based IDS due to the
lack of access to operating system code by the manufacturer of IDS [3]. In fact, the aim
of any operating system is protect its audit layer and the associated detail of the system
being recorded. Since HIDS is heavily dependent on hosting operating system logs and audit
trails, if there exist any vulnerabilities with the OS, this will also weaken its integrity and
performance. Note that, HIDSs are very useful since they can be used to keep track of the
behavior of individual users within an organisation. HIDS are able to detect an attacker
attempting to bypass the host through a dial-up connection while the NIDS cannot. HIDS can
examine the command being executed on the host system whether it is malicious or violate
any security policy while NIDS cannot do the same.
2.3.2 Classification of IDS
IDSs are usually implemented as a set of trained classifiers that automatically detect malicious
network traffic. Based on their analysis approach, IDSs broadly fall into two classes, misuse-
based (MIDS) and anomaly-based (AIDS) [10] as discussed in the next two subsections.
Misuse-based IDS
In MIDS, the signature of the known attacks are captured and stored in a database and the
attacks are detected by matching their behaviours with the stored signatures [162]. Thus,
MIDS searches for specific attacks that are already documented in a large database of attack
signatures usually using some pattern matching techniques [143]. As only known attack
signatures are stored, the problem with misuse detection resides on being static that it cannot
detect novel attacks, and therefore, it has very high false positives. A problem can arise when
system software on devices is not kept up to date and a vulnerability or exploit is exposed. A
exploitable device in a network could create an entry point to an entire system. If the device
is part of a system then the whole network is vulnerable.
One solution to maintain the effectiveness of MIDS is to patch security vulnerabilities.
More precisely, the only solution to this type of IDS is for regular or automatic software
updates to be carried out. As vulnerabilities and exploits are identified by security specialists
they are cataloged in a database. They are then ranked based upon threat severity on a scale
of 0 - 10. 0 is the lowest threat level, 10 is the highest [162]. However there is a caveat on
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automatic patching. The patches should always tested in an offline development environment
before applying them to a live system. A patch may make changes that require intervention or
may change the operation of a device e.g. a protocol version change may interfere with device
interoperability. Another solution to support the MIDS is to employ strong authentication
and encryption schemes to make it difficult for unauthorised applications to access the data
stored on computer system using passwords and encryption methods. Before any application
is allowed onto an the system it is checked by the computer operating system for malicious
attempt. So, all processes and sessions initiated to the computer system must be authenticated
before transmitting data to ensure security. To reduce the possibility of the encryption being
compromised public/private key encryption are be used. The keys are be provided by a third
party to provide non-repudiation and an assurance that keys are genuine. These types of
services can be provided by companies such as VerisignTM or ThwateTM.
Anomaly-based IDS
Contrarily, AIDS uses a dynamic approach by setting up a set of rules while considering the
abnormal activity on the network. More precisely, AIDS defines the behaviours of normal
activities, then any traffic’s behaviors which deviate from the pre-defined behaviours are
treated as anomalies [162]. AIDS can react to new attacks like zero-day if they have abnormal
behaviors compared to the normal traffic although not all abnormal traffic are malicious, so
this approach usually leads to false negatives if the model is not well trained [2]. Intelligent
and classic anomaly-based IDS can be designed using artificial immune systems and other
artificial intelligence techniques [20, 95, 172, 29].
Machine learning algorithms have been used to develop IDSs for the identification
of abnormal network traffic, for example intrusion/threat detection [120, 107, 172, 34],
DoS [172], and email phishing [62]. These detection methods are usually developed by
training machine learning algorithms using data sets that include both normal and adversarial
activity that describe the patterns of behavior for both normal users and attackers. The
algorithms are then applied to test data sets, that are not part of the original training data, to
verify the ability of the algorithm in identify normal and adversarial activity. This is similar
to the identification of phishing or spam emails using the bag of words (BoG) approach [114].
The BoG relies on a set of keywords (or in ML terms “features") which are used to distinguish
between normal and spam emails. The BoG is usually constructed from historic emails
(normal and spam). According to Huang et al. existing intrusion detection solutions using
machine learning cannot eliminate adversaries completely, therefore the development and
use of hybrid systems may be more appropriate [81].
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Another technique for developing AIDS is deep packet inspection which is used by AIDS
to analyse network traffic payloads. Deep packet inspection analyses the payload component
of a packet to identify what type of data is being transferred on a network. This is usually
carried out in real time by applying “signatures" or regular expressions to the payload for well
known protocols [114, 166]. The IDSs can be evaluated in the field using open source tools.
Many of the most common tools can be found in the Kali Linux [125] which is specifically
designed for Cyber Security testing e.g. nmap for network reconnaissance via port scanning.
Port scanning is used for malicious purpose to search for potentially vulnerable machine on a
network. The nmap tool can be used to carry out several types of scans such as ping scans
and can be tailored through parameters to run in different modes/speed to try and circumvent
detection. These tests should all be carried out as part of a penetration test. Generally,
IDS must be complimented by other intrusion prevention technologies such as firewalls,
vulnerability assessment, and an organisation security policy, to have a more secure system.
2.3.3 Metrics for Evaluating IDS
The core challenge to IDSs is to detect anomalous behavior and take actions before any
adverse effects are caused to the network, information systems, or any other hardware and
digital assets which forming or in the cyberspace. The performances of IDSs are measured
in order to determine their positive detection rate (correctly detected attacks divided by total
attacks attempted) and false alarm rate (falsely detected attacks divided by total traffics). The
common widely used measurement metrics for evaluating IDSs in the research community
include sensitivity (true positive rate), specificity (false negative rate), accuracy, precision
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F− score = 2∗Recall ∗Precision
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(2.9)
where TP, FP, TN, and FN refer respectively to: true positive, false positive, true negative
and false negative.
High sensitivity means that the IDS is generating few false negatives and high trues
positives, whereas, high specificity means the model is generating few false positives and high
true negatives. Precision, recall and F-Score metrics are used to facilitate the understanding
of how good is the IDS when there is an uneven class distribution in the dataset (i.e.; class
imbalance). Note that, high accuracy indicate that the IDS is doing better only when the
datasets are symmetric (i.e.; false negatives and false positives samples are almost balanced).
F-score is efficient than accuracy when the datasets have an uneven class distributions. High
precision is a confident indicator that the model is producing low false positives. High recall
indicates that, the model is able to predict the positive samples with low false negatives.
2.4 Artificial Immune Systems
Artificial Immune System (AIS) is the class of computational intelligence systems inspired by
the HIS, which is designed to solve engineering problems related to anomaly detection, clas-
sifications and optimisations. The AIS employs mathematical and computational techniques
to model the immune system behavior as a metaphor to anomaly-based NIDS. Since 1990s,
AIS researches on intrusion detection system have been carried out by different researchers
[34, 35].
2.4.1 Human Immune System
The HIS is made up of tissue (e.g, skin and lung), cells (e.g, blood cells), and organs (e.g,
heart and liver) that are networked together to protect and defend the body against foreign
invaders that are trying harm it (e.g. bacteria and viruses) [112, 22]. When foreign invaders
are encountered for the first time by the HIS, it retains their memory to be able to identify
them when encountered again in the later stage [150]. Natural HIS’s cells have the capabilities
to recognise the presence of infectious or harmful foreign substances and take action by
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eliminating them or generating immune tolerance. Thus, the main purpose of the HIS is to
act as the body’s own army.
Self-Non-self discrimination theory of HIS
The self-non-self theory articulates that, HIS is able to discriminate between what is foreign
and potentially harmful called non-self, and its own cells called self. Self-non-self theory is
realised through two natural processes known as negative selection and the positive selection.
During the negative selection process, T-cells that react against self-cells are eliminated; thus,
only those that do not bind to self-cells are allowed to survive and mature in the adaptive
immune system (thymus). After negative selection process is done, the matured T-cells are
then circulated throughout the body to protect the body against foreign antigens. Thus, the
negative selection process is used to make the HIS sensitive to foreign substances while
simultaneously providing tolerance and adaptation for self cells. Note that, the positive
selection process works as the opposite of the negative selection process [22].
An inspiration from the negative selection and positive selection processes were used
to develop numerous AIS algorithm such as Negative selection algorithm (NSA) [63] and
Positive selection algorithm (PSA) [35] mainly used for classification tasks. The NSA is
derived from the fact that all new born immature T-cells in HIS must undergo a process of
negative selection in the thymus where the self-reactive T-cells binding with self-proteins
are eliminated. Therefore the mature T-cells are released to the blood circle can only bind to
nonself antigens. In AIS, negative selection algorithm collects a set of self string that define
the normal state of the monitored system and then generated a set of detectors that only
recognize nonself strings [63, 35]. This detector set is used to monitor the anomaly changes
of the data in the system in order to classify them as being self or non-self. Positive selection
algorithm is an alternative to negative selection in which the detectors for self strings are
evolved rather than for non-self.
Despite of the advantages of error tolerance, adaptation and self-monitoring [94], the self-
nonself AIS algorithm have been criticised and found to have weaknesses such as scalability,
require initial learning phase, high false positives, etc [2]. To overcome these limitations, a
new family of AIS algorithm based on the danger theory and characteristics behaviors of
DCs was introduce [73, 2] as detailed in the next subsection 2.4.2.
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Danger Theory of HIS
Danger theory (DT) articulates that, HIS relies not only on making a discrimination between
self-cells and foreign cells but rather react to what might cause damage and things that might
not [112]. The recognition of danger is based on the type of antigen detected. Antigen (e.g.
virus) is a foreign molecule that is capable of causing HIS to generate immune response
(i.e.; tolerance or elimination). Danger signals are produced when DCs are exposed to new
environment associated with distress signals. The following three signals are used by HIS to
discriminate between normal and abnormal antigens.
• PAMP are abnormal proteins produced by viruses and bacteria which can easily
activate immune response.
• DS are released from the disrupted or stressed cells in the tissue which indicates an
anomalous situation but with lower confidence than PAMP.
• SS are produced by normal cell death process in the tissue, which is an indicator of
normal cell behavior.
Biological Dendritic cells
In biology, the DCs coordinate antigens (e.g. virus) presentation from the external tissues
(e.g. skin and lung) and immune system [13]. They produce co-stimulatory molecules (csm)
on their cell surface which limit the time they spend sampling the antigens in the tissue. DCs
play a crucial role during initiation and regulation of immune response. Usually, DCs exist in
one of the following three states depending on the concentrations of SS, PAMP or DS signals
in the tissue as also illustrated in Fig. 2.4.
1. Immature DCs (iDCs): are found in tissues in their pure state where they still collect
antigens (i.e.; normal proteins or something foreign). The concentration of the signals
of the collected antigens causes iDC to move to a full-mature or semi-mature state.
2. Mature DCs (mDCs): iDCs are transformed to mDCs when they are exposed to a
greater quantity of either PAMP or DS than SS which causes immune reaction.
3. Semi-mature DCs (smDCs): iDCS are transformed to smDCs when they expose to
more SS than PAMP and DS which causes immune tolerance.
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Figure 2.4 Signals sampling by natural DCs
2.4.2 Dendritic Cell Algorithm
Inspired by the biological danger theory and functioning of natural DCs, DCA is a classi-
fication algorithm developed for the purpose of anomaly detection in computer networks
[73]. The DCA is a population based system where a population of artificial DCs is created
to form a pool from which a number of DCs are selected to perform data items sampling,
signals categorisation and classification as described in Algorithm 1. The DCs in the pool are
exposed to current signal values and the corresponding data items included in the data source.
Each DC has an ability to sample multiple data items. During classification, an aggregated
sampling value from different DCs for a particular data item is computed which is used to
classify a data item as normal or anomalous. Note that, the DCA goes through five stages in
its life cycle to perform anomaly detection or classification tasks as describes below.
Feature Selection and Signal Categorisation
The inspiration from the DT and the behaviour of DCs leads to the development of the
DCA which is a population based binary classification system. The data pre-processing is
performed to select the most important features from the input training dataset. Then, the
selected features are categorised into PAMP, DS and SS. The features which have higher
values in the anomalous class compared to the normal class in the dataset are categorised as
PAMP, confidently indicating the sign of abnormality [70]. The features which indicate low
variation in both normal and anomalous classes are categorised as DS, indicating abnormality
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Algorithm 1 DCA
1: input: the dataset D, the DC pool size n, sampling rate s, migration threshold θ ,
anomaly-threshold th
2: output: Anomaly or Normal for data items;
/** Pre-processing & Initialization phase**/
3: create development DC pool Pd with n DC cells;
4: create migrated DC pool Pm with unlimited size;
5: signal categorisation;
/** Detection phase**/
6: for each d in D do
7: calculate the concentrations of ccsm, cmDC and csmDC;
8: calculate the cumulative values of CSM, smDC, and mDC from their concentrations;
9: for 1 to s do
10: randomly select a DC from Pd;
11: associate d with DC;
12: if cumulative CSM > θ then
13: migrate DC to Pm ;




/*Context Assessment phase */
18: for each DC in Pm do






/* Classification phase */
25: for each d do




30: for each d do
31: MCAV = mature ÷ total-presentation-by-DCs;




36: return Normal or Anomaly for data item.
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when their values increase in either class. The features which have higher values in normal
class than those in anomalous class are categorised as SS, indicating an increase which is
associated with the legitimate traffic’s behavior.
The assignment of features to the three categories have been investigated in the literature.
For instance, expert knowledge on the problem domain was used to select the most interesting
features and map them into their appropriate signal categories in the work of [73]. Also,
any other feature selection approaches such as fuzzy-rough feature selection [27, 26] can be
used. Once the features are categorised, the value of each attribute from each signal category
is then normalized within a range [0,1], usually using the min-max linear normalization
technique. From this, the average of the normalised multiple attribute values in each signal
category is taken as the signal concentration value [73, 29].
DC Initialisation and Sampling and Migration
A population of iDCS is initialised in a sampling pool and the DCA moves to the sampling
stage. A population of 100 iDCs has been commonly used [73], but more investigation is
required to determine the optimal size. Every iDC in the pool randomly samples data items.
A csm migration threshold is applied to each iDC to limit the amount of data instances it can
sample during the cycle, and the iDC becomes either mDC or smDC once once threshold is
reached. In DCA, the concentration of csm is calculated as:
ccsm =
(wP,csm ∗ xP)+(wSS,csm ∗ xSS)+(wDS,csm ∗ xDS)
wP,csm +wSS,csm +wDS,csm
, (2.10)
where wP,csm, wSS,csm,wDS,csm, represent the PAMP, SS and DS weights regarding the concen-
tration of the csm value; xP, xSS, and xDS are the PAMP, SS, and DS signal values respectively.
The weights are pre-defined in the original version, but it can also be determined using other
approaches proposed in this PhD thesis, such as generic algorithms. The migration threshold
is often determined based on the characteristic of the dataset and the amount of DISTINCT
data items the iDCs can sample.
Context Detection
A number of migrated DCs, often 10, are used for context detection to obtain the context
values by calculating the concentration of mDC or smDC, using:
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cmDC =
(wP,mDC ∗ xP)+(wSS,mDC ∗ xSS)+(wDS,mDC ∗ xDS)
wP,mDC +wSS,mDC +wDS,mDC
, (2.11)
where wP,mDC, wSS,mDC,wDS,mDC, represent the PAMP, SS and DS weights regarding the
concentration of the mDC value; xP, xSS, and xDS are the PAMP, SS, and DS signal values
respectively. The concentration of smDC can be calculated using the same way, but with a
different set of weights. Note that, the weights, again, are assigned by experts in the original
version, but this PhD thesis has suggested a number of other ways for weight calculation.
Once the concentrations of smDCs or mDCs are calculated, the context values are assigned
to each sampled data items for context assessment; in the meantime, the DCs are reset to
iDCs and returned to the sampling pool to maintain the population size.
Context Assessment
The cumulative values of smDC and mDC obtained from the context detection phase are used
to perform context assessment. If the data items collected by a DC has a greater mDC value
than its smDC value, the context is assigned as abnormality (or one particular class for other
binary classification tasks); otherwise normality (or the other class). This information is then
used in the classification phase to compute the number of anomalous data items present in
the data set i.e.; those with a binary value of 1 are potentially anomalous.
Label Assignment
All collected data items are analysed by their Mature Context Antigen Values (MCAV ).
The MCAV value is used to assess the degree of anomaly (or the degree of belonging one
particular class for other binary classification tasks) of a given data item, and based on this
the label of a data item can be assigned. In DCA, the MCAV value is calculated by dividing
the number of times a data item is presented in the mDC context to the total number of
presentation by in DCs (either smDCs or mDCs). Data items with their MCAV s greater than
a pre-determined anomaly threshold are classified into the anomalous class (or one particular
class for other binary classification tasks) whilst the others are classified into the normal one
(or the other class). The anomaly threshold is derived from the training dataset by dividing




Indeed, the DCA has been successfully applied to a wide range of anomaly detection
applications with significant performances, such as intrusion detection, robotic, fault detection
in wind turbines, computer virus detection, e.t.c [29]. Due to the robustness of the DCA, this
thesis aim to use it to develop an intrusion detection system for e-Government systems.
In this PhD thesis, an improved DCA system is developed in oder to be used to detect
intrusions in netwoorked systems in particular e-Government systems.
Further Developments of DCA
Since its invention in 2005, the DCA has been further developed for better performance and
less expert-dependence, such as stochastic algorithm [74] and a deterministic version [72].
Notably fuzzy systems have been employed to support DCA in a variety of ways, initially
to classify the input signals [26, 27], and later in the context assessment process [28].
Parameter optimisation is another way for performance enhancement, such as [103]. Recent
investigations show the need for a dynamic migration threshold parameter and variable
size populations [71]. Theoretical research helps understand the algorithmic dynamics [75],
assisted by the development of a deterministic variant [72]. Further theoretical analysis of
the DCA is reported in [124], which analysed the DCA as a set of linear classifiers, without
analysing the impact of the data item stream.
2.5 Summary
This chapter has presented a literature review of e-Government systems, blockchain technol-
ogy, intrusion detection systems and artificial immune systems. The first part of the chapter
mainly reviewed the overview of e-Government systems as well as privacy and security issues
in e-Government. Briefly, e-Government uses ICTs to deliver public services to individuals
and organisations effectively, efficiently and transparently. E-Government is amongst the
systems that stores sensitive information about citizens, businesses and other affiliates, and
therefore becomes the target of cyber attackers. The existing e-Government systems have
been identified to be faced with the potential privacy issues, security vulnerabilities and suffer
from a single point of failure due to centralised databases and servers.
The second part of the chapter reviewed the privacy and security technologies as well
as common cybersecurity threats to information. Firstly, insider and external cybersecurity
and threats were reviewed. Secondly, public-key cryptography, symmetric-key cryptography,
digital signature and cryptographic hash functions which are essential components for the
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implementation of the blockchain technology are discussed. Then, the blockchain technology
was reviewed in details. There is a number of consensus algorithms used in blockchain
technology including PoW, PoS, DPoS, Byzantine Agreement, PoD, and etc. Typically,
the blockchain technology can be either public (permissionless), private (permissioned) or
consortium (semi-public and semi-private).
The third part of the chapter reviewed the intrusion detection systems. IDS is defined as
a software that is used to detect anomalies and attacks in a given computer network. With
respect to the detection technique, IDSs are categorised into two main groups, namely MIDS
and AIDS. The critical limitation of MIDS is the over dependence on up-to-date signatures,
so cannot detect zero day attacks. AIDS can be able to detect novel patterns such as zero day
attacks.
The fourth part of the chapter has reviewed the artificial immune systems. Computer net-
works resemble HIS as it is easy to associate cyber-attacks with foreign molecules (pathogens)
and the computer network to the mammalian body. The AIS employs mathematical and
computational techniques to model the HIS behavior as a metaphor to a NIDS. This part has
reviewed different types of AIS algorithms including the NSA, PSA and DCA. Particularly,
inspired by the HIS, DCA algorithm is a classification algorithm developed for the purpose
of anomaly detection in computer networks based on the danger theory and the functioning
of natural DCs. The DCA algorithm has been identified to be more suitable for develop-





As discussed in chapter 1 and 2, the existing e-Government systems, such as e-Government
websites and eIDs management systems, are centralised where one or duplicated central
servers and databases store and provide information to users. The centralised management
and validation system is likely to suffer from a single point of failure and makes the system a
target to cyber attacks such as DDoS, DoS, malware, and etc. Any e-Government system
will remain vulnerable to privacy and security breaches if there are not any better security
technology and countermeasures designed to combat these threats in the future.
Therefore, this chapter proposes a prototype of a decentralised e-Government framework
with privacy preservation, and insider and external threat detection functionality, using
blockchain and an artificial immune system. Blockchain technology has recently appeared
to be one of the core technologies for secure data sharing and storage over trustless and
decentralised systems. It enables the implementation of highly secure and privacy-preserving
decentralised applications and systems where information is not under the control of any
centralised host or third parties. Existing data and new transactions are stored in linked blocks
(i.e. ledgers) distributed across the network in a verifiable and immutable way. Information
security and privacy are enhanced on the way in which transactions are encrypted and
distributed to all nodes. Note that, data in blockchain is append-only and immutable; in
other words, once a piece of information is added to the chain, it cannot be deleted or altered
in the future [7]. Adding unwanted transactions to the blockchain network is a critical
concern due to its immutability nature [156]. Unwanted traffics such as spyware, worms,
ransomware, spam can be very economically costly and business-wise catastrophic [161].
Thus, unwanted traffics must be detected and prevented from getting into the proposed
e-Government blockchain network. Note that, the main characteristics of the blockchain
technology include transparency, interoperability, decentralisation, immutability, efficiency,
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better security and privacy, and faster settlement of transactions within the network. Whereas,
the mains goal of e-Government is to increase greater transparency and convenience, higher
revenue and efficiency, better interoperability and effectiveness, and less corruption and
operational overhead. Thus, the exploitation of the blockchain technology in e-Government
systems will help to easily realise its aforementioned goals.
This chapter therefore also proposes an IDS based on AIS for identifying and mitigating
unwanted insider and external traffics in the proposed e-Government framework. One
particular implementation of AIS, i.e. DCA algorithm, has been successfully applied for
anomaly detection in computer networks with competitive performances [73, 29]. Therefore,
DCA is also employed in this PhD project due to its intrusion detection capability in computer
networks [73] and beneficial properties such as self-organisation, scalability, decentralised
control, and adaptability [29].
The theoretical and qualitative analysis on security and privacy of the framework shows
that, encryption, immutability and the decentralised management and control offered by
the blockchain technology can provide the required security and privacy in e-Government
systems. In addition, the DCA-based IDS can detect and mitigate attacks before getting
into the e-Government system; and if these attacks are missed or manage to bypass the IDS,
there is no centralised server that can be a direct target. The proposed framework can be
applied in any Government organisations to implement secure e-Government systems to
ensure consistency and completeness.
The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. Chapter 3.1 details the overview of the
proposed e-Government framework and prototype. Chapter 3.2 describes the decentralised
control in the proposed framework. Chapter 3.3 presents privacy-preservation mechanism
in the proposed framework. Chapter 3.4 details cybersecurity provisioning in the proposed
framework. Chapter 3.5 presents the discussion about security and privacy analysis of the
proposed framework, and finally Chapter 3.6 summarises the chapter.
3.1 Overview of the E-Government Framework
This section presents a framework and prototype of a decentralised e-Government system,
which can be adopted by any Government for the purpose of ensuring both security and pri-
vacy while simultaneously increasing trust in the public sector. The proposed e-Government
framework consists of three modules as illustrated in Figure 3.1. Firstly, a decentralised
e-Government module is comprised of a P2P network with each node representing a public
department based on the blockchain technology. Secondly, an external attack detection
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module based on the DCA detects unexpected traffics coming from the Internet to the e-
Government system for further investigation by the network administrator. Thirdly, an insider
threat detection module based on the DCA identifies internal anomalies from legitimated
accounts of the e-Government system for further investigation. The anomaly detection
modules ensure the legitimacy of the transactions or blocks before they are appended to the
blockchain, as the blockchain database is append-only and immutable. Note that, both the
external attack detection module and the insider threat detection module will be implemented
by using the DCA, which are jointly discussed in Section 3.4 below.
Figure 3.1 The decentralised secure and privacy-preserving e-Government framework
3.2 Decentralisation
The decentralised e-Government system is made of a P2P network of e-Government devices
(nodes) and user’s devices. Blockchain is used in the proposed e-Government framework to
eliminate the centralised control of data, and protect sensitive information against unautho-
rised access. It is designed operated between government departments and users to address
the privacy vulnerabilities in the e-Government system. To implement and test the distributed
ledger in an e-government system using the blockchain technology, Ethereum platform can be
adopted [167]. Ethereum is an open software platform based on blockchain technology with
the tools to build decentralised applications for instance smart contracts. A smart contract
protocol running on the Ethereum platform can be used to simulate real contracts such as tax
and insurance payment, employment contracts, utility bill payment etc [98]. Its ability to
facilitate contract negotiation, simplify contract terms, implement contract execution, and
verify contract fulfillment state is a best alternative in an e-Government system to store
citizens’ sensitive records. It reduces third party costs in traditional transaction and guarantee
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the security and reliability. In a blockchain technology, a transaction represent an atomic
change of the record state in a system. Each transaction is validated by all nodes and agreed
by most of the nodes before it is added to the chain.
Briefly, any new e-Government device or individual device joining the system will be
reviewed by the existing devices of the network and one of the peer will be selected to set up
a network node and blockchain address of a new device. When a new user register with the
system through his/her device or one of the Government department, (s)he is assigned with a
user ID and blockchain wallet for collecting and storing his/her transaction. Using their IDs
and the blockchain addresses, e-Government users can submit and access their records from
anywhere and everywhere.
3.2.1 Types of Decentralised Nodes
There are two types of nodes in blockchain terminology, which are full nodes and light
nodes [7]. A full node downloads a full copy of the blockchain when it joins the blockchain
network, which allows it to fully validate transactions and blocks. A light node does not
download a complete copy of the blockchain when it joins the network, but it downloads
only the block headers to validate the authenticity of transactions. To be able to transfer
their transactions to the network and receive notifications when transactions affect their
blockchain wallets, light nodes usually refer to a copy of a trusted full node of the blockchain.
Therefore, in the proposed framework, e-Government department nodes serve as full nodes
while user’s devices serve as light nodes, although any business node is allowed to download
a complete copy of the blockchain. The p2p network connectivity in the proposed network
can be provided by using wireless broadband, thanks to the fact that many countries across
the world are trying to incorporate a city-wide wireless broadband networks across the city
using Wi-Fi technology [165].
3.2.2 Consensus Algorithm
The validation of a transaction or ledger requires a consensus from the majority of the
network nodes. Since all department nodes have the same record, they validate by ensuring
the information matches their blocks for a particular blockchain address. There are several
consensus algorithms available for the blockchain technology, including PoW, PoS, DPoS,
and etc as discussed in Chapter 2.2. In PoW, miner nodes which want to add (mine) a
new block to the blockchain network must first solve a difficult mathematical puzzle which
requires great computational power. Unlike the PoW, with the PoS, a node which creates
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a new block is chosen deterministically depending on its stake (wealth) [178]. PoS saves
energy that is required in PoW to solve mathematical puzzle, and only the wealthy of a
node (validator) is required to validate the new transactions and blocks. The DPoS attempts
to solve the consensus problem by using delegates [178]. DPoS uses a real time voting
and reputation system to create a panel of limited trusted delegates who will witness and
validate the blocks. The witnesses have the rights to create blocks and add them to the
blockchain network, in addition to prohibit malicious nodes from participating in adding
blocks. Principally, in PoS and DPoS, stakeholders of the network shares are not expected to
deliberately make bad decisions for the network.
Therefore, the choice of the underlying blockchain technology for the prototype im-
plementation mainly relies on the availability and efficiency of the consensus algorithm
implementation. In the meantime, the computational energy required for validating transac-
tion must be affordable while the security of the established network must be guaranteed. For
instance, Ethereum platform version 2.0 [85] implements PoS and smart contract protocol
used to simulate real contracts such as tax and insurance contracts, employment contracts,
and land registry [163]. It provides an important alternative in e-Government to store citizens’
sensitive records, due to its ability to facilitate contract negotiation, simplify contract terms,
implement contract execution, and verify contract fulfillment state. Thus, in the proposed
framework, the PoS will be adopted as the consensus algorithm due to its computational
efficiency in adding transactions and sealing a block.
3.2.3 Registering New Nodes
The process of registering a new node to the proposed e-Government blockchain network is
summarised in Algorithm 2. Any e-Government department can join the blockchain network
by setting up a full network node while a user node can only set up a light client. Once a
new node join the network, a functional node will generate its blockchain wallet and address
containing public and private keys as shown in lines 7 and 8 in Algorithm 2. The private key
is used by each node to sign and validate transactions therefore it must be stored safely (line
9). After generating the address, a node will contact delegates in the blockchain network to
send its registration request where one of the delegates will verify its registration and transfer
some e-Government tokens (registration record) in its blockchain address.
Thereafter, a new node is added to the network, and its registration is broadcasted to
the network peers by the assigned delegate (line 12 to 14), allowing other network peers
to receive its wallet information for sending transactions in the next cycle. Additionally, a
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new node receives instructions for a network node setup so that it can be elected as a miner
to validate transactions in the next cycle. Subsequently, the new node sets up the network
node according to the instruction provided. In particular, the instruction consists of the
size of initial token, the blockchain address of a node, public and private keys for signing
and validating transactions before adding a block. The process of adding a new node is
completed when a full network node is successfully set up and broadcasted to the network by
a validator. Note that, information security is enhanced through the way that data is encrypted
and distributed across the network. Therefore, even if a malicious node is registered as a
department node, it cannot alter the data as every participating peer in the network is able to
detect any alteration and invalidate the change.
Algorithm 2 Adding a new node to the e-Government network
input: Node registration request,
Nodes N in the current blockchain network, tokens
output: A newly created node d in the e-Government blockchain network
1: if (the request is from Government) then
2: create a full node d;
3: else
4: create a light node d;
5: end if
6: generate public and private keys through
(Kpub,Kpr)← generatePublicandPrivateKeys(d);
7: create a blockchain address for d through Addr← createBlockchainAddress(d);
8: create blockchain wallet for d through Walt←createBlockchainWallet(d,Kpub,Kpr);
9: store the keys and wallet for d through storeKeysandWallet(Kpub,Kpr,Wal);
10: add input tokens to d’s address through Addr←Addr+tokens;
11: select a validator β among N nodes to distribute d’s registration details to other nodes
through β ← selectValidator(N);
12: for each n ∈ {N−β} do
13: distribute d’s details through distributeRegistration(n,d);
14: end for
15: d←veri f iedNewNode();
16: return d.
3.3 Privacy-preservation
The proposed framework protects privacy and integrity of information in e-Government
systems by using encryption and validation mechanism offered by the blockchain technology.
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3.3.1 User Registration and Authentication
Users make their registrations using their devices with the process summarised in Algorithm 3.
As described in lines 2 and 3 in this algorithm, an ID for a user is issued and a new blockchain
address will be generated for the user containing public and private keys, allowing the
identification of the owner. A blockchain wallet for this new user is created (line 4) and
broadcasted with other user’s details to other network peers in lines 6 to 8, so that each node
can store it in its blockchain address. The created blockchain wallet is also used to send and
receive transactions related to user’s account. User IDs and private keys are stored safely
(line 5) in the wallet file or the database of the user’s device. Users can conveniently view
their records and the new transaction available in their blockchain addresses through the
wallet interface.
Algorithm 3 Registering a new user
input: User registration request
Nodes N in the current network
output: A newly registered user u
1: generate public and private keys for u through (Kpub,Kpr) = generateKeys(u);
2: create user ID through uID←createUserID(u);
3: create a blockchain address for u through Addr← createUAddress(u,Kpub,Kpr);
4: create blockchain wallet for u through Walt←createBlockchainWallet(u,Kpub,Kpr);
5: store the ID and keys for u through storeIDandKeys(uID,Kpub,Kpr);
6: for each n ∈ N do
7: distribute u’s registration details to all nodes through distributeDetails(n,u);
8: end for
9: u←veri f iedNewUser();
10: return u.
When a user submits a record to the e-Government network, the transaction is authenti-
cated and initialised. From this, the block is updated to a new version which is broadcasted
across the network for validation and then transferred to his/her blockchain address in all
network peers. The transferred record is stored in the blockchain address of the user with
the following data content: (1) the ID of the user, (2) the record value such as property
registration, and (3) the record identification such as tax registration number. Each data
instance in a blockchain represents an asset.
When a third party organisation (e.g., business) requests to access to a user’s information
for any official issues, the user needs to provide his/her blockchain address for verification.
The organisation can then use the blockchain web API to access the blockchain data stored
in user’s address. All e-Government users are required to backup their private keys and
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keep them safe. If any user lost his/her private key, (s)he will be required to create a new
blockchain address and request one of the e-Government department node to transfer his/her
information from the old blockchain address to a newly created blockchain address.
Generally, when a registered user wants to access the network, his/her device and identity
will be validated and authenticated. This helps to minimise human error which has always
been considered as a cause of failure and a weak link to access information stored in
information systems [110]. As a results, Government information will flow securely and
seemingly to the right individuals at right time, right place and everywhere. Human errors
in cyber security include sending sensitive data to the wrong recipient and exposing login
credentials such as username and passwords. According to [59], human error remain a greater
cause of cyber security breach in the public and private organisations.
3.3.2 Creating and Validating Blocks
Every block will be created by one selected e-Government node (validator) who is selected
at random by the majority of peers from the list of active nodes. If the validator misses a
block, another node will be tasked to create and validate the block to join the blockchain
network. In PoS, a fixed period of time is set for block creation, often five seconds [178].
Algorithm 4 highlights the fundamental steps involved in the process of adding a block to the
blockchain using the PoS consensus algorithm.
A block is added in a regular interval of time, Tc. Within this interval, the block undergoes
the following phases of activities. First, an empty set of transactions R is initialised. Then,
one node from the e-Government network is selected to create and validate transactions to
the blockchain. Secondly, all the transactions are sent to the selected node. This process
continues until the adding node stops accepting any new transaction for the block. Thirdly,
the validator assembles the new block and sends it to the network delegates for review and
verification. This allows nodes that selected the validator to digitally sign the block to prove
its correctness. The signed block is returned to the validator and added to its local blockchain
while simultaneously distributing the new block to the network. The validator cannot mine
its own transaction and hence in lines 4 and 9, β (validator) is excluded from the set of nodes




Algorithm 4 Creating and adding a new block to the blockchain
input: A set of N nodes in the current network,
A blockchain B including blocks from b0 to bn,
Consensus time Tc required to create a new block
output: A newly created block bn+1
1: Initialise an empty set of transaction R ={};
2: select a validator β among N nodes through β ← validatorSelection(N);
3: while transaction_time < Tc do
4: for each n ∈{N−β} do













The IDS is used to function as an entrance to the decentralised e-Government P2P system, to
address any security issues due to malicious traffics. When a user submits a transaction to the
e-Government network, the IDS validates the traffics, and the validated traffic is forwarded
to a validating department node to create a record and update the rest of the network with the
newly created block using blockchain technology. All un-validated traffic will be dropped.
The IDS is usually implemented as a trained classifier that can automatically discriminate
malicious from normal traffics. Blockchain is not developed to discriminate between anomaly
and normal traffics, but the intrusion detection can help detect anomalies during blockchain
transactions.
IDSs are developed purposely to identity intruders who attempt to access network re-
sources without authority or permission. Networked systems such as e-Government resemble
natural immune system as it is easy to associate cyber-attacks with harmful bacteria (foreign)
and the computer network to the human body. Over centuries, HIS have appeared to be
strong and robust in protecting the human body against foreign molecules such as virus
and bacteria by employing its adaptability, lightweight and autonomy. AIS algorithms are
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developed by mimicking the characteristics of HIS. DCA is one implementation of the AIS
algorithms which is developed by mimicking the immune danger theory and the functioning
of biological DCs.
Due to the robustness and effectiveness of the DCA, this section details how an IDS based
on the DCA will be developed for detecting unwanted insider and external traffics to support
the proposed e-Government framework, because the blockchain database is append-only and
immutable. Of course, separate datasets are require for developing the modules, one set for
external attacks detection and one set for insider threat detection. The IDS effectively prevent
unwanted transactions such as virus, malware or spyware from being added to the blockchain-
based e-Government network. The existing conventional DCA will be significantly enhanced
in three ways before being applied to the framework. Firstly, a new parameters optimisation
approach for the DCA will be implemented by using the GA or any other optimisation
methods since the original DCA uses manual method to pre-defined the weighted parameters.
Secondly, fuzzy inference systems approach will be used to developed an approach which
can solve nonlinear relationship that exist between features during the pre-processing stage
of the DCA so as to further enhance its intrusion detection performance in e-Government
systems. Thirdly, a multiclass DCA capable of detection multiple attacks will be developed,
given that the original DCA is a binary classifier and many practical classification problems
including computer network intrusion detection datasets are often associated with multiple
classes.
DCA-based IDS Parameters Optimisation
During the context detection phase, the DCA requires users to manually pre-define the
parameters used by its weighted function to process the signals and data items. Manual
derivation of parameters of the DCA has received criticisms as it cannot guarantee that the
optimal set of weights is obtained [29, 28]. Therefore, the main goal is to develop a weight
optimisation approach for the original DCA by using optimisation methods such GA in
order to enhance its detection performance in the proposed e-Government framework. The
optimised DCA-based IDS will be validated and evaluated using publicly available datasets
such as CERT (for insider threat study) [67], and the KDD99 [92] and the UNSW_NB15
[117] (for external threat study).
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Enhanced DCA-based IDS by Using Fuzzy Inference Systems
A TSK-based fuzzy inference systems approach for aggregating the features from the dataset,
either linearly or non-linearly, to generate DCA input signals will be developed so as to
further improve the DCA-based IDS detection performance in the proposed framework. In
order to implement the proposed TSK approach, a data-driven rule base generation method
will be employed to generate three sub-TSK fuzzy rule bases, corresponding to the three
input signals of the DCA. Then, the TSK+ fuzzy inference approach will be applied to
compute the value of each input signal from the assigned features for each data instance,
before the application of the DCA. TSK-DCA will be validated and evaluated by using the
same cybersecurity datasets as the optimised DCA.
Multiclass DCA for Multiple attacks Detection
A generalisation of the conventional DCA to facilitate multiple attacks detection in the
proposed e-Government framework will be developed. This will be achieved by transforming
the concept of ’normal and abnormal contexts’ to support multiple classes or ‘contexts’,
which in the original DCA were designed to support binary classification by simply following
the biological Danger model. Thus, softmax regression [69] will be employed in the context
analysis phase to generate a probability distribution of each output context in the DCA for
class label assignment. The performance of the multi-class DCA in the proposed framework
will be evaluated on different benchmark multi-class classification IDS datasets from UCI
machine learning repository [40] and then apply it to cybersecurity datasets to validate its
applicability in e-Government systems.
3.5 Discussion
This section provides a theoretical qualitative analysis on security and privacy performance
of the proposed e-Government framework. Every e-Government system must guarantee the
confidentiality, integrity and availability. Confidentiality is achieved when information is not
disclosed to unauthorised users; integrity is achieved by protecting information from any sort
of modification, while availability means information is available when needed and is free
from DoS or DDoS. For computational efficiency, user’s devices will run lightweight client
to store the transactions rather than the complete copy of the blockchain which is expensive
in terms of storage. E-Government devices are expected to be computationally powerful with
enough storage capacity to store and process user’s records efficiently.
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The records stored in the proposed system are secured through the public key cryp-
tography that protects against adversarial attempts to alteration, whilst network users are
assigned with private keys for validating and signing transactions. Encryption and digital
signature used in the network ensure security, privacy and access control to the stored records.
Moreover, most of the blockchain consensus algorithms including the PoS require an attacker
to control at least 51% of the network peers in order to alter every instance of a record
[146], which is generally impossible to achieve. More precisely, to change any block in the
blockchain, an attacker is required to modify every copy of that block in the network and
then convince all nodes that the new block is the valid one. Also, to increase the privacy of
the data stored in the proposed e-Government P2P network, all user’s blocks are hashed and
an unreadable hashes of the transactions are stored in the blockchain.
The proposed P2P e-Government system within the framework is decentralised where
user’s data are stored in different nodes which guarantees the availability of the system
by avoiding any single point of failure. Using consensus mechanism such as PoS, it is
difficult for any adversary to launch DDoS or DoS attacks against the system as registration
is required for a node to start sharing information with the rest of the network peers. Any
transactions received from the network node are validated by a selected peer making it
difficult for malicious nodes to initiate malicious connections. Additionally, the DCA-based
IDSs can identify and mitigate unwanted traffics in e-Government system before gaining
access to the stored information. The security services and corresponding common measures
provided by the proposed framework is summarised in Table 3.1, which ensure adequate
privacy and security of the transactions.
Table 3.1 Security services and common measures
Security service Countermeasure (s)
Authentication Blockchain address and digital signature.
Access Control IDS, Digital Signature and encryption.
Confidentiality Encryption.
Integrity Encryption and digital signature.
Non-Repudiation Encryption and digital signature.
Availability Distributed/decentralised and IDS.
Trust Decentralised, encryption and digital signature.
Apart from decentralisation, security and privacy-preserving, the potential design goals
of the proposed e-Government framework are summarised in Table 3.2.
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Table 3.2 The design goals of the proposed e-Government Framework
Design Goal Justification
Reduced human error User devices and identities are authenticated in advance before
gaining access to the blockchain network.
Greater scalability System can easily scale out as it allows new devices and
users to be added to the network automatically following the
consensus mechanism.
Better intrusion detection DCA-based IDSs can effectively detect insider and external
threats in the proposed e-Government framework to avoid any
invalid operations.
Increased public trust Individuals have direct control of their information and all
network participants are authenticated.
Improved reliability Data is stored in multiple place. Consensus protocol ensure
that data can only be altered when all participants agree.
Increased resiliency
There is no single point of failure and hence resilience to
malware, DoS and DDoS attacks.
Improved auditability
It is easy to trace back the history of all transactions since
they remain unchanged in the network.
Greater verifiability All new transactions are validated by all participating peers
in the network before being added to the blockchain.
Information ownership Individuals are responsible to authorise who will access their
information.
Improved accessibility Information is stored at multiple locations which enhances
easy and speed access.
Increased data quality All transactions and records stored in the system are validated
in advance making the stored information authentic and with
the required quality.
Greater transparency All nodes in the network share the same copy of the
blockchain and through consensus mechanism they agree
on the new transactions to be added.
Low operational costs There is no third party organisation needed to process transac-
tions.
Improved efficiency Anyone in the network has access to all records and new




This chapter reported a decentralised e-Government framework with privacy preservation,
and insider and external threat detection functionality, using blockchain technology and
the DCA algorithm. The proposed e-Government framework is comprised of three main
modules. Firstly, a decentralised e-Government module is comprised of a P2P network with
each node representing a public department based on the blockchain technology. Secondly,
an external attack detection module based on the DCA detects unexpected traffics coming
from the Internet to the e-Government system for further investigation by the network
administrator. Thirdly, an insider threat detection module based on the DCA identifies internal
anomalies from legitimated accounts of the e-Government system for further investigation.
The theoretical and qualitative analysis on security and privacy of the proposed framework
shows that, encryption, immutability and the decentralised management and control offered
by the blockchain technology can provide the required security and privacy in e-Government
systems. Insider and external threats associated with the blockchain transactions from users
are detected and reported by the DCA-based IDS to avoid any invalid operations to the
blockchain database. Thus, it can be applied in Government organisations to implement
a decentralised and secure e-Government systems to overcome design challenges such as
interoperability, integration and complexity. Additionally, this framework has the potential
to increase citizens’ trust in the public sectors. As this chapter is limited in framework and
theoretical discussion level, the practical evaluation of this framework is further conducted in






As discussed in the previous chapters, the existing e-Government systems are centralised and
thus subject to single point of failure. Blockchain technology provides the decentralised envi-
ronment for secure transaction processing in trustless systems. It is designed as an immutable
and distributed database for protecting privacy and security of the shared transactions among
its trustless participants. Blockchain technology can be public (permissionless), private
(permissioned), hybrid or consortium (semi-public and semi-private). One type of blockchain
technology that is designed to meet the need of the enterprise is the consortium blockchain.
The consortium blockchain technology is a semi-public and decentralised blockchain system
which consists of a group of pre-selected entities or organisations responsible for consensus
and decisions making for the benefit of the whole network of peers [52, 109, 37].
Therefore, this chapter proposes a decentralised and privacy-preserving e-Government
system based on the consortium blockchain technology. The consortium blockchain is
particularly chosen in this project because it has moderate computational cost which is
crucial for e-Government systems. The consortium blockchain allows decentralised and
flexible information access control, where the accessibility of the information stored in the
consortium network can be limited to validators (e-Government departments), authorised
users (registered citizens and shareholders), or not limited at all (public information). Also,
unlike public blockchain where consensus process and transaction audit are carried out by all
nodes with high computational cost, consortium blockchain performs the consensus process
using pre-selected trusted nodes with moderate cost.
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The proposed decentralised system was simulated and evaluated by using Ethereum
Visualisations of Interactive, Blockchain, Extended Simulations (eVIBES simulator) [36].
eVIBES simulator was selected because it is open source and supports off-chain (sideDB)
data storage such as images, PDFs, DOCs, contracts, and etc; and these are essential part of
e-Government systems. The performance evaluation based on the number of transactions
processed per second and on the time for processing a single transaction by varying the
number of nodes (validators) in the consortium blockchain network have proved that, the
proposed system is suitable for security and privacy assurance in e-Government systems.
Consortium blockchain technology provides the decentralised environment and control
required in the proposed e-Government system.
The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. Chapter 4.1 briefly presents the back-
ground about the consortium blockchain technology. Chapter 4.2 details the proposed
consortium blockchain-based e-Government system. Chapter 4.3 presents the simulation
of the proposed e-Government system on eVIBES simulator. Chapter 4.4 evaluates the
performance of the proposed system, and finally, Chapter 4.5 briefly summarises the chapter.
4.1 Background of Consortium Blockchain
The consortium blockchain is defined as semi-public and semi-private blockchain since it
offers the benefits of both private and public blockchains [109]. Its notable difference from
either public or private is seen at the consensus level. Instead of an open network where
any node can validate transactions like in public or a centralised network where only a
single organisation validate transactions like in private, a consortium blockchain uses the
pre-selected nodes (i.e.; validators) to validate the transaction and users. The visibility of the
information store in the consortium network is limited to validators, authorised users, or by
all (publicly). More precisely, the pre-selected nodes (organisations) dictate who can see and
write to the consortium blockchain ledger. The pre-selected organisation of the consortium
network are distributed and each one maintains a copy of the blockchain on their machines.
Generally, a fewer number of node on the consortium network allows it to perform much
more effectively compared to public blockchains while simultaneously removing a single
entity control compared to private blockchain. Consortium blockchain is recommendable and
the best choice when a system requires a collaborative environment to be formed among the
participating organisations like in e-Government systems [37, 109, 52]. It is highly secure
because only authorised users can get access into the information stored in the consortium
network. In fact, the consortium blockchain technology has been successfully exploited for
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decentralised controls and privacy-preservation in supply chain [126], healthcare system
[177], IoT [109], energy trading [64], land registry [149], smart homes [109], and so on.
4.2 Consortium Blockchain for E-Government
The proposed consortium blockchain-based decentralised e-Government system is illustrated
in Figure 4.1. It consists of e-Government users and a P2P consortium blockchain network
of e-Government devices (pre-selected validators) responsible for validating transactions
and authenticating e-Government users joining the network. The P2P consortium network
is also responsible for provision of various services to users including consensus, P2P
communication, and users’ identity management. In order to add a new data to the blockchain,
the devices that jointly make up the e-Government blockchain system vote for a validator
who will validate the transactions and seal the block to the database. This approach is
appropriate for security requirement, since random nodes cannot join the network, generate
new tokens and set up a network node unless the rest of e-Government nodes approve it. The
consortium blockchain system make sure that the stored records are trustworthy, auditable
and transparent. Note that, any new e-Government devices or user’s devices joining the
consortium blockchain network, will be reviewed by peers of the network and assigned with
a blockchain wallet and identity for setting up its network node. The assigned blockchain
wallet is for user to collect and access his/her data. In this system, e-Government users can
use various devices and technologies such as laptop, tablet, smartphones and etc, to access
e-Government services online as well as to store their credentials locally.
Figure 4.1 The proposed consortium blockchain e-Government system
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Blockchain Structure
Two types of blockchain nodes are used in the proposed e-Government framework, including
full nodes and light nodes. Full nodes store a copy of the entire blockchain; so, all e-
Government devices from different departments are configured as full nodes and form the
foundation of the blockchain network. The general users of the e-Government are registered
and configured as light nodes. Light nodes do not store a copy of the entire blockchain.
Instead, they use their account and wallet to connect to a full node for a copy of the blockchain
upon demand. Therefore, e-Government users are required to register with one of the full
nodes for authorisation and information access. Any new transaction for the user is relayed
to one of the full nodes which is then propagated to other nodes in the network. Hence, full
nodes are responsible for synchronising its local blockchain copy with the rest of the P2P
network. Note that, a blockchain wallet is a digital storage which lets individuals to manage
and store their account credentials including ID, passwords, private and public keys, and
other information associated with their accounts. The wallet has a unique ID, similar to a
bank account number, such that it can allow users and organisations to safely and securely
transfer and exchange information between themselves. The wallet is stored in mobile and
web applications, and accessible by using mobile phones and computers.
A number of validators among the e-Government consortium devices are required to
validate any transaction before being added to the blockchain ledger. For instance, the
consensus could be reached if a transaction is verified by twenty (20) departments in a
consortium blockchain with fifty (50) departments. Therefore, a number of devices from
selected e-Government departments are assigned as validators to authenticate transactions
submitted to the network. The pre-selection is implemented by authorised entity from an
e-Government agency, such as the Governance board, via the use of an approved application
programming interface (API) based on a set of pre-defined operating rules. Other non-pre-
selected e-Government devices are allowed to create, review and submit new transactions to
the blockchain, but not contributing to the consensus and validation processes. A Government
official can access the information to identify a particular user or agency from the blockchain.
Note that, the proposed IDS discussed in the next Chapters 5 and 6 is deployed on all full
nodes to detect intrusive activities in the consortium network.
A Government node (device) from a selected department that meets the requirement to
be used as a full node is added to the consortium blockchain network using Algorithm 5.
Once this new node joins the network, its blockchain wallet and address containing public
and private keys are generated as indicated by lines 2 and 3 in Algorithm 5. The generated
keys and wallet are for each node to sign and validate transactions therefore they must be
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stored safely using a function storeKeysandWallet(Kpub,Kpr,Wal) in line 5. Thereafter,
the registration information of the new node is broadcasted to the network peers by the
selected node (line 6 to 8), allowing other network peers to receive its wallet information
for sending transactions in the next cycle. Here, N in line 6 represents the total number of
current registered devices in the network, and n is an individual device that is receiving the
broadcasted information about the new node. Thus, the process of adding a new node is
completed when a full network node is successfully set up and broadcasted to the network.
After registration, the added node will receive a blockchain address, a blockchain wallet, and
the private and public key pair for signing up and verifying transactions.
Algorithm 5 New device full node registration
input: A new validating device m,
A set of N devices in the current consortium network
output: Registered device m
1: generate public and private keys through (Kpub,Kpr)← keysGeneration(m);
2: generate peer ID for m through pID←peerIDGeneration(m);
3: create a blockchain address for m through Baddr←generateAddress(m,Kpub,Kpr);
4: create blockchain wallet for m through wallet←generateWallet(m,Kpub,Kpr);
5: store the keys and wallet for m through storeKeysandWallet(Kpub,Kpr,Wal);
6: for each n ∈ {N−m} do
7: distribute m’s registration details to all nodes through broadcastRegistration(n,m);
8: end for
9: m←veri f iedValidator();
10: return m.
The efficiency of the proposed e-Government system is guaranteed by fewer full nodes
thanks to the use of a consortium blockchain rather than a private blockchain, which ensures
timely process of transactions. Additionally, e-Government devices in the blockchain network
are designed to be able to store off-chain (sideDB) data such as images, PDF, DOC, text
documents, contracts, and other non-transactional data files that are too large to be stored in
the blockchain or subject to change or deletion in the future [52]. These files are encrypted
from the user side and stored off-chain in the proposed decentralised consortium blockchain-
based system. That is, the raw data of each file is hashed by using SHA256 algorithm to
generate a hash value that is stored in the blockchain with a link to the original file stored in
the off-chain database [118] (meaning that the information is not publicly accessible).
Off-chain transactions are processed faster than on-chain ones because they do not require
the verification from all full nodes. Note that, when a transaction is performed on off-chain
stored documents, the role of e-Government department is to verify the execution of the
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transaction and confirm that the blockchain protocols have been observed in the proposed
system. For instance, when a user agrees the terms and conditions to share their off-chain
documents with an external organisation, an e-Government blockchain full node will execute
the transaction via the exchange of private keys. Personal data, such as identity number,
social insurance number, names, nationality, are required when signing up a new user. In the
proposed framework, personal data are hashed and cryptographically linked with the ledger,
and thus the blockchain ledger only stores the hash of the personal data.
User Registration
Citizens, businesses and other users, can register to e-Government with the process sum-
marised in Algorithm 6. An ID is firstly created for the user as described in line 2, and a new
blockchain address is then generated for the user containing the public and private keys as
shown in line 3, allowing the identification of the user. The generated private key and user
ID are stored safely by the selected node (line 5) before his/her details being broadcasted
to other e-Government network nodes. From this, a blockchain wallet for this new user is
created and broadcasted with other details to all nodes in the blockchain network, as depicted
from lines 6 to 8. The created blockchain wallet will be used to send and receive relevant
transactions to this account. User IDs and private keys will be stored safely in the wallet file
or the database of the user’s device (line 5). The User can conveniently view their records
and the new transactions available in their blockchain addresses through the wallet interface.
Algorithm 6 User Registration
input: New user request
output: Registered user u
1: generate keys for u through (Kpub,Kpr)← generateKeys(u);
2: creating user ID for u through uID←createUserID(u);
3: create a blockchain address for u through
Addr← createBlockchainAddress(u,Kpub,Kpr);
4: create blockchain wallet for u through Walt←createBlockchainWallet(u,Kpub,Kpr);
5: store the ID and private key for u through (uID,Kpr)← storeIDandKeys(uID,Kpr);
6: for each n ∈ N do
7: distribute u’s registration details through distributeWallet(n,Walt);
8: end for
9: u←veri f iedNewUser();
10: return u.
When a user submits a record to the e-Government network, the transaction is authenti-
cated and initialised. From this, the block is updated to a new version which is broadcasted
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across the network for validation and then transferred to the user’s blockchain address stored
in the e-Government consortium network. The transferred record in the user’s blockchain
address includes the following data content: (1) the ID of the user, (2) the record value or
the transaction, such as property registration, and (3) the record identification, such as tax
registration number. Each data instance in a blockchain represents an asset.
When a third party organisation (e.g. business) requests to access a user’s information
for any official issues, the user needs to provide their blockchain address for verification.
The organisation can then use the blockchain web API to access the blockchain data stored
in user’s address. All e-Government users are required to backup their private keys and
keep them safe. If any user lost their private key, the user will be required to create a new
blockchain address and request one of the e-Government department node to transfer the
user’s information/records from the old blockchain address to the newly created blockchain
address.
The identity of a registered user through a registered device will be validated and au-
thenticated when the user wants to access the blockchain network. Note that human error
remains a great cause of cyber security breach in public and private organisations [59]; this
access validation and authentication helps to significantly reduce human error which has
always been considered as a cause of failure and a weak link to access information stored
in information systems [110]. As a result, government information will flow securely and
seemingly to the right individuals at the right time through a user’s device, regardless of the
user’s location as long as the Internet is available.
Data Storage
E-Government devices in the blockchain network are designed to be able to store off-chain
(sideDB) data such as images, PDFs, DOCs, contracts, and other files that are too large to be
stored in the blockchain or that are required to be deleted or changed in the future. These
types of files make it necessary to identify and mitigate intrusive activities originating from
insiders before being added. Thus, User’s data is stored and replicated in e-Government
database servers, which are supported by the consortium network devices. Storage and
replication of this data is so critical in case data reuse is required as the data that are store in
the blockchain network are immutable and difficult to be reused. In blockchain technology,
the off-chain storage of data is required for documentation and verification [24]. A hash
value for the off-chain document will be produced and stored in the consortium blockchain
ledger while the real document is stored in the ledger storage layer. Additionally, the data
that are processed by the participants of the consortium blockchain will be replicated and
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stored in this layer in order to guarantee more storage spaces for the blockchain network
devices.
Devices Networking
Connectivity is required between users, e-Government consortium devices and storage
servers, especially in real world scenarios. There is a wide choice of technologies that can
be used on this layer such as WiFi, Ethernet LAN or cellular network. The participants of
the consortium blockchain can use these devices to communicate transactions to/from the
users and store new blocks in the ledger storage servers. Wireless devices can benefit from
wireless communication technologies while interacting with the e-Government consortium
blockchain network; thanks to the fact that many Governments around the globe are trying
to incorporate wireless broadband networks across different cities using Wi-Fi technology
[165].
4.3 Simulation of E-Government System
It is not practical to implement the proposed e-Government design in this research due to
the significant hardware requirement, this study therefore has simulated the system using
eVIBES simulator [36]. Briefly, the eVIBES is a configurable and open source system for
simulating large-scale Ethereum networks so as to observe the empirical behaviours and
dynamic properties of P2P nodes [36]. The eVIBES was adopted due to its less deployment
efforts and low running cost compared to a real deployment of Ethereum which is a complex
and difficult task for this research [36]. The eVIBES is a broadcast-based, an event-driven,
scalable, message-oriented and concurrent blockchain simulator. Its scalability enables the
network to accommodate a large number of nodes, without degrading the simulation speed
or effectiveness. Note that, in eVIBES, nodes operate the same way as in actual Ethereum
applications [23, 36].
The eVIBES allows users to configure the blockchain parameters for a specified blockchain
network and study the behaviour of blockchain systems. The configurable simulation param-
eters include: the minimum and maximum number of P2P nodes, the number of transactions,
the rate of transaction generation, the smart contract mode to allow smart contracts to be
uploaded for execution during simulation, and customised initialisation of the genesis block
for a new simulation [36]. Briefly, a smart contract is a piece of computer code which
contains a set of rules under which the participating parties agree upon and run on the top of
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Ethereum blockchain. The outputs of the eVIBES simulator include the overall execution
time, the total number of transactions processed, the number of transactions per second
(throughput), the block propagation delay and a log of all transactions. All simulation input
and output metrics are observed on the web-based interface. Tendermint and Ethermint
Ethereum protocols that are used to develop decentralised app [58, 57] were adopted to
implement the eVIBES simulator.
Tendermint is a protocol used by the Ethereum blockchain platform to handle networking
and consensus between nodes in the blockchain network. It consists of a blockchain con-
sensus engine and an application interface as its main technical components for developers.
Tendermint uses an application interface known as Application Blockchain Interface (ABCI)
to allow transactions to be processed in any programming language [58, 37]. With tendermint,
developers need to focus only on the application layer of the blockchain application since
it handles the consensus and the networking for the application. Tendermint uses the PoS
consensus algorithm in its core engine for handling the consensus and networking between
nodes [58]. Additionally, tendermint enables the blockchain developers to define how many
pre-selected validators are required in the system. Note that, a blockchain application imple-
mented via the tendermint protocol can provide high performance since tendermint engine
has a block creation time of just 1 sec compared to that of bitcoin of 10 minutes [58].
In order to run the blockchain application on the web, Ethereum provides Ethermint
protocol which is fully compatible with web interfaces [57, 37]. Ethermint implement web
compatible API layer thus allows the blockchain application developed by using the smart
contract to load via the URL and run on the web [57]. The execution of the smart contracts
on Ethereum platform normally happens in the Ethereum Virtual Machine. Thus, Ethermint
enables blockchain developers to deploy their smart contracts on the web and facilitate
communication between Ethereum nodes and users on the network. Therefore, Ethermint
plays a crucial role in smart contracts compatibility on the web.
Note that, in order to simulate a consortium blockchain as used in the proposed e-
Government system, the default eVIBES (i.e. private blockchain) is reconfigured. The
sidechains (i.e. off-chain database) provided by the eVIBES facilitate this reconfiguration
simulation, and the same implementation of database and servers as reported in [36] is
adopted in this work; and the smart contracts facilitate the exchange of users’ information,
documents, property, etc., between P2P nodes without the involvement of a trusted third
party. Each node in the proposed e-Government system represents a peer in the simulated
consortium network which continuously exchanges messages with other peers.
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The architecture of the configured eVIBES simulator for the proposed e-Government
system is illustrated in Figure 4.2. The main component of the simulator is the orchestrator,
which manages the entire simulated network by sending configuration parameter settings
and messages to all nodes in the system. It also monitors and records the system states, and
communicates with the browser for system configuration and simulation results visualisation.
In other words, the orchestrator regulates the entire simulated e-Government system including
the generated blockchain. The HTTP module enables the interaction between the browser
and the orchestrator in an event driven manner.
Figure 4.2 The simulation of the proposed e-Government design
4.4 System Evaluation
This section details the the performance evaluation and working of the proposed consortium
blockchain-based e-Govrnment system through the eVIBES simulator. The experiment was
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performed by using an HP workstation with Intel® XeonTM E5-16030 v4 CPU @3.70 GHz
and 32GB RAM. The main purpose of experiments was to evaluate the performance of the
proposed system based on the number of transactions processed per second, block creation
and propagation time, and on the time for processing a single transaction by varying the
number of nodes in the consortium blockchain network to prove that the proposed system is
scalable and suitable for security and privacy assurance in e-Government systems.
4.4.1 Experiment Design
This experiment is implemented through the eVIBES simulator, running in VMware with
8GB RAM and Ubuntu 20.04 Long Term Support operation system. The parameters of the
e-Government blockchain network were configured as presented in Table 4.1. The maximum
number of nodes that need to boot with the genesis block during initialisation in the network
was set to 100, with flexibility to be decreased or increased during the simulation. Each
initialised node is assigned with an initial account, including node ID, blockchain wallet,
private and public keys for signing and validating transactions. The number of transactions
that an individual node can process in a batch and add into the blockchain was set to 10,
and the rate of transaction in the network was set to 0.01 sec for fast and efficient block
creation and propagation in the network [36, 23, 24]. The initial number of user accounts for
generating transactions in the blockchain network was set to 100 users. The total number of
transactions that the blockchain network can store from all nodes was set to 20000 for this
simulation. Similarly, the initial number of peers per node was set to 5 to allow peer-to-peer
communication between themselves during transaction execution in the blockchain network.
Sample user interface configuration for the simulation is illustrated by Figure 4.3.
Transactions are executed in form of smart contracts in the eVIBES simulator, and the
smart contracts mode is set to be independent execution. Independent execution mechanism
of smart contracts enables each node to maintain its own state of database while executing
the assigned transactions before sharing and adding them to the blockchain [36]. Before
the simulation starts, the default genesis block is overridden with the custom Ethereum
genesis block values to maintain consistency and to serve as the starting point for its ledger
in the consortium blockchain [36, 23]. All nodes periodically send their transactions to the
consortium blockchain storage every 10 seconds, in order to capture the throughput, the rate




Table 4.1 eVIBES parameters of the e-Government blockchain network simulation
Parameter Setting
Number of boot nodes 100
Number of transactions in the network 20000
Rate (in sec) of transaction generation 0.01
Initial number of peers per node 5
Transactions in a batch 10
Initial number of user accounts 100
Smart contracts mode Independent execution
Genesis block Override




This section presents the performance results based on block propagation time in the proposed
consortium blockchain-based e-Government system, throughput in the system and a single
transaction validation time.
Blocks Propagation Time
The purposes of this experiment is to demonstrates the scalability and robustness of the
proposed system for adoption in e-Government systems particularly when there is a spike
in the number of blocks/transactions in the network. In this experiment, the number of
Ethereum nodes (validators) was increased linearly while simultaneously measuring the
average propagation time of blocks in seconds with the result shown in Figure 4.4. Here, the
number of Ethereum nodes represent the number of dedicated e-Government full nodes. As
it can be noticed in Figure 4.4, the block propagation time increase linearly as the number of
Ethereum nodes increase in the network, which demonstrates the scalability of the proposed
e-Government system. Also, since as the number of nodes increase in the network so as the
block propagation time, this further proves that, blocks generated by peers in the network are
being successfully propagated to all nodes.
Transactions Throughput
The purposes of this experiment is to provide a detailed technical analysis about transaction
throughput of the consortium blockchain network under different number of nodes for
adoption in e-Government systems. The performance of the consortium blockchain network
based on the number of transactions processed per second (throughput) with increasing
number of Ethereum nodes (validators) in the network, is illustrated in Figure 4.5. Note that,
the ideal case happens when all transactions from the users are validated in one second or
less. It is clear from the figure that, the number of average transactions validated per second
decreases as the number of Ethereum nodes increases in the consortium blockchain network.
This is because the communication overhead required to pre-vote for a node will process
the transactions, create a block, and append it to the ledger. Thus, if a given consortium
blockchain system requires a large number of Ethereum nodes, the transaction processing
speed will decrease. In e-Government systems, this may not be the case since all participating
department save the same goal of proving public services, fewer validators will be enough




Figure 4.4 Block propagation time against the number of nodes
From Figure 4.5, a consortium network with 10, 20, 30 or 40 validators can validate 100
transactions in a few seconds, which is close to the ideal case. However, for a consortium
network comprised of 50, 60, 70 or 80 validators, the network requires several seconds
to validate 100 transactions, which deviates somehow far from the ideal situation. So, as
the number of nodes increase in the network (e.g. up to 200 nodes), the network requires
more time to validate transactions. Apparently, a compromise needs to be made between the
desired network performance, the number of transactions sent per second, and the number of
nodes in the consortium blockchain network, which should be fully considered during the
design stage. More specifically, an extra care must be taken to select the appropriate number




Figure 4.5 The transactions per second against Ethereum nodes
Single Transaction Validation Time
The purposes of this experiment is to provide a detailed technical analysis on a single
transaction validation time (in seconds) in the consortium blockchain for adoption in e-
Government systems. The standard average validation time per transaction in a consortium
blockchain network comprised of 100 validators is usually between 0.1 sec to 1 sec [109,
38, 37]. It has been observed in this experiment that more time was required to validate a
transaction as the number of Ethereum nodes was increased in the blockchain network, as
shown in Figure 4.6. If a blockchain network contains less than 90 validators, the average
validation time was less than 0.1 sec; however, the validation time is increased up to 0.12 sec
when a network is comprised of more than 90 Ethereum nodes in the simulated environment.
Therefore, during the design stage of a consortium blockchain, a compromise needs to be
made between the desired network performance, the number of transactions sent per second,
and the number of Ethereum nodes in the network. Thus, the proposed system can be adjusted
depending on the requirements of a country where it will be applied.
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Figure 4.6 Validation time against the number of Ethereum nodes
4.4.3 Discussion
This section discusses how the proposed consortium blockchain-based system can prevent
common threats to security and privacy in e-Government systems.
• Prevention against DDoS attacks – Usually occurs when attackers flood online
services with massive fake traffic in order to render the service unavailable. Generally,
DDoS attacks tend to consume a significant amount of bandwidth and resources
until the service is down. In the proposed consortium blockchain-based system, no
centralised server that can be a direct target for DDoS attacks. The decentralised nature
of the proposed consortium blockchain will allocate data and bandwidth to the less
overloaded peers in the network to absorb DDoS attacks when it happens.
• Authentication and Authorisation attacks – This may occur when the adversarial
users try to take control of the consortium blockchain network so that the can authorise
themselves or introduce fake nodes for authorising users while taking control of the
network. This is impossible in the proposed system since all peers of the consortium
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network are pre-selected by an authorised entities from e-Government agency of a
particular government beforehand.
• Threats to Anonymity – Anonymity in blockchain-based applications may open the
door for criminals to carry out unauthorised activities [7]. In the proposed system, the
blockchain information is only available to the consortium peers and authorised users.
Therefore, any adversary trying to set up an anonymous connection will be detected
instantly since the validators verify any user trying to access the information stored in
the consortium network.
Note that, more time is required to validate transaction as the number of validators
increases in the consortium blockchain network. Therefore, a compromise needs to be made
between the desired network performance, the number of transactions sent per second, and
the number of validating peers in a consortium blockchain network, which should be fully
considered during the design stage. More specifically, an extra care must be taken to select the
appropriate number of validators in the consortium network for a balance between security
and transaction throughput.
The Advantages of the proposed e-Government consortium blockchain are summarised
in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2 Advantages of the consortium blockchain-based e-Government network
Advantage Justification(s)
Fast transaction speed
Only a selected group of participants process
transactions.
High scalability
New participants can be added to a controlled
number of consortium nodes when needed.
Low transaction costs
The transactions validators process transaction
without incentives like in public blockchain.
Low energy consumption
A voting mechanism is used to pre-select the
validating nodes, no computation is needed.
Low risk of cybersecurity attack
Random participants are not allowed to join
the consortium unlike in public blockchain.
High transparency
Participants of the network know their peers
within the consortium (more of enterprise).
High data integrity
Information is maintained in a consistent
manner within the consortium network.
High collaboration
Different department and agencies will be able




This chapter proposed a decentralised e-Government system based on the consortium
blockchain technology. The consortium blockchain allows decentralised and flexible infor-
mation access control, where the accessibility of the information stored in the consortium
network can be limited to validators (e-Government departments), authorised users (reg-
istered citizens and shareholders), or not limited at all (public information). Also, unlike
public blockchain where consensus process and transaction audit are carried out by all nodes
with high computational cost, consortium blockchain performs the consensus process using
pre-selected trusted nodes with moderate cost. The proposed decentralised system was
simulated and evaluated by using VIBES simulator since it is open source and supports
off-chain (sideDB) data storage such as images, PDFs, DOCs, contracts, and etc. The
performance evaluation based on the number of transactions processed per second and on
the time for processing a single transaction by varying the number of nodes (validators) in
the consortium blockchain network have proved that, the proposed system is suitable for
security and privacy assurance in e-Government systems. Consortium blockchain technology







The most daunting and challenging task in the proposed e-Government system presented in
this project as described in Chapter 3 and 4, is to distinguish between normal and malicious
traffics effectively before granting them access to the blockchain ledger. Note that, blockchain
database is append-only and immutable; so, once the information is added cannot be deleted or
changed in the future. Adding unwanted transactions to the blockchain network can be deadly
due to its immutability nature. Unwanted traffics such as spyware, worms, ransomware,
spam and etc, must be detected and stopped from getting into the e-Government blockchain
network. Hence, there is a need of developing an cybersecurity attack detection system that
can detect insider and external threats in the proposed e-Government system.
Therefore, this chapter develops three different cybersecurity attacks detection systems
based on enhanced DCA algorithm for identifying and mitigating unwanted traffics in e-
Government systems. DCA is employed in this project due to its intrusion detection capability
in computer networks and beneficial properties such as self-organisation, scalability, de-
centralised control, and adaptability [26, 75]. In order to enhance the attacks detection
performance of the original DCA, this chapter has significantly revised and enhance it in
three ways. Firstly, a new parameters optimisation approach for the DCA was implemented
by using GA; since the original DCA uses manual method to pre-defined the weights for
its objective function. Secondly, fuzzy inference systems approach was used to developed
an approach which can solve nonlinear relationship that may exist between input features
and the resultant three DCA’s signals during its pre-processing stage. Thirdly, a new signal
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categorisation method for the DCA was proposed based on Partial Shuffle Mutation of GA to
automatically categorise the input features into the three DCA’s signal categories; given that
the original DCA uses manual categorisation technique based on domain or expert knowledge
of the domain. The enhanced DCA approaches will be used to function as an entrance to the
decentralised e-Government system, to address any security issues due to malicious traffics
in an e-Government system.
The performance evaluation of the proposed DCA approaches in e-Government systems
were conducted by using three cybersecurity datasets namely the CERT (for insider threat
study) [67], KDD99 (for external threat study) [92] and UNSW_NB15 (for external threat
study) [117]. The experimental results show that the proposed DCA approaches are capable
of detecting both external and insider threats with better performances compared to the
original versions of the DCA and some state-of-the-art classifiers such as Decision Trees
(DT), Naive Bayes (NB) Random Forests (RF), Artificial Neural Network (ANN) and Support
Vector Machines (SVM).
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows: Chapter 5.1 presents the proposed
weights ptimised DCA. Chapter 5.2 presents the proposed fuzzy inference enhanced DCA.
Chapter 5.3 presents the proposed GA-based signal categorisation for DCA. Chapter 5.4
demonstrates the experimental evaluation process of the proposed approaches as well as the
discussion of the results, and finally Chapter 5.5 summarises this chapter.
5.1 Weights Optimised Dendritic Cell Algorithm
This section develops a DCA-based IDS by optimising its learning parameters for detecting
malicious traffics in the proposed e-Government system. Conventionally, in its life cycle, the
DCA goes through a number of phases including features categorisation into three artificial
signals (i.e.; SS, DS and PAMP), context detection of data items, context assignment and
finally labeling of data into either normal or anomaly class. During the context detection
phase, the DCA requires user to manually pre-define the parameters used by its weighted
function of Equation 5.1 to process the signals and data items. Manual derivation of the
parameters of the DCA has been criticised due to the fact that it cannot guarantees that the
optimal set of weights is obtained [53, 26, 29]. Therefore, in order to improve the detection
performance of the DCA for e-Government systems, a new weight optimisation approach
implemented by using the GA is developed.
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where c j( j = 1,2,3), represent the PAMP, DS and SS signal values respectively; and w
j
i (i, j =
1,2,3) represent the weights of csm, mDC and smDC context, regarding PAMP, DS and SS,
respectively.
Compared to other evolutionary search techniques, the GA was chosen in this PhD project
due to the following reasons [176, 78, 68]
• Its ability to easily achieve the proper balance between exploitation and exploration of
search space simply by setting well its parameters (i.e.; mutation, crossover, population
size, fitness function, number of iterations and elitism rate).
• GA can easily escape from being trapped in local optimal solutions compared other
evolutionary methods through crossover and mutation that help it to search for the
optimal solution from a population of points while other optimisation methods normally
search from a single point (can easily get trapped in local maxima).
• Compared to other evolutionary search methods, GA simply uses objective function
without any need of its derivative or auxiliary information to generate the fitness score
for its solutions which makes it simple and fast. More precisely, GA doesn’t require
any prior information about the structure of the objective function to be optimised.
• GA uses probabilistic selection process rather than deterministic ones which are
exploited by other evolutionary optimisation algorithms which makes it more suitable
for the search problems.
• GA parameters can be easily modified and adaptable to fit different computational
problems compared to other evolutionary algorithms.
• GA is suitable for multi-objective optimisation problems compared to other methods
since it has the ability to search through large and wide solution space. Therefore,
in the future GA could be used to optimised the DCA algorithm by treating it as a
multi-objective problem with weights to be optimised and signals to be categorised,
concurrently.
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5.1.1 The proposed Dendritic Cell Algorithm
The proposed optimised DCA-based IDS is illustrated in Figure 5.1. Feature selection step is
firstly employed to select the most informative features from the input dataset. The selected
features are then categorised into three groups of either PAMP, SS or DS, representing the
three input signals. The optimal set of parameters associated with the three signals are
effectively searched by employing the GA during context detection phase as detailed in
Section 5.1.2. The last two phases of the optimised GA-DCA are exactly the same as the
original DCA versions, and thus the rest of this section focuses only on the optimisation of
the parameters using GA during the context detection phase.
Figure 5.1 Intrusion detection in e-Government systems by using DCA
5.1.2 Parameters Optimisation Using Genetic Algorithm
GA is a family of computational models inspired by natural evolution which heuristically
search for optimal or near-optimal solutions to optimisation problems [78]. GA has been
employed for parameters optimisation in machine learning models, such as neural networks
[68], rule base optimisation in fuzzy inference systems [107], and etc, with significant
performances. GA starts by randomly initialising a population of individuals (solutions) in a
pool for a given problem. Then, it uses the techniques inspired by evolutionary biology such
as selection, mutation and crossover to evaluate each individual in every iteration. Gradually,
more effective individuals are evolved over a number of iterations until a specified level of
performance or maximum number of iterations is reached.
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The weights required by the DCA’s Equation 5.1 can be summarised as a matrix:
W =
wsmDC,1 wsmDC,2 wsmDC,3wmDC,1 wmDC,2 wmDC,3
wcsm,1 wcsm,2 wcsm,3.

In this section, the main steps followed by GA to optimise the DCA’s parameters for the
DCA’s Equation 5.1 are summarised below.
1) Individual representation: In this chapter, an individual (I) within a population is
designated as a possible solution that contains all the weights involved in Equations 5.1.
Therefore, the individual is represented as
I = {w1smDC,w2smDC,w3smDC,w1mDC,w2mDC,w3mDC,w1csm,w2csm,w3csm}, where 1,2,3 represent the
three signals categories extracted from the selected features during the pre-processing step.
2) Initialisation of individual’s parameters: The population P = {I1, I2, ..., IN} is ran-
domly initialised from a Gaussian distribution with a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of
5. Here, N is the size of population which is a problem-specific modifiable parameter, with
10-50 being widely used [107, 120].
3) Objective function: GA requires an objective function to determine the quality of
individual’s solutions within a population. In this chapter, the objective function is taken as
the classification accuracy of the DCA, which is determined by:
Accuracy =
Total number of correctly classified data instances
Total number of data instances
(5.2)
4) Selection: In this work, the fitness proportionate selection method is adopted for select-
ing individuals who reproduce. Generally, in fitness proportionate method, the probability of
an individual to become a parent is proportional to its fitness. Thus, the fittest individuals
have the higher chances of being selected for reproduction for the next iteration. Assuming
that fi is the fitness of an individual Ii in the current population P, its probability of being
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where ri is the ranking position of individual Ii in a ordered population P.
5) Reproduction: Usually, GA explores the problem space through crossover and mutation.
In this work, the single point crossover and mutation operations are applied with probability
of α and µ respectively. Crossover and mutation help GA to reduce the likelihood of being
trapped in local maxima and increase the likelihood of obtaining the global optimal solution.
Crossover operation is applied to increase the exploitation of search space whereas mutation
explores the search space so as to increase diversity in population. After these operations,
the newly bred individuals and some of the best individual in the current generation P jointly
form the next generation of the population P′ .
6) Iteration and termination: In this chapter, GA converges when the classification
performance of the DCA exceeds the pre-specified threshold of the optimum accuracy or the
pre-defined maximum number of iterations is reached. Subsequently, when GA terminates,
the optimal weights are taken from the fittest individual in the current population. From this,
the DCA can perform validation using this set of weights and get applied in the proposed
e-Government framework.
Note that, the GA is used during the training stage to generate and optimise the weights
and therefore no large computational effort is imposed when applied to online in-time perfor-
mance in e-Government system. Additionally, GA-DCA IDS does not add any dependency
on the training dataset after getting the best weights, so the quality of the original DCA is not
compromised.
5.2 Fuzzy Inference Enhanced Dendritic Cell Algorithm
Conventionally, the DCA takes three signals as inputs, including SS, DS and PAMP, which are
generated in its pre-processing and initialisation phase. In particular, after a feature selection
process for a given training data set, each selected attribute is assigned to one of the three input
signals. Then, these input signals are calculated as the aggregation of their associated features,
usually implemented by a simple average function followed by a normalisation process. If a
nonlinear relationship exists between a signal and its corresponding selected attributes, the
resulting signal using the average function may negatively affect the classification results of
the DCA.
Therefore, this section proposes an approach named TSK-DCA to address such limitation
by aggregating the assigned features of a signal linearly or non-linearly depending on their
inherit relationship using the TSK+ fuzzy inference systems [107]. In order to implement
the proposed TSK-DCA, a data-driven rule base generation method is firstly employed to
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generate three sub-TSK fuzzy rule bases, corresponding to the three input signals. Then, the
TSK+ fuzzy inference approach is applied to compute the value of each input signal from the
assigned features for each data instance, before the application of the DCA.
5.2.1 Fuzzy Inference Systems
Fuzzy inference systems are built upon fuzzy logic to map from the input space to the output
space. They have been widely applied in solving either linear or non-linear problems of
arbitrary complexity, such as [106, 172]. The two most widely used fuzzy inference systems
are the Mamdani fuzzy model and TSK fuzzy model. Compared with the Mamdani fuzzy
model, which is more intuitive and commonly utilised to deal with human natural language,
the TSK fuzzy model is more convenient to be employed when crisp output values are
required. Both of these conventional fuzzy inference systems are only workable with a dense
rule base by which the entire input domain is fully covered. Fuzzy interpolation enhances
the power of the conventional fuzzy inference systems by relaxing the requirement of dense
rule bases [97, 96]. In other words, the conventional fuzzy inference systems fail to generate
a conclusion when a given observation does not overlap with any rule antecedents in the rule
base, but fuzzy interpolation can still approximate the conclusion. Various fuzzy interpolation
methods have been developed in the literature, such as [82, 173, 175, 174, 119, 169, 108].
The original TSK inference system generates a crisp inference result as the weighted
average of the sub-consequences with the firing strength of the fired rules as weights [147].
Obviously, no rule will be fired if a given input does not overlap with any rule antecedent.
As a consequence, the TSK inference cannot be performed. TSK+ was proposed to address
such issue which generates a consequence by considering all the rules in the rule base [105].
Suppose that a sparse TSK rule base is comprised of n rules:
R1 : IF x1 is A11 and · · ·x j is A1j · · · and xm is A1m
THEN z = f1(x1, · · · ,xm),
... ...
Rn : IF x1 is An1 and · · ·x j is Anj · · · and xm is Anm
THEN z = fn(x1, · · · ,xm),
(5.5)
where Aij,(i ∈ {1,2, · · · ,n} and j ∈ {1,2, · · · ,m}) represents a normal and convex polygonal
fuzzy set that can be denoted as (aij1,a
i
j2, · · · ,aijv), v is the number of odd points of the fuzzy
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set. Given an input I = (A∗1,A
∗
2, · · · ,A∗m) in the input domain, a crisp inference result can be
generated by the following steps:
Step 1: Identify the matching degrees between the given input (A∗1,A
∗



















where DF is a distance f actor, which is a function of the distance between the two concerned
fuzzy sets:
DF = 1− 1
1+ e(−cd+5)
, (5.7)
where c is a sensitivity factor, and d represents the Euclidean distance between the two fuzzy
sets for a given defuzzification approach. in particular, c is a positive real number. Smaller
value of c leads to a similarity degree which is more sensitive to the distance of two fuzzy
sets, and vice versa.
Step 2: Determine the firing degree of each rule by aggregating the matching degrees
between the given input and its antecedent terms by:
αi = S(A∗1,A
i
1)∧S(A∗2,Ai2)∧·· ·∧S(A∗m,Aim) , (5.8)
where ∧ is a t-norm operator usually implemented as a minimum operator.










5.2.2 TSK+ Enhanced Fuzzy Inference System for DCA
The proposed TSK-DCA system is depicted in Figure 5.2. In particular, given a training
dataset, a feature selection process is first performed to select the most significant features.
The selected features are then categorised into three groups, representing the three input
signals. From this, three TSK+ fuzzy models can be generated using the given training data
set for the aggregation of the three input values. Given an input, the TSK+ inference systems
take place to aggregate the given inputs to the three DCA input signals. Then, the output of
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the TSK-DCA classifier is generated by the DCA model. Each of these key components of
the proposed system is detailed in the following subsections.
Figure 5.2 The overall enhanced TSK-DCA system
Signal Aggregation Using TSK+ Fuzzy Inference System
Feature selection and signal categorisation method was first applied to the dataset to select
the most informative features and categorise them into the three signals of either SS, DS or
PAMP. Then, the TSK+ approach was applied to aggregate the input signals of the DCA. In
order to apply the TSK+ approach as introduced in Section 5.2.1, a rule base needs to be
generated first, which is outlined in Figure 5.3 in two key steps as detailed below.
Clustering: The K-Means clustering algorithm is employed to each sub-dataset to obtain
the rule clusters based on the Euclidean distance. Assume that ks clusters are needed for sub-
data set Ts,(s ∈ {1,2,3}). The algorithm starts with the initialisation of ks cluster centroids,
which may be generated randomly or based on some strategies. Then each data object is
allocated to the cluster whose centroid is the closest from the data object. After that, the
algorithm updates the cluster centroids and reassign each data object to its closest cluster
again. This process is reiterated until the centroids stabilised or the sum of squared error








(∥ xsi j− vsi ∥)2 , (5.10)
where xsi j is the j
th data point in ith cluster in the sub data set Ts; vsi is the centre of the i
th
cluster in the sub dataset Ts; nsi is the number of data points in i
th cluster of the subset Ts; and
∥ xsi j− vsi ∥ is the Euclidean distance between xsi j and vsi .
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Figure 5.3 The TSK+ fuzzy rule base generation
Note that the value of ks has to be pre-defined to enable the application of the K-Means
algorithm. The Elbow method, which has been used in [107, 172], is employed in this work
to determine the number of clusters.
Fuzzy Rule Extraction: Each obtained cluster is expressed as one TSK fuzzy rule. Assume
that a determined cluster for a signal is associated with d features, then a TSK fuzzy rule Ri
can be formed as:
Ri :IF x1 is Ai1 and ... and xd is A
i
d
THENy = fi(x1, ...,xd) ,
(5.11)
where Air (r = {1, ...,d}) is a fuzzy set as a rule antecedent. For simplicity, triangular







of generality, take a rule cluster ck as an example, which contains pk elements, such
as ck = {x1k ,x2k , ...,x
pk





k /pk; and the support the fuzzy set is expressed as the span of the cluster,
i.e. (air1,a
i








k }). The consequent of a TSK
fuzzy rule is the DCA input signal values. In particular, the consequent is expressed
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dxd , where β
d
i is a constant parameter of the linear functions.
The rule base is optimised by employing the genetic algorithm (GA). The algorithm firstly
initialises the population with random individuals. It then selects a number of individuals
for reproduction by applying the genetic operators, that is mutation and crossover. The
offspring and some of the selected existing individuals jointly form the next generation. The
algorithm repeats this process until a satisfactory solution is generated or a maximum number
of generations has been reached.
In this project, an individual (I) in a population (P) is used to represent a potential solution
that contains all the parameters of the polynomial functions in the TSK rule consequent,
represented as I = {β 10 , ...,β 1d , ...,β i0, ...,β id,β
n
0 , ..., β
n
d }, where n denotes the total number of
rules in the current rule base. Given a population, represented as P= {I1, ..., I|P|}, where |P|
is the numbers of individuals, the next generation of a population is produced by applying
a single point crossover and a mutation, on selected individuals. The DCA classification
accuracy is used to evaluate the quality of individuals in the new generation of population.
After the algorithm is terminated, the fittest individual in the current population is the optimal
solution. From this, all the extracted rules are grouped together to form the final rule base.
Once the rule bases are generated for all three input signals, the TSK+ inference approach
as introduced in Section 5.2.1 is applied with the training dataset, which generates the signal
inputs for the DCA as illustrated in Figure 5.4.
Figure 5.4 Inputs generation for DCA
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Note that, the cluster numbers for each sub-dataset identified are listed in Table 5.1.
Based on the results of the Elbow method, there are 21 TSK fuzzy rules supposed to be
Table 5.1 The number of clusters for each sub-dataset
DS SS PAMP
Number of clusters 7 7 7
generated to contribute the final rule base. For instance, rule antecedents of one fuzzy rule in
DS sub-rule base can be express by Equation 5.12:
x1 = (0,0.39,3.52) and x2 = (0,0.39,31.51) (5.12)
Taking Equation 5.12 as an example, the optimised fuzzy rule is shown by Equation 5.13
R1 : IF x1 = (0,0.39,3.52) and x2 = (0,0.39,31.51)
THEN f1(x1,x2) = 18.2x1−4.05x2−5.5 .
(5.13)
5.3 GA-based Signal Categorisation for Dendritic Cell Al-
gorithm
This section utilises GA based on partial shuffle mutation (PSM) [1] to automatically map
the input features into three signals of the DCA. The initial studies on the DCA used
expert knowledge of the problem domain to manually pre-determine the mapping between
selected features and the three signal categories of either SS, PAMP or DS [73, 29]. Manual
pre-processing phase has been criticised as it may over-fits the data to the algorithm; it is
thus application dependent and requires a deep understanding of the problem domain [75].
The principal component analysis (PCA) was also applied to DCA for automatic feature
categorisation [75] to overcome the limitations of the manual method. However, the PCA
does not produce satisfactory classification performance and destroys the underlying meaning
behind the initial features presented in the input dataset by generating a new set of features
via dimensionality reduction. Another automatic signal categorisation approach is based
on fuzzy-rough set theory (FRST), termed as FRST–DCA, which was proposed in [28] to
overcome the shortcomings of the PCA approach. However, the FRST–DCA is an expensive
solution to signal categorisation task due to information loss during the discretisation process;
also, it is only practically applicable to simple datasets thanks to its computational complexity
[29].
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5.3.1 The Proposed Signal Categorisation Approach
The proposed PSM-DCA based system is illustrated in Figure 5.5. Firstly, given a dataset,
feature selection process is applied to select the most significant features. Then, the PSM-
DCA takes place to categorise the selected features into SS, PAMP or DS, each with s, p and
m being the maximum number of features respectively. From here, the three signals are fed
into the DCA by going through the signal processing phases to classify the data instances
presented in the dataset. Note that the accuracy of the classification result was used during
the training process as the fitness function of the GA, as demonstrated in Figure 5.5. The key
component of the proposed system, that is signal categorisation using GAPSM, is detailed
below.
Figure 5.5 The proposed PSM-DCA based system
5.3.2 Signal Categorisation Using Partial Shuffle Mutation
Note that, the general requirements for the signal categorisation process are based on the
definition of each signal type as follows [73]:
• SS is a confidence indicator of a normal condition associated with a particular feature.
• PAMP is a confidence indicator of an anomalous situation associated with a particular
feature.
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• DS is associated with an anomalous situation when its concentration is higher, however,
when its concentration is lower under normal circumstances it is associated with the
normal condition (i.e.; may or may not indicate abnormality).
According to these definitions, both SS and PAMP are positive indicators of normal and
an anomalous situation respectively, whereas the DS indicates the situations where the risk of
anomalousness may be high or the risk of normality may be present with a feature. Therefore,
it can be seen that both SS and PAMP are more informative than DS meaning that both of
them are indispensable in the order of importance; reflecting the first and the second-ranking
in terms of signal priorities.
In the proposed method, given m number of selected features, the GA initialises a pre-
defined number of individuals in a population each with m random values ranging from 1 to
m. Note that, each value within an individual represent an index of a feature in the dataset,
so, every value is unique. In order to be able to map each feature to its appropriate signal
category, the following formulas were used to define the maximum number of features in
each signal category based on different experiments of feature permutations (i.e.; empirical
study).
s = 80% of percentage of normal samples within the dataset times the selected features
(m) = 0.8 * percentage of normal samples * m.
p = 80% of percentage of anomaly samples within the dataset times the selected features
(m) = 0.8 * percentage of anomaly samples * m.
d = the remaining set of features.
Where s, p and d represent the total number of feature in SS, PAMP and DS category
respectively. Therefore, based on this empirical study, the proposed method assigns many
features to SS and PAMP than to DS since both SS and PAMP are considered the most
informative as it can be reflected from their definitions.
Accordingly, the first s indexes of features within an individual in a GA population belong
to SS, the next p features belong to PAMP and the rest belong to DS. In order to perform GA-
PSM operation on an individual after crossover, the GA select a number of values (indexes)
with a probability of β and permute them which generate new arrangement of features
within an individual. As a result, the new arrangement generates a new features-to-signal
mapping and different classification performances. The same process repeats over a number
of iterations until the GA converges. The following steps summarises these mechanisms
followed by the GA:
1) Individual representation: An individual (I) within a population (P) is designated as a
possible solution that comprises of all m indexes of the selected features, where the first s
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features belong to SS, followed by p features for PAMP and finally the last d features for
DS; which is given by













2) Population initialisation: In this study, the initial population P = {I1, I2, ..., IN} is
formed by initialising N individuals each containing m unique random numbers ranging from
1 to m, where each number represents an index of a feature within the database.
3) Objective function: The objective function is defined as the classification accuracy of
the DCA.
4) Selection: The fitness proportionate selection method is employed for selecting a
number of individuals who reproduce during crossover and partial shuffle mutation so as
to evolve better individuals for the next iterations. In this technique, the probability of an
individual to become a parent is proportional to its fitness.
5) Crossover: A single point crossover genetic operation is applied with a probability of
α to increase the exploitation of search space.
6) Partial shuffle mutation (PSM): The PSM was proposed by [1] for fast solving the
Travelling Salesman Problem. As its name suggests, in this study, the PSM shuffles the index
of features within an individual in the population based on randomly selected indexes of the
features with a probability pm as detailed in Algorithm 7. This process is equivalent to the
trying of a different combination or rearrangement of index of features. Suppose that the
dataset is of 10 features, 55% of anomaly data samples and 45% of normal samples; then,
s = 0.8*0.45*10=3, p = 0.8*0.55*10=4 and d = 3); the PSM process for this example is
illustrated in Figure 5.6. When the PSM-DCA is applied the order of indexes of features
within an individual is changed, so as the order and indexes in each signal category as shown
in Figure 5.6. The following equations shows the percentage distribution of feature by the
PSM.
s = 0.8∗ percentage_o f _normal_samples∗m (5.14)
p = 0.8∗ percentage_o f _anomaly_samples∗m (5.15)
d = the_rest_o f _the_ f eatures. (5.16)
After applying the PSM genetic operator to the individuals, the newly generated individu-
als and some of the best individual in the current iteration P jointly form the next generation
of the population P′ . Note that, the performance of each individual is evaluated by the
classification accuracy of the DCA.
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Figure 5.6 The partial shuffle mutation example
Algorithm 7 Signal Categorisation using Partial Shuffle Mutation
1: input: an individual I and mutation probability β
2: output: a permuted individual I′
3: i = 1;
4: while i≤ m do
5: choose pm a random number between 0 and 1;
6: if pm <β then
7: choose j a random number between 1 and m;
8: permute (Fi,Fj);
9: end if
10: i = i+1;
11: end while
12: return a permuted individual I′.
7) Iteration and termination: The GA terminates when the pre-defined maximum number
of iterations is reached or the classification accuracy of the DCA exceeds the pre-defined
threshold of the optimum accuracy. When the GA terminates, the optimal solution of the
categorised features is taken from the fittest individual in the current population. From this,
the optimal features-to-signals mapping is applied to the DCA for classification tasks.
For instance, after applying the GA-PSM to the IDS datasets (presented in Sec 5.4.1)
used in this work, the features were categorised as follows.
For the KDD99 dataset, DS={count and srv_count}, SS={logged_in, srv_different_host_rate




For the UNSW_NB15 dataset, DS={sbytes, dbytes, dload and dmean}, SS={dpkts,
sttl, smean, ct_state_ttl, ct_dst_sport_ltm and ct_srv_dst }, PAMP={dur, rate, dttl, sload,
ct_srv_src, ct_src_dport_ltm and ct_dst_src_ltm}.
For the CERT insider dataset, DS={number HTTP site visited and number of sensi-
tive files accessed}, SS={number of log-on/log-off and number of emails sent/received},
PAMP={number of connecting and disconnecting external devices}.
5.4 Experimental Evaluation
This section describes the setup of experiments, validation and discussion about the results.
Firstly, the performance of the three enhanced DCA approaches for cybersecurity attack
detection in e-Government systems were evaluated by using publicly available cybersecurity
datasets. Secondly, the performance of the proposed approaches were compared with some
state-of-the-art classification methods. The comparative analysis was performed in order to
investigate and validate the effectiveness of the proposed approaches in comparison to other
classification methods. All experiments were implemented by using JAVA in NetBeans IDE
8.2. Then, the performance evaluation were performed by using an HP workstation with
Intel® XeonTM E5-16030 v4 CPU @3.70 GHz and 32GB RAM.
5.4.1 Benchmark Datasets
The proposed enhanced DCA approaches were validated by using one insider dataset namely
the CERT [67] and two external intrusion detection datasets namely KDD99 [92] and
UNSW_NB15 [117]. The description of each dataset is given in the next three subsections.
CERT Insider Threat Datasets
The CERT insider threat dataset V4.2 was used to validate the performance of the enhanced
DCA approaches on insider threat detection [67]. The CERT dataset is a synthetic dataset
that describes insiders’ computers daily activities over a period of 17 month. The data were
collected based on 1000 user accounts, of which 70 were performing malicious activities in
the organisation. There are five different activities that insiders performed during this time
period, including log-on/log-off to the computers, sending and receiving emails, connecting
and disconnecting external devices to the computers, type of file accessed, and HTTP site
visited. This dataset is pre-processed; in this work, the CERT dataset was split into two sets




KDD99 is an intrusion detection dataset which was generated for the third International
Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining Tools Competition [92]. The goal was to build a
network intrusion detector as a predictive model with an ability of distinguishing between
bad (intrusion or attack) and good (normal) connections. The dataset is divided into two sets
of training and testing, each set having 41 features. The training dataset contains 494,021
records (97,278 normal and 396,743 anomalous) while the testing dataset comprises of
311,029 records (60,593 normal and 250,436 anomalous).
There are four attack types included in both training and testing set of the KDD99 dataset
which affect large number of networked systems like e-Government globally daily. These
attack types are grouped as follows:
1. DOS: Denial of service attacks which attempt to shut down the system to make it
inaccessible to its intended users– e.g. syn flooding, teardrop and smurf
2. Probes: An attempt of gaining access to a computer and its files by exploiting the weak
points available through surveillance and other probing techniques, e.g. port scanning.
3. U2R: Unauthorised attempt to gain super user privileges by exploiting vulnerabilities
that allow normal user to gain a root privileges, e.g. buffer overflow and rootkit attacks.
4. R2L: Unauthorised access of a computer resources from a remote machine, e.g.
password guessing and ftp_write attacks.
UNSW_NB15 External Dataset
In 2015, UNSW_NB15 dataset was publicly published to support the evaluation of IDS [117].
It contains nine (9) new different moderns attack types which are not present in the KDD99
dataset. The new attack types include Reconnaissance, Shellcode, Exploit, Fuzzers, Worm,
DoS, Backdoor, Analysis and Generic; and they are deadliest and lethal to organisations like
e-Government systems so they need to be detected in advance. This dataset is further divided
into training and testing sets, each set having a total of 49 features including the class label.
The training dataset contains 175,341 records (56,000 normal and 119,341 anomalous) while
the testing dataset comprises of 82,332 records (37,000 normal and 45,332 anomalous).
Furthermore, features in UNSW_NB dataset are categorised into six groups namely the
flow features, basic features, content features, time features, additional generated features
and labeled features. Flow features comprise of traffic flow captured between a client and
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server and the packet header which covers the behaviour of the network traffic. Basic features
comprise of the attributes that characterise protocols connections. Content features contains
the attributes of TCP/IP and http services. Time features comprise of the timing attributes
such as arrival round trip time of TCP protocol and time between packets. The additional
generated features are divided into two subgroups called general purpose features (features
numbering from 36-40) and connection features (numbering from 41-47) [117].
5.4.2 Dataset Pre-processing
All three enhanced DCA approaches proposed in this chapter require feature selection pro-
cess to be applied to the datasets to select the most informative features. Therefore, the
Information Gain (IG) [166] method was exploited for feature selection. Additionally, signal
categorisation process is require by the optimised DCA-GA and TSK-DCA approaches, so,
feature-to-signal categorisation was performed by maximising the feature-to-class mutual
information [166]. If an attribute has a higher mutual information with the normal class (max-
imising) and significant lower mutual information with the anomalous class (minimising), it
is categorised as SS. If an attribute has higher mutual information with the anomalous class
(maximising) but significant lower mutual information with the normal class (minimising), it
is categorised as PAMP. Otherwise, the feature is categorised as DS.
5.4.3 Parameter Settings
As commonly used in the previous DCA studies [73, 29], a population of 100 DCs was
initialised in the sampling pool and the size of mature pool was set to 10 DCs. The migration
thresholds of DCs were assigned by a Gaussian distribution with a mean of 5.0 and standard
deviation of 1. The anomaly threshold for both datasets was computed as the percentage of
anomalies in the datasets. The parameter values used for the GA for validation are listed in
Table 5.2 as they are being widely used [120, 107].
Table 5.2 The employed GA parameters
Number of Individuals 50






The performances of proposed enhanced DCA approaches for e-Government system was
evaluated via accuracy and sensitivity or true positive rate (TPR). The higher the sensitivity,
the higher the true positives generated by the proposed enhanced DCA approach and the
better it can detect cybersecurity attacks in the proposed e-Government system.
Accuracy and Sensitivity are defined as follows:
Accuracy =
T P+T N






where TP, FP, TN, and FN refer respectively to true positive, false positive, true negative and
false negative, respectively.
Additionally, the performances of the three approaches were further validated by using
precision and F-score to investigate how best they can perform when attacks in e-Government
system contains an uneven traffics distribution between normal and malicious samples. Note
that, high accuracy indicates that the enhanced DCA is doing better only when the dataset
has equal or near equal samples between classes. F-measure is more effective than accuracy
when a dataset is imbalanced.











5.4.5 Results and Discussion
This section presents the experimental results and discussion on the performances of the
three enhanced DCA approaches.
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Results on Sensitivity and Accuracy
The evaluation results and discussion on the sensitivity and accuracy for the three enhanced
DCA approaches in comparison to the original DCA are presented in this subsection. Table
5.3 presents the sensitivity and accuracy performances of the three approaches from the three
used datasets. The best performing approach’s result for each dataset is marked in bold.
From Table 5.3, it can be noticed that, in comparison to the original DCA, the three
proposed approaches for enhancing DCA have produced higher sensitivity and accuracy on
all three datasets which make them more suitable and effective for detecting cybersecurity
attacks in the proposed e-Government system and thus enforce data privacy and integrity. In
fact, the three enhanced DCA approaches are more convenient in handling the imprecision
and complexity that may be caused by manual derivations. Note that, the optimised GA-DCA
has outperformed the other two approaches (i.e.; TSK-DCA and PSM-DCA) mainly because
optimised GA-DCA search for optimal set of weights to enhance DCA performance, while,
the TSK-DCA and PSM-DCA require pre-determined weights in order to enhance DCA
so as to reduce computational complexity. More precisely, the optimised GA-DCA has
performed better on all three datasets compared to the other approaches both on sensitivity
and accuracy. The effective performance of the GA-DCA prove that it is more suitable for
detecting cybersecurity attacks during blockchain transactions in the proposed e-Government
system. So, once the enhanced DCA IDS is integrated in the proposed framework in this
project, it will make it more robust to mitigate and eliminate the possible future cybersecurity
risks and threats targeting e-Government systems.
The GA-DCA (best approach) fine-tuning process of the testing accuracies for the three
datasets over 250 iterations is captured in Figure 5.7. The testing time required by the
optimised approach in each single iteration is the same as that of the original DCA, the
difference lies on the training time where the GA-DCA approach requires more time. The
fine-tuning processes for the TSK-DCA and PSM-DCA follow similar characteristics but
with different results that they produce.
Results on Precision and F-score
Cybersecurity datasets are often imbalanced due to the fact that attackers often try to inject
few attacks to the network to avoid being detected. Therefore, F-score is the best measure
for imbalanced datasets than accuracy. Table 5.4 presents the results on the precision and
F-score. It can be seen that, the three proposed approaches in this project have produced











































































































































































Figure 5.7 Optimised GA-DCA fine-tuning the testing accuracies
to e-Government network, they will be detected effectively. Again, since the optimised
GA-DCA has performed much better than the other approaches including the original DCA
version, it is more suitable for detecting anomalous traffics during blockchain transactions in
the proposed e-Government system. Additionally, all three enhanced DCA approaches have
outperformed the original DCA, which implies that the original DCA needed improvement
to be much more effective in detecting attacks in networked system including e-Government
systems.
Comparison between GA-DCA and other published studies based on different sampling
strategies
Note that, in practice, the value of the migration threshold should be a compromise between
DCs’ sampling time and classification accuracy. If the migration threshold value is too low,
the DC will migrate too quickly without sampling enough data items and features [71]. If
the value of the migration threshold is set too high, the DC will migrate too slowly and
misclassify the sampled data items. Therefore, the results of classification are not strictly
comparable if different sampling strategies are used. Compared to other studies attempted
to use DCA with different sampling strategies on the KDD99 dataset, the result produced
by the proposed approach is better. For instance, the work of [135] named Prob-DCA uses
GA to optimise the probabilities of SS and DS (i.e., p_safe and p_danger) with randomly
assigned migration thresholds to DCs recorded a classification accuracy of 91.23% compared
to the proposed GA-DCA which has produced a classification accuracy of 95.73%. Also, the









































































































































































selection and signal categorisation based on QuickReduct algorithm [27] with randomly
assigned migration thresholds to DCs and produced a classification accuracy performance of
92.56% while the work of [75] used principal component analysis (PCA) to automatically
categorise the features into signals with randomly generated migration thresholds for DCs
produced a classification accuracy of 87.67%. Another work by [76] used information gain
method (IG-DCA) for automatic feature selection and signal categorisation with randomly
assigned migration thresholds to DCs and recorded a classification accuracy of 86.88%.
From these results, it is clearly that the proposed approach of GA-DCA has performed better
(95.73%) than other published works in the literature based on random DCs’ sampling
strategies. Table 5.5 summarises the comparison between the GA-DCA and other published
works detailed here based on KDD99 dataset which was commonly used in all of them.
Table 5.5 Comparison between GA-DCA and other published studies on sampling
Approach Prob-DCA [135] FRST [28] PCA [75] IG [76] Proposed
Accuracy (%) 91.23 92.56 87.67 86.88 95.73
Comparison with Other State-of-the-art Classifiers
Furthermore, since the optimised GA-DCA approached has performed better than the other
two on all three datasets, its testing results were compared with five state-of-the-art classifiers
namely DT, NB, SVM, RF and ANN. The experiments for DT, NB, SVM, RF and ANN
classifiers were conducted by using Weka software [77] with the parameter values of the
algorithms set to the default.
The comparison was performed in terms of the overall testing accuracies and the results
are captured in Figure 5.8. It can be noticed that, in comparison to DT, NB, SVM, RF and
ANN, the GA-DCA is capable of producing comparable overall classification result which
make it suitable and effective for detecting and mitigating attacks targeting the proposed
e-Government system.
Application of the enhanced DCA to other binary classification Datasets
The best approach (i.e.; optimised GA-DCA) proposed in this chapter was further applied
to other binary classification datasets in order to investigate and validated its performance
apart from the cybersecurity problems. The GA-DCA was applied to ten benchmark binary
classification datasets from the UCI machine learning repository [40]. The properties of
these datasets are provided in Table 5.6.
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Figure 5.8 Comparison with other classifiers in terms of testing accuracy
Table 5.6 Benchmark datasets
Dataset #Samples #Features
Mammographic Mass (MM) 961 6
Pima Indians Diabetes (PID) 768 8
Blood Transfusion Service Center (BTSC) 748 5
Wisconsin Breast Cancer (WBC) 699 9
Ionosphere (IONO) 351 34
Liver Disorders (LD) 345 7
Haberman’s Survival (HS) 306 4
Statlog (Heart) (STAT) 270 13
Sonor (SN) 208 61
Spambase (SB) 4601 58
Table 5.7 presents the comparison of the testing results on sensitivity, specificity and
accuracy for the GA-DCA approach and the original DCA. The best performing result among
the two approaches for each dataset are marked in bold.
From Table 5.7, the sensitivity, specificity and accuracy results indicate that, GA-DCA
overall performs better than the original DCA. The GA-DCA generated better testing accura-
cies on all datasets except for MM dataset where it was slightly outperformed by the original
DCA. Also, the sensitivity and specificity results of GA-DCA for most datasets outperformed
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Table 5.7 Comparison of the GA-DCA with the original DCA
Dataset
Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%) Accuracy (%)
GA-DCA orig. DCA GA-DCA orig. DCA GA-DCA orig. DCA
MM 98.22 97.10 95.73 97.03 96.75 97.06
PID 96.29 93.05 97.36 94.73 96.73 93.75
BTSC 99.20 98.47 98.65 97.87 98.73 97.93
WBC 96.96 96.53 99.09 97.68 98.93 97.64
IONO 96.18 97.04 98.67 97.33 98.86 97.15
LD 97.55 89.50 99.37 90.34 98.55 89.85
HS 84.38 88.88 97.77 94.22 95.10 92.81
STAT 90.00 82.50 91.33 84.55 90.74 83.75
SN 99.77 98.40 99.89 98.49 9.84 98.45
SB 98.03 94.12 97.71 91.93 97.83 94.23
the original DCA except on IONO, HS, MM and SN datasets. Therefore, these results further
demonstrate that, GA-DCA can perform better in other binary classification problem.
The precision, recall and F-score for the proposed GA-DCA on all datasets are sum-
marised in Figure 5.9. The results for the majority of datasets are effective, which further
indicates that, optimised GA-DCA is applicable to imbalanced binary datasets with effective
performances.




This chapter proposed three different cybersecurity attacks detection systems based on
enhanced DCA for identifying and mitigating unwanted traffics in e-Government system.
Firstly, a new parameters optimisation approach for the DCA was implemented by using
GA; since the original DCA uses manual method to pre-defined the weights for its objective
function. Secondly, fuzzy inference systems approach was used to developed an approach
which can solve nonlinear relationship that may exist between input features and the resultant
three DCA’s signals during its pre-processing stage. Thirdly, a new signal categorisation
method for the DCA was proposed based on partial shuffle mutation of GA to automatically
categorise the input features into the three DCA’s signal categories; given that the original
DCA uses manual categorisation technique based on domain or expert knowledge of the
domain. The experimental results show that the enhanced DCA approaches are capable
of detecting cybersecurity attacks in e-Government system with better performances while
simultaneously ensuring privacy to blockchain transactions. In particular, the optimised
GA-DCA as produced much better performance and hence can be adopted in the proposed





Despite the excellent real-time performances produced by the enhanced DCA approaches
developed in chapter 5, they are only applicable to binary classification problems. Note
that, many practical classification problems including computer network data are associated
with the classification of information which contain multiple classes. For instance, computer
network data usually contains multiple attacks such as DDoS, DoS, malware, worm, SQL
injection, information theft, and etc, which often attack the network concurrently. Although,
all these attacks are categorised in one group as anomalies to make it easier for binary
classifiers, it is of paramount importance for an IDS to detect and alert the system about each
attack independently. This may help to identify an attack type(s) which is more common to a
particular networks. Thus, using an IDS that can detect multiple attacks in e-Government
systems will be beneficial for making informed decisions on preventive and mitigation
measures regarding certain common occurring cybersecurity attacks.
Therefore, this chapter proposes an innovative generalisation of the original DCA to
facilitate multi-class classification (McDCA) for multiple attacks detection in e-Government
systems. This is achieved by transforming the concept of ’normal and abnormal contexts’
to support multiple classes or ‘contexts’, which in the original version were designed to
support binary classification by simply following the biological danger model. GA is used
to determine the weighted sum functions bestowed upon each DC cell. Also, softmax
regression [166] is employed in the context analysis phase to generating a probability
distribution of each output context in the DC for class label assignment, given that the
softmax regression is a generalisation of the logistic regression for the case when the input
dataset has more than two classes [166]. Of course, the class with the highest probability
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is assigned to the DC as its context. From this, the same with the original DCA, a voting
function is applied to each data instance for class assignment based on the contexts of its
hosting DCs.
This chapter has also further transformed the proposed McDCA by stacking the DCs
procedures in a multi-layer structure, termed as multi-layer McDCA, edging the algorithm
closer to operating within the deep learning paradigm, in an effort to further enhance multi-
attack detection performance in e-Government system and thus enable the exploration of the
full potential of proposed McDCA. Despite some similarity may present between multi-layer
McDCA and neural network, the fabric of any DCA implementation clearly provides a
contrast with the neural network approaches, which clearly distinguish the two family of
approaches. The multi-layer McDCA uses data transfer between agents in the algorithm, a
novel innovation in DCA research, forming distinct pre- and post- processing layers; this
facilitates the McDCA to be fully developed as a deep learning approach, which remains an
important piece of active future work.
In order to validate and evaluate the proposed McDCA, firstly, ten widely used bench-
mark multiclass datasets from UCI machine learning repository [40] were used. Secondly,
two cybersecurity datasets with multiple attacks namely KDD99 [92] and UNSW_NB15
[117] were adopted to evaluate its multiple attacks detection in e-Government system. The
results support that McDCA can be used to detect multiple attacks targeting e-Government
system. Additionally, the proposed McDCA was compared with some of existing multi-
class classification techniques. The comparative results show that McDCA can perform
competitively in reference to other existing state-of-the-art multiclass classification methods.
The competitiveness of the proposed McDCA is demonstrated both in terms of prediction
accuracy and computational efficiency. The contribution of this chapter is four-folds: 1)
proposing the novel McDCA, 2) proposing the extended multi-layer McDCA, 3) validating
and proposed approaches using popular benchmark datasets and 4) applying cybersecurity
datasets to the proposed approach to investigate its multiple attacks detection performance in
e-Government system.
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows: Chapter 6.1 presents the proposed
Multi-attack detection DCA. Chapter 6.2 demonstrates the experimentation process followed
to validate and evaluate the proposed approach. Chapter 6.3 gives the discussion of the




The proposed McDCA is a general supervised multi-class classifier, which is able to perform
classification tasks based on a given dataset or live data streams. As commonly used in
conventional machine learning approaches, pre-processing measures, such as feature selec-
tion, are applied first to select the most significant features in discriminating the presented
classes. Note that the traditional binary DCA requires signal categorisation, which groups
the features into three categories to simulate the three types of signals emitted by an antigen,
but the proposed McDCA herein takes all the selected features as system inputs by following
the seminal work as reported in [44]. The consequence of this is that the signal of a class
may be determined by a number of features or a feature may determine multiple classes,
but the impact of this is compensated by the proposed weighting summation mechanism
during the context detection stage as detailed in Section 6.1.2. The weights in this mechanism
are determined using the GA algorithm in this chapter, which effectively optimises the
aggregation mechanism based on the intrinsic feature of the training dataset.
6.1.1 System Overview
The proposed McDCA is summarised in Algorithm 8, as illustrated in Figure 6.1. Without
losing generality, given a dataset with n data items, u selected features and k classes, the
ith data instance di,1≤ i≤ n can be represented as a pair (⃗xi,yi), where x⃗i is a normalised
feature vector x⃗i = {x1,x2, · · · ,xu}, and yi (yi ∈ {1,2, · · · ,k}) is the class label. The McDCA
first initialises a population of immature artificial DCs (i.e., iDCs) in a sampling pool. Then,
the initialised iDCs sample data items and develop to mature DCs, and then the McDCA
performs classification by going through three phases, including context detection, context
assignment, and classification. During the context detection phase, the context of each mature
DC regarding each class is determined using a generalised weighted summation function, as
detailed in Subsection 6.1.2. In its context assignment phase, the detected context values for
all possible classes are normalised using the softmax regression function; and then the most
likely class of each mature DC is determined using the argmax function, as discussion in
Subsection 6.1.3. This is followed by the final voting stage for data item classification, which
is exactly the same with the original DCA in the Analysis and Classification phase. The two




1: input: the data stream D, DCs pool size z, mature pool size q, migration threshold th
2: output: predicted class
/** DCs initialisation**/
3: initialise sampling pool with z iDCs;
/** Context Detection**/
4: while data instance d in D do
5: select q iDCs from the sampling pool;
6: for 1 to q do
7: copy and store data item d in iDCq;
8: get features x⃗i = {x1,x2, · · · ,xu};
9: compute ccsm;
10: compute the cumulative value of ccsm;
11: if cumulative value of ccsm>th then
12: move iDC to the mature pool;
13: compute the concentration for each class ci (1≤ i≤ k);




17: for each DC in the mature pool do
18: calculate ci using Equation 6.2;
19: apply Eqs. 6.4 and 6.5;
20: attach the class index with the highest context value to all the data items in the DC;




24: for each processed data item d above do
25: count the number of attachments representing each class ci;
26: label d by class with the highest number attachments;
27: end for
28: return predicted class.
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Figure 6.1 The proposed McDCA system
6.1.2 Parameters Optimisation
The proposed McDCA works for both static dataset and dynamic data stream. For static
datasets, the size of the iDC sampling pool is pre-defined, whilst for streaming data, the
sampling pool can be very big, and a pre-defined number of iDCs are randomly selected for
processing in a batch. The size of the sampling pool in this work is determined empirically,
but more investigation is required in the future. Suppose the size of the sampling pool is z;
that is the sampling pool is initialised with z empty iDCs. For a given static dataset, all the
iDCs sample data items randomly, and they move to the mature pool once they reach certain
criterion based on the csm threshold th. Each iDC is assigned with a different migration
threshold regarding the cumulative value of csm, and csm is a simulation of the concentration
of biological co-stimulatory molecule [73]. This mechanism effectively limits the amount
of time spent on data sampling. In this project, the values of th for iDCs are initialised in
a Gaussian distribution determined from the characteristic behaviour of the dataset and the
amount of data items that the iDCs can sample.
Context Detection
Suppose that m data instances have been sampled by the iDC overtime; its cumulative value















where x j is the normalised value of attribute j, wcsm, j is the weight of attribute j regarding the
csm. The weights wcsm, j is determined during the training process using any general search
algorithm and GA is used this work as discussed in Section 6.1.2. The value of m varies for
different iDCs depending on the assigned th. Note that Equation 6.1 is a generalisation of
the binary DCA equation (function).
As soon as the ccsm value of the iDC exceeds its assigned threshold th, the iDC has
developed to a mature DC which ceases sampling and moves to the mature DC pool, and
they are ready for contexts calculation. Once the mature DC pool reaches a certain size, the
cumulative context value of each iDC regarding each class is calculated. Given a mature













Although this equation shares similar form with Equation 6.1, it takes very different set of
weights. All the weights are generated using a GA in this chapter. The weights required for
the calculation can be summarised as a matrix:
W =

w1,1 w1,2 ..w1, j ..w1,u
w2,1 w2,2 ..w2, j ..w2,u
:
wk,1 wk,2 ..wk, j ..wk,u
wcsm,1 wcsm,2 ..wcsm, j ..wcsm,u
 , (6.3)
where u indicates the number of features of the dataset, and k represents the number of
classes. Apparently, Equation 6.2 is also a generalisation of binary DCA function.
Weights Optimisation by GA
The optimal set of weights for Eqs. 6.1 and 6.2 can be generated using any general optimisa-
tion algorithm based on a training dataset; and the GA is utilised here in this seminal work
as it has been successfully utilised for weights optimisation for binary DCA [53]. The GA
algorithm starts by initialising a population of random individuals, with each representing
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a possible solution. Then, the population evolves through a number of operations, such as
elitism, mutation and crossover; and more effective individuals are evolved over a number of
iterations until a specified level of performance or maximum number of iterations is reached.
In this work, an individual (I) is a vector comprising of all the weights as listed in
Equation 6.3. The size of the population is a problem-specific adjustable parameter, typically
in a range from tens to thousands, with 20-50 being widely used [120]. The objective function
is used to guide the elitism process and also determine the termination of the algorithm,
which is simply defined as the McDCA classification accuracy in this work. The roulette
wheel selection method is implemented for selecting a number of individuals who reproduce
during crossover and mutation so as to evolve better individuals for the next iterations. When
the GA terminates either by reaching the maximal number of iterations or pr-defined accuracy
requirement, the optimal solution is taken from the fittest individual in the current population
as the weights for Equation 6.3.
6.1.3 Classification
A softmax regression function is employed in this phase to assess the context of each matured
DC using the cumulative values regarding all possible classes, that is which class the DC
most likely belongs to. In logistic regression, the outcome of class label prediction is always
binary or dichotomous (i.e., true or false) [166]. The softmax regression is the generalisation
of logistic regression for multiclass classification under the assumption that the classes are
mutually exclusive. It is widely used in neural network to convert the outputs of input
processing function into the probability distribution of input classes present in the dataset
so as to simplify the multiclass classification tasks [166]. The softmax regression does not
process input features from the dataset rather it aids linear or nonlinear machine learning
functions to perform prediction on multiple classes. In other words, the softmax regression
function takes a k-dimensional vector of arbitrary real values and generates an output of
another k-dimensional vector with real values in the range [0, 1] that add up to 1.
Note that, during this phase, if the data items in the data source are finished and the DCs
haven’t attained the migration thresholds, they are forced to migrate from the sampling pool,
then queried for their context values before being flushed. Denote the vector of k cumulative
context values, calculated using Equation 6.2, as c⃗ and c⃗ = {c1,c2, · · · ,ck}. Take vector c⃗
as the input, the softmax function calculates the probability distribution of the cumulative










This softmax function generates a k-dimensional vector of probabilities associated with the
likelihood of the context of the DC. Then, the context of the DC is calculated using the
argmax function:
context = arg max
i∈{1,....,k}
σ (⃗c)i. (6.5)
Based on this equation, the class with the highest probability will be assigned to the DC as
its context. Accordingly, all the sampled data instances are also assigned with the same class.
Once the context of each data item in each mature DC is determined, the proposed
McDCA uses exactly the same approach as the conventional DCA uses, that is the majority
votes, to determine the lable of each data item. Briefly, the class that has the highest votes by
the DCs that have sampled the data item will be labelled as the class for the data item.
Runtime Complexity Analysis
The runtime complexity of the McDCA system is performed in this sub-section based on
Algorithm 8. The McDCA algorithm is presented by combining the procedural operations
with the while loop, for loop or if statements. Generally, runtime analysis is performed by
calculating the number of steps or standard primitive operations executed by the algorithm
[31]. Let n be the number of data instances within the dataset, u be the number of features
selected, z be the size of the DC population and q the size of mature pool. Assume that, the
GA population size is p and r is the number of iterations it has gone through.
Let T1(n), T2(n), T3(n), T4(n) denote the runtime complexity of of the four phases of
McDCA, thus overall runtime complexity of the McDCA can be evaluated as T (n)= T1(n) +
T2(n) + T3(n) + T4(n).
i Initialisation phase
The runtime of the initialization phase is independent of the number of instances n, it
is executed only once and determined by the population size z. So, the runtime at this
phase is calculated as
T1(n) = O(z)
ii Context detection phase
The runtime of the context detection phase depends on the number of data instances n,
the number of features u, the DC population size z, the number of times a data items
is sampled by multiples DCs q. Note that, the training and utilising runtime differ in
this phase. The McDCA training requires the GA for optimisation whilst testing does
not. For training, the GA population size is p, the number of iterations is r and the
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crossover and mutations rates which are done once per iteration, and thus: T2(n) =
O(n) + O(qun) + O(przn). This can be simplified as T2(n) = O(nzpr). Without the
GA, the runtime of the detection phase for testing becomes T ′2(n) = O(nz).
iii Context assessment phase
The runtime of the context assessment phase depends on the size of DC population z,
the number of data instances n, and the number of times a data item is processed by
DCs q. The training runtime is dependent on the number of iterations r and population
size p of the GA. The runtime for the training phase thus can be calculated as: T3(n) =
O(pr(zun)). Assuming u is very small in comparison to n then, T3(n) = O(przn). The
testing runtime of the assessment phase is given as: T ′3(n) = O(zn).
iv Classification phase
The runtime of the classification phase depends on data size n and the DCs population
size z. Similarly, the training runtime complexity depends on the GA operations. In
this phase, the data items are analysed n times to determine the number of presentations
by multiple DCs in the context detection and assessment phases: T4(n) = O((n)przn)
= O(przn2) = O(prn2). The testing runtime of the classification phase is done once
without GA and is given as: T ′4(n) = O((n)nz) = O(n
2).
From this, the total training runtime complexity becomes: T (n) = T1(n) + T2(n) + T3(n)
+ T4(n) =O(z) + O(nzpr) + O(prn2) + O(przn) = O(prn2)). The total testing runtime




4(n) = O(z) + O(nz) + O(n
2) +
O(nz) = O(n2). Therefore, the worst case training and testing runtime complexities of the
McDCA are quadratic given by O(prn2)) and O(n2) respectively with n the dataset size, p
the GA population size and r the number of iteration performed by the GA.
6.1.4 Multi-layer DCA
This section extends the proposed McDCA by using a multi-layer structure, to investigate the
full potential of the proposed McDCA. The configuration and structure of the first layer of
multi-layer McDCA is similar to that of McDCA while the succeeding layer(s) use outputs
from the preceding layer of DCs to generate their context values as depicted in Figure 6.2.
The number of DCs within different layers may vary depending on the specific application.
The index number of each data instance is used to trace it while being processed within the
system. The final prediction results are generated from the last layer (context assignment and
labeling) as briefed in the following subsections.
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Figure 6.2 The proposed multi-layer McDCA system
Context Pre-processing Layer
In this layer, each DC uses Equation 6.1 to compute the cumulative value, ccsm. Once the
cumulative ccsm value of a DC reaches the migration threshold (th), it stops data sampling
and uses the weighted function of Equation 6.2 to process the input features for different data
items it has sampled and generate k output cumulative context values. Then, it uses softmax
function given by Equation 6.4 to normalise each of the k cumulative context values in a
range of 0 to 1. Ultimately, DC forwards the normalised context values to the post-processing
layer of DCs. Note that, migration thresholds were applied to DCs in the pre-processing layer
only to ensure synchronisation between the post-processing layer(s) and context assignment
and labeling layer. Once the DCs in the pre-processing layer stop sampling the data items, the
DCs in the post-processing layers process the data and perform prediction before the McDCA
start its next cycles of picking DCs for context pre-processing. The weights associated with
features were generated and optimised using GA, the same as that described in Section 6.1.2.
Context Post-processing Layer(s)
For the sake of synchronisation, a fix number of DCs without any assigned migration
thresholds are used in this layer(s). As soon as DCs in this layer receive input contexts from
the preceding layer, the following equation with the support weights generated by GA are
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where, yi,DC is the cumulative context value of a DC corresponding to class i and wi,DC is the
weight associated with the input cumulative context yi,DC of a DC.
Then, DCs use softmax function to normalise the generated cumulative context values








where, ci is the cumulative context value corresponding to class i and yi is the normalised
cumulative context value.
Context Assignment and Labeling Layer
This layer is responsible for assigning the final context and class label to each data item by
counting the number of context attachments made by the hosting DCs regarding each class.
The same as that in the post-processing layer, a fixed number of DCs are directly employed
without assigning them migration thresholds. DCs in this layer take the outputs from the
post-processing layer as their inputs and uses Equation 6.6 to generate the k cumulative
values. Then, they use the softmax function, i.e., Equation 6.7 and argmax function, i.e.,
Equation 6.5 as described in Section 6.1.3 to assign the context and label to data item from
the final cumulative context values.
6.2 Experimental Evaluation
Firstly, the proposed McDCA was applied to 10 multiclass benchmark datasets, that are
commonly employed in the literature, to validate and evaluate its performance in comparison
to that of the existing multiclass classification approaches. Secondly, the McDCA was
applied to two cybersecurity datasets to investigate its multiple attacks detection performance
in e-Government system. All experiments were performed using an HP workstation with
Intel® XeonTM E5-16030 v4 CPU @3.70 GHz and 32GB RAM, with code implementations




The benchmark multiclass datasets were taken from the UCI machine learning repository
[40] and two computer anomaly detection datasets namely KDD99 and UNSW_NB15 were
taken from [92] and [117] respectively. Note that, the attack types present in the KDD99 and
UNSW_NB15 datasets were used to represent class labels. The selected datasets covers a
wide range of sizes from small, to very large as listed in Table 6.1:
• The datasets with small size and low dimensions are Iris, Wine, Seeds, Glass, Vowels,
Segment and Vehicle.
• The datasets with relatively large sizes and low dimensions are PedDigits and SATim-
age.
• The datasets with large size and high dimensions are Covertype, KDD99 and UNSW_NB15.
If training and test datasets are not provided separately, ten-fold cross-validation was used;
with the testing performance result for each dataset measured as the mean accuracy of ten-
folds; otherwise, the training sub datasets were used for training and the test datasets were
employed for testing, which follows the general practice as reported in the referenced papers
for consistent comparisons.
Table 6.1 Multiclass benchmark datasets
Dataset Training Testing Classes Features
Iris 150 - 3 4
Wine 178 - 3 13
Seeds 210 - 3 7
CoverType 464,810 116,202 7 54
Glass 214 - 7 10
PenDigits 7,494 3,498 10 16
Vowels 528 - 11 10
Segment 210 2,100 7 19
Vehicle 846 - 4 18
SATimage 4,435 2,000 6 36
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Description of Cyberscurity Datasets
The two cybersecurity datasets, KDD99 and UNSW_NB15 are briefed below:
KDD99 Dataset contains 494,021 training records (97,278 normal and 396,743 anomalous)
and 311,029 testing records (60,593 normal and 250,436 anomalous); each set with 41
attributes [92]. Also, it is comprised of four (4) different attack types and the normal
class. The four attacks present in the KDD99 dataset include DoS, Probe, user to root
(U2R), and remote to local (R2L). Therefore, this makes up a multiclass dataset with
5 classes (4 attacks and 1 normal class)
UNSW_NB15 Dataset contains 175,341 training records (56,000 normal and 119,341
anomalous) and 82,332 testing records (37,000 normal and 45,332 anomalous); each
set with 49 attributes [117]. It further comprises nine (9) different moderns attack
types and the normal class. The 9 attack types include the Reconnaissance, Shellcode,
Exploit, Fuzzers, Worm, DoS, Backdoor, Analysis and Generic. Therefore, this
makes up a multiclass dataset with 10 classes (9 attacks and 1 normal class).
6.2.2 Experimental Setup
This section describes the experimental design and setup followed to validate and evaluate
the performance of the proposed McDCA in e-Government system.
Data Pre-processing
Information Gain (IG) [166] was employed to perform feature selection due to its simplicity
and efficiency. Then, the selected features were normalised using the min-max normalisation.
DCs Initialisation and Sampling
For all experiments, the size of the mature pool was set to 10, which were determined based
on some empirical study. Based on empirical study, the activation thresholds (ths) were
generated from a Gaussian distribution with mean of 7.5 and standard deviation of 2.5 to
ensure that the McDCA generates best classification performances from the DCs in each
cycle. The identification number of each data item within the dataset was used to track it
while being processed by multiple DCs.
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Weight parameters optimisation using GA
The GA was employed to generate the optimal weights for the weighted function. The
parameters for the GA are listed in Table 6.2 below.
Table 6.2 The employed GA parameters
Number of Individuals 50




This section presents the evaluation of the experimental results.
Analysis of the Migration Thresholds
In practice, the value of the migration th should be a compromise between iDCs’ sampling
time and classification accuracy. If the value of th is too low, an iDC will migrate too quickly
without sampling enough data items [70]. If the value of th is set too high, an iDC will
migrate too slowly and misclassify the sampled data items.
In order to determine the best performing th values for each dataset, seven experiments
were performed using seven Gaussian distributions of th. Table 6.3 presents the testing
results obtained for seven Gaussian distributions of th starting from mean of 2.5 and standard
deviation of 1 to mean of 17.5 and standard deviation of 1.0 with the best performing th for
each dataset marked in bold. The result can further be visualised in Figure 6.3.
The testing classification performances for majority of datasets were stable when the
th values were initialised in a Gaussian distribution with mean of 2.0 to 10 and standard
deviation of 1.0. Therefore, for the rest of experiments in this chapter, the values of th were
initialised in a Gaussian distribution with mean of 7.5 and standard deviation of 2.5 to ensure
that the values of th vary between 5.0 and 10.0 and iDCs can persist over multiple iterations.
The values of th in this distribution were found to allow iDCs to sample enough data instances
without ceasing sampling too fast or too slower. It is clearly that when the values of migration
thresholds for iDCs are set to more than 10, DCs makes more classification error which
in turn generate poor accuracy. Additionally, from this result it can be concluded that, the

























































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 6.3 The range of migration thresholds VS test accuracy
The validation process of the testing accuracies for four datasets over 250 iterations of
the GA is captured in Figure 6.4. The Iris, KDD99, Glass and Wine datasets were taken as
the samples to show that 250 iterations are enough to optimise the weights of the McDCA.
The rest of the datasets follow similar trends. It can be noticed that, from iteration number
150 to 250 the optimised weights produce almost no variation on the testing accuracies which
indicates that new individuals weights getting generated by the GA cannot introduce any
further improvements to the testing accuracies.
Comparison with Other Multiclass Approaches from the literatures
Based on the ten benchmark multiclass datasets, this section compares the performance of
McDCA and other multiclass techniques which were recently proposed by different scholars
in the literatures including Least Square and Proximal SVM based on Extreme Learning
Machines (SVM-ELM) [81], Multiclass Classifier Based on Immune System Principles
(AISLFS) [43], Directed Acyclic Graph SVM (DAGSVM) based on one-against-one [79],
Sparse Extreme Learning Machines (SELM) [11], Vector-Valued Regularized Kernel Func-
tion Approximation (VVRKFA) [65], Multiclass Relevance Vector Machines (mRVM) [132],
Sparse Bayesian Extreme Learning Machine (SBELM)[111] and Discriminative Clustering
via Extreme Learning Machine (DC-ELM) [80].
The comparison results are presented in Table 6.4 where the performance results of
McDCA are shown in the first column and the rest of the columns present the best accuracies
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Figure 6.4 Testing accuracies validation over 250 iterations
taken from the studies of the compared approaches. The best performing accuracy among
these approaches and McDCA for each dataset is marked in bold. Some datasets used in this
work were not used by authors of the compared approaches, therefore, the values are left
blank in Table 6.4.
From Table 6.4, the results indicate that, the classification accuracies of the McDCA
compare well with other other multiclass approaches in the literature, which confirms that
the McDCA is applicable to multiclass problems with competitive performances. It can
be noticed that, the McDCA outperforms the rest of other approaches on the Wine and
Breast cancer datasets. Except on the Vowels and Glass datasets where there is a significant
differences between the best classifier’s accuracy and the accuracy from the McDCA, for the
rest of the datasets, there is not significant difference between the best classifier’s accuracy
and the McDCA. This proves that, the GA is able to well optimise the required weights with
good generalisation ability between the training and testing datasets.
Comparison with State-of-the-art machine learning algorithms
Similarly, based on the ten benchmark multiclass datasets, this section compares the McDCA
with the well-known state-of-the-art algorithms in machine learning which are the Support
Vector Machine based on Sequential Minimal Optimisation algorithm (SVM-SMO), Artificial
























































































































































































































































































































































ANN, DT and NB were set to the most suitable values for these classifiers using the Weka
software [77]. The classification results are compared in Table 6.5 with the best performing
accuracy for each test dataset marked in bold.
Table 6.5 Comparison with the state-of-the-art classifiers
Dataset
Testing Accuracy (%)
McDCA SVM-SMO DT ANN NB
Iris 96.67 96.00 96.00 97.33 96.00
Wine 99.44 98.10 93.82 97.19 96.63
Seeds 99.05 93.81 91.91 95.24 91.42
CoverType 74.37 69.58 92.33 71.53 63.05
Glass 86.45 57.48 65.89 67.29 49.53
PenDigits 77.60 94.94 92.05 92.30 82.13
Vowels 69.40 63.25 78.79 83.14 65.90
Segment 96.62 86.95 91.00 91.67 80.0
Vehicle 88.89 74.46 72.57 82.62 44.80
SATimage 91.70 86.56 86.07 88.77 79.50
The results indicate that, for the most datasets, the performances generated by McDCA
are notably better than those from the state-of-the-art classifiers. However, the McDCA
performs a bit worse than the rest of classifiers on Covertype, Pendigits and vowels datasets
while slightly outperformed by ANN on the Iris dataset. These encouraging results further
proves that, the McDCA is able to produce competitive results when applied to small and
large size multiclass datasets.
Runtime comparison
As it was shown in Section 6.1.3 of this work, the McDCA has a quadratic worst case runtime
complexity of O(n2) and O(RPn2) for testing and training respectively, which compares
well with other multiclass approaches such as SVM, DT, ANN, NB, and AISLFS [43].
The training runtime complexities of SVM, DT, ANN, NB, and AISLFS are O(n2 f ) [21],
O(n f logn) [42], O(n3) [99], O(n f ) [99], and O(n4) [43] respectively, with n the number of
input data items and f is the dimensionality (features).
Also, in Figure 6.5, the testing time of McDCA (in seconds) for seven datasets were
compared with three multiclass approaches from Table 6.4 including SVM-ELM [81], SELM
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[11] and VVRKFA [65], since the testing time were pointed out in these studies. The
seven datasets include Iris, Wine, Glass, Vowels, Segment, Vehicle, and SATimage. It
can be observed that, for all datasets, McDCA takes comparable testing time to that of
other multiclass approaches. Also, unlike SVM-ELM and SELM approaches, the McDCA
is observed to use lower testing time on relative large dataset such as SATimage which
compares well with VVRKFA approach. This is due to the fact that the McDCA requires
relatively smaller time for testing after optimisation.
Figure 6.5 Running time (seconds) comparison with other approaches
Result on Multi-layer McDCA
The general experimental arrangement of multi-layer McDCA followed in this section is
as it is presented in Figure 6.2. For simplicity, three (3) layers of DCs were employed in
all experiments; with ten (10) DCs in each layer. Other parameters of the McDCA were
kept unchanged. Nine (9) datasets from Table 6.1 were used to validate the performances of
multi-layer McDCA while simultaneously comparing the results with that of the McDCA.
The testing results obtained are presented in Figure 6.6 (a) with box plot analysis of the
testing result between multilayer and single layer McDCA on Figure 6.6 (b).
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Figure 6.6 Testing performance comparison for multi-layer McDCA
From Figure 6.6 (a), two observations can be drawn. Firstly, it can be noticed that, multi-
layer McDCA performs considerably better on four datasets namely Iris, Glass, Pendigits
and Breast cancer compared to the single layer McDCA. Secondly, the performances of
multi-layer McDCA is similar to that of the single layer McDCA for the rest of datasets;
which requires more investigation in the future studies of McDCA. Accordingly, it can be
concluded that, multi-layer McDCA is more effective in learning the optimal weights for
some datasets which significantly improves its classification performance compared to the
single layer McDCA. Box plot analysis on Figure 6.6 (b) indicates that, multilayer McDCA
is considerably better than the McDCA on all datasets used. In terms of running time,
multilayer McDCA requires more training and testing time than the single layer McDCA
to process data. However, availability of high performance and super computers can lessen
processing timing tremendously nowadays.
6.2.4 E-Government Multi-Attack Detection
Evaluation of the proposed McDCA on multiples attacks detection in e-Government system
is presented in this section. The performance were measured in terms of accuracy which is
equal to the correctly classified data instances including the normal, and average detection
rate which was computed from true positive rate of each attack type (excluding the normal).
The datasets used for evaluation are KDD99 and UNSW_NB15. The results obtained are
presented in Table 6.6.
From Table 6.6, both datasets have produced effective results on the classification accu-
racy (95.64% and 93.24%) and average attacks detection rate (93.05% and 90.82%). The
McDCA was able to detect DoS/DDoS attacks from the KDD99 and UNSW_NB15 dataset
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Table 6.6 E-Government multi-attacks detection using McDCA
Dataset Accuracy (%) Avg. Detection Rate (%)
KDD99 95.64 93.05
UNSW_NB15 93.24 90.82
at a detection rate of 98.62% and 97.70% respectively. DoS and DDoS are one of the most
popular attack techniques that attackers can easily implement and use to disrupt and destroy
networked systems such as e-Government. Hence, the effective classification performance of
McDCA proves that, it can detect different kind of attacks targeting e-Government systems
and thus ensuring privacy and integrity of data stored in the blockchain database. Therefore,
in the proposed framework, McDCA can function as an entrance to the e-Government system
in order to identify individual attack associated with user’s transactions. Consequently, when
user submit a transaction to the system, firstly the McDCA will inspect the traffic for any
attack types before being accepted and recorded to the blockchain database.
6.3 Discussion
The experiments have proved that, McDCA is able to generate competitive classification per-
formance with some of the existing multiclass classification techniques. The competitiveness
of McDCA is demonstrated both in terms of prediction accuracy and computational efficiency.
The better performances of the McDCA is attributed by the fact that it can generate the best
set of optimal weights associate with features without categorising them into three signal as
require by the original DCA. This help to facilitate its generalisation ability and thus being
successfully applied to different multiclass classification problems. Moreover, the McDCA
potentially eliminates the time, impression and complexity required to map the features to
signal categories, which often leads to performance improvement.
Muti-attack detection rate results obtained from the two cybersecurity datasets have
proved that, McDCA can detect multiple attacks in the proposed e-Government system. Note
that, the core challenge when developing a multi-attack detection system is to be able to train
the classifier well to differentiate between different kind of attacks and normal data present in
the dataset. Since the McDCA has produced better detection performance, it can function as
an entrance to the e-Government system in order to identify individual attack associated with
user’s transactions before being recorded to the blockchain database. So, once the McDCA
IDS is integrated in the proposed framework presented in chapter 3, it will mitigates the
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current cybersecurity attacks and emerging security threats targeting e-Government systems;
thus improves privacy, integrity, confidentiality and availability of the sensitive information
processed, shared and stored, processed with public sector.
The runtime complexity analysis of the McDCA for training and testing were found to be
O(RPn2) and O(n2) respectively. Generally, in many practical application, the time required
for testing is of far much importance than the time required for training [79]. It is clear that,
the McDCA requires more runtime to optimise the parameters of the weighted function using
GA during the training process but after weights optimisation, the testing runtime required
is reasonable since the McDCA goes through a single iteration to process and classify the
testing data.
6.4 Summary
This chapter proposed a multi-attack detection system for e-Government system by trans-
forming the computing metaphor of the human immune system, i.e., the binary classifier
DCA, to support multi-class classification. The McDCA was implemented by generalising
the natural behaviors of DCs to allow multiple situations to be considered rather than simply
normal and anomaly. To further prove the potential of the proposed McDCA, a multilayer
McDCA is also proposed and simply implemented by allowing the use of DCs in a layered
structure; this ultimately opens the door for its further extension to be implemented as a
deep learning approach. The experimental results based on the simple implementation of
the proposed McDCA and multilayer McDCA demonstrated the working and efficacy of the
system, with overall better performance than those from the commonly used and recently
proposed conventional multi-class classifiers. The results obtained from two cybersecurity
datasets prove that, McDCA is able to simultaneously detect multiples attacks targeting
e-Government system. Hence, McDCA can function as an entrance to e-Government system
in order to identify individual attack associated with user’s transactions. So, when user
submit a transaction to the e-Government system, McDCA will inspect the traffic for any




This chapter concludes the thesis and points out the possible future developments. The
summary of the thesis as detailed in the previous chapters is presented. After reviewing
the privacy and security issues in the exisiting e-Government systems in the literature,
this PhD work has developed a decentralised secure and privacy-preserving e-Government
system by innovatively using blockchain technology. Blockchain technology enables the
implementation of highly secure and privacy-preserving decentralised applications where
information is not under the control of any centralised third party. The developed secure
and decentralised e-Government system is based on the consortium type of blockchain
technology, which is a semi-public and decentralised blockchain system consisting of a group
of pre-selected entities or organisations in charge of consensus and decisions making for the
benefit of the whole network of peers. Ethereum blockchain solution was used in this project
to simulate and validate the proposed system since it is open source and supports off-chain
data storage such as images, PDFs, DOCs, contracts, and other files that are too large to be
stored in the blockchain or that are required to be deleted or changed in the future, which are
essential part of e-Government systems.
This PhD work also has developed an IDS based on the enhanced DCA for detecting un-
wanted internal and external traffics to support the proposed blockchain-based e-Government
system, because the blockchain database is append-only and immutable. The IDS effectively
prevent unwanted transactions such as virus, malware or spyware from being added to the
blockchain-based e-Government network. Three significant improvements have been imple-
mented for DCA-based IDS. Firstly, a new parameters optimisation approach for the DCA is
implemented by using the GA. Secondly, fuzzy inference systems approach is developed to
solve nonlinear relationship that exist between features during the pre-processing stage of the
DCA so as to further enhance its anomaly detection performance in e-Government systems.
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In addition, a multiclass DCA capable of detection multiple attacks is developed in this
project, given that the original DCA is a binary classifier and many practical classification
problems including computer network intrusion detection datasets are often associated with
multiple classes.
The effectiveness of the proposed approaches in enforcing security and privacy in e-
Government systems were demonstrated through three real-world applications: privacy and
integrity protection of information in e-Government systems, internal threats detection, and
external threats detection. Privacy and integrity protection of information in the proposed e-
Government systems is provided by using encryption and validation mechanism offered by the
blockchain technology. Experiments demonstrated the performance of the proposed system,
and thus its suitability in enhancing security and privacy of information in e-Government
systems. The applicability and performance of the DCA-based IDS in e-Government systems
were examined by using publicly accessible insider and external threat datasets with real-
world attacks. The results show that, the proposed system can mitigate insider and external
threats in e-Government systems whilst simultaneously preserving information security and
privacy. The proposed system also could potentially increase the trust and accountability
of public sectors due to the transparency and efficiency that are offered by the blockchain
applications. Although promising, further research is needed to enhance the proposed e-
Government system. Therefore, short-term and long-term developments are also presented
in this chapter.
7.1 Summary of Thesis
E-Government employs ICTs to offer public services to citizens, employees and other
shareholders. Due to its complex nature and sensitive information it stores, e-Government
requires to be secured, privacy-preserved and decentralised. The existing e-Government
systems such as websites and eIDs are faced with the potential privacy issues, security
vulnerabilities and suffer from a single point of failure due to centralised databases and
servers. Centralised management and validation system always presents a single point
of failure and make the system a target to cyber attacks such as malware, ramsonware,
DDoS, DoS, and etc. Recently, blockchain technology has appeared to be one of the core
technologies for secure data sharing and storage over trustless and decentralised systems.
Therefore, the main goals of this thesis was to develop a decentralised secure and privacy-
preserving e-Government system by using the blockchain technology. Then, develop an IDS
based on the DCA algorithm for detecting unwanted internal and external traffics to support
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the proposed blockchain-based e-Government system, because the blockchain database is
append-only and immutable. The DCA-based IDS effectively prevent unwanted transactions
such as virus, malware or spyware from being added to the blockchain-based e-Government
network.
Before presenting the proposed e-Government system and IDS approaches, a detailed
literature review of the e-Government systems, blockchain technology, intrusion detection
systems and artificial immune systems has been presented in Chapter 2. In particular, privacy
and security issues in e-Government systems are presented. Also, public-key cryptography,
symmetric-key cryptography, digital signature and cryptographic hash function which are
essential components for the implementation of the blockchain technology are reviewed. Ad-
ditionally, types of blockchain technology and their advantages and limitations are provided.
Finally, the background of the DCA algorithm which is a class of AIS used in this thesis to
develop an IDS is presented.
Chapter 3 proposed a decentralised e-Government framework with privacy preservation,
and insider and external threat detection functionality, using blockchain technology and
the DCA algorithm. The proposed e-Government framework is comprised of three main
modules. Firstly, a decentralised e-Government module is comprised of a P2P network with
each node representing a public department based on the blockchain technology. Secondly,
an external attack detection module based on the DCA detects unexpected traffics coming
from the Internet to the e-Government system for further investigation by the network
administrator. Thirdly, an insider threat detection module based on the DCA identifies internal
anomalies from legitimated accounts of the e-Government system for further investigation.
The theoretical and qualitative analysis on security and privacy of the proposed framework
shows that, encryption, immutability and the decentralised management and control offered
by the blockchain technology can provide the required security and privacy in e-Government
systems. Insider and external threats associated with the blockchain transactions from users
are detected and reported by the DCA-based IDS to avoid any invalid operations to the
blockchain database. Thus, it can be applied in Government organisations to implement
a decentralised and secure e-Government systems to overcome design challenges such as
interoperability, integration and complexity. Additionally, this framework has the potential to
increase citizens’ trust in the public sectors.
Chapter 4 proposed a decentralised e-Government system based on consortium blockchain
for effective and secure information sharing. The proposed system was simulated and
evaluated by using the eVIBES simulator since it is open source and supports off-chain
(sideDB) data storage such as images, PDFs, DOCs, contracts, and etc. The performance
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evaluation based on the number of transactions processed per second and on the time for
processing a single transaction by varying the number of nodes (validators) in the consortium
blockchain network have proved that, the proposed system is suitable for security and
privacy assurance in e-Government systems. Additionally, the proposed system can offer
advantages such as high scalability, high transaction speed, high data integrity, and high
collaboration, low risk of cybersecurity attack, low energy consumption, low transaction cost
and anonymity; while simultaneously ensuring the required level of trust in e-Government
systems.
Note that, blockchain database is append-only and immutable; so, once the information is
added cannot be deleted or changed in the future. Unwanted traffics such as spyware, worms,
ransomware, and etc, should be prevented from being added to the proposed blockchain-based
e-Government network. Therefore, Chapter 5 has proposed three different cybersecurity
attacks detection systems based on enhanced DCA for identifying and mitigating unwanted
traffics in e-Government systems. Firstly, a new parameters optimisation approach for the
DCA was implemented by using GA; since the original DCA uses manual method to pre-
defined the weights for its objective function. Secondly, fuzzy inference systems approach
was used to developed an approach which can solve nonlinear relationship that may exist
between input features and the resultant three DCA’s signals during its pre-processing stage.
Thirdly, a new signal categorisation method for the DCA was proposed based on Partial
Shuffle Mutation of GA to automatically categorise the input features into the three DCA’s
signal categories; given that the original DCA uses manual categorisation technique based on
domain or expert knowledge of the domain. The experimental results show that the enhanced
DCA approaches are capable of detecting cybersecurity attacks in e-Government system with
better performances while simultaneously ensuring privacy to blockchain transactions. In
particular, the optimised GA-DCA as produced much better performance and hence can be
adopted in the proposed e-Government system to address any network traffic and transaction
based malicious attacks.
Chapter 6 proposed the multi-attack detection system for e-Government system by
transforming the computing metaphor of the human immune system, i.e., the binary classifier
DCA, to support multi-class classification. The McDCA was implemented by generalising
the natural behaviors of DCs to allow multiple situations to be considered rather than simply
normal and anomaly. To further prove the potential of the proposed McDCA, a multilayer
McDCA is also proposed and simply implemented by allowing the use of DCs in a layered
structure; this ultimately opens the door for its further extension to be implemented as a
deep learning approach. The experimental results based on the simple implementation of
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the proposed McDCA and multilayer McDCA demonstrated the working and efficacy of the
system, with overall better performance than those from the commonly used and recently
proposed conventional multi-class classifiers. The results obtained from cybersecurity
datasets of KDD99 and UNSW_NB15 prove that, McDCA is able to simultaneously detect
multiples attacks targeting e-Government system. Hence, McDCA can function as an
entrance to e-Government system in order to identify individual attack associated with user’s
transactions. So, when user submit a transaction to the e-Government system, McDCA
will inspect the traffic for any attack before being accepted and recorded by e-Government
devices and servers.
In summary,two main contributions have been achieved during the development of this
PhD research work: 1) the development of a decentralised secure and privacy-preserving
e-Government system which enforces information security and privacy in the public sectors,
and, 2) the development of a DCA-based IDS for detecting and mitigating cyber attacks and
anomalies targeting the proposed blockchain-based e-Government framework. Experimental
evaluation and validation of both approaches have demonstrated the potential of the proposed
system in mitigating threats in e-Government systems while simultaneously preserving
privacy and security of information. Nonetheless,further research is also required to enhance
the proposed approached for enahancing privacy and security in e-Government system.
7.2 Future Works
Although the results show that the proposed e-Government system could potentially eliminate
privacy issues and security vulnerabilities facing the existing e-Government systems, much
can be done to further improve the work presented in this thesis. The following subsections
present the short-term and long-term developments that can be done to further improve the
proposed e-Government system.
7.2.1 Short-term Developments
This subsection explores further developments that could be readily realised with the current
PhD project on a more robust foundation in a short-term plan.
Blockchain’s Block Creation Time
The performance evaluation of the proposed blockchain-based network based on the number
of transaction processed per second, time for processing a single transaction and block
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creation time (sec) have proved that, the proposed system is suitable for security and privacy
assurance in e-Government systems. It is desirable to investigate how machine learning
and other artificial intelligence techniques can be used to increase the block creation time
when there is a spike in the number of transactions in e-Government network so as to make
the system more scalable and robust. This is because AI algorithms can be able to process
incredibly large amounts of data and variables while making best decisions [166, 69].
Improve the Analysis and Assignment Phase of the Enhanced DCA
The context assignment phase of the DCA is performed by comparing the signal concentration
values between mDC (abnormality) and smDC (normality) contexts. The most controversial
question about the DCA is the existence of crisp separation between semi-mature and
mature cumulative context values. The context regarding the collected data item will be
hard to be separated if the difference between the two contexts is small, which negatively
affects the classification accuracy. To address this challenge, fuzzy-rough set theory (FRST-
DCA) context assignment approach was proposed in [28]. However, the FRST–DCA is
an expensive solution due to information loss during the discretisation process; also, it
is only practically applicable to simple datasets thanks to its computational complexity
[29, 71]. Recently, K-Means clustering algorithm [54] was used to address this problem
but nonetheless, it is computationally an expensive solution [54]. Therefore, it is desired
to investigate how other methods such as Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) [166], PCA
[166] and logistic regression [69] can solve this limitation for the DCA so that it can detect
attacks in e-Government system with much higher accuracy.
DCA-based IDS Parameters Optimisation by Using Other Techniques
The proposed DCA-based IDS was optimised by using GA due to its ability to achieve the
proper balance between exploitation and exploration of search space simply by setting well
relatively fewer number of adjustable parameters. GA has proved to be effective for the DCA
parameters optimisation even when it was compared with the particles swarm optimisation
[53, 46]. However, the performance of GA could be further compared with gradient descent
optimisation algorithms [166] and other meta-heuristic optimisation algorithms such as
simulated annealing, artificial bee colony optimisation, ant colony optimisation, to fully




Given that the information aggregation in McDCA was simply implemented using a weighted
summation, the application of other more complex aggregation approaches need to be inves-
tigated. Also, the parameters were determined using the popular GA, and other optimisation
approaches may generate more optimal solutions. In addition, the DC pool size, the migration
threshold were all fixed and empirically determined based on limited trials in this work; thus
further investigation is required. What is more, study on multi-layer McDCA is in demand by
examining the number of layers, the number of DCs, and alternatively information processing
approaches in each DC; interestingly, the stack of many layers may turn the McDCA as
a deep learning approach for more challenging problems. Last but not least, theoretical
analysis from mathematical perspective will support the full comprehension of not only the
proposed McDCA, but also its biological counterpart.
7.2.2 Longer-term Developments
This subsection proposes several possible future research works which could be achieved in
long-term plan.
Blockchain-based Collaborative Intrusion Detection
A single IDS in a network such as e-Government system can have false positives (false
attacks) or false negatives (missed attacks) [4, 170]. Therefore, it is very crucial to develop a
Collaborative IDS (CIDS) that can aggregate data from multiple blockchain nodes or peers
in order to make informed decisions about potential intrusions or anomalies in e-Government
system. Note that, CIDS can be able to counter a variety of attacks, especially large-scale
coordinated attacks [4, 114]. Thus, it would be ideal if the blockchain technology will be
exploited to develop a CIDS for the proposed e-Government system. CIDS in the proposed
system will replace the use of the DCA-based IDS which is computationally expensive
due to the time required to train its parameters. Additionally, using the blockchain-based
CIDS will be the best solution as it will ensure that the proposed system is only made up of
blockchain technology components. Lastly, a carefully designed and configured CIDS can




Integrating the Proposed e-Government framework with Smart Cities
Smart Cities are now a reality. The United Nations Population Fund indicated that about 3.3
billion (54% of world population) lived in urban areas in 2014. This number will increase to
about 5 billion (about 66%) by 2030 [157]. This dramatic growth in urban populations is
generating a significant increase in the number of interconnected devices and subsequently
e-Government is required to be at the centre of Smart Cities expansion. Smart Cities present
new economic opportunities to governments but with technological developments there will
be security and privacy threats. Smart cities will require large scale networks to accommodate
these diverse devices. All cities are managed by government authorities and they will be
responsible for delivering e-Government services with strict governance policies. Therefore,
it would be ideal if the smart cities and IoTs are integrated in the proposed e-Government
framework.
Efficient Blockchain Consensus Algorithm for e-Government system
To validate transactions, nodes in the blockchain network run a consensus algorithm such
as PoW, PoS, DPoS, PoD, etc. This thesis has exploited DPoS since it saves energy that
is required in PoW to solve mathematical puzzle. However, when there is a spike in
number of transactions in the blockchain network, there is a trade-off between security and
performance in designing DPoS mechanisms [23, 178]. It would be interesting to develop a
more efficient and effective blockchain consensus algorithm for the proposed blockchain-
based e-Government system. In particular, the Proof-Of-Authority (PoA) consensus method
[139] could be exploited to implement a more effective consensus algorithm that can give
a small and designated number of blockchain nodes the power to validate transactions or
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